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+ Doinker® Platinum Hi-Mod Stabilizer
  - Most Advanced Tournament Stabilizer to Date
  - Ultra Stiff, .750” O.D. High Modulus Carbon Rod Transfers Energy More Efficiently to Its Exit Point
  - 1 1/8” Removable, Fully Adjustable Doinker Supreme
  - Includes a Complete Set of 421 Weights and a Doinker Thumb Spur
  - Available Lengths: 24”/12.3 oz. 27”/12.7 oz. 30”/13.0 oz. 34”/13.4 oz.
  - $285.45 ea.

+ Doinker® Elite Fatty Supreme Stabilizer
  - Super Stiff .870” O.D. Carbon Grid Rod has the Ability to Hold a Large Amount of Weight at the Distal End with a Limited Amount of Flexing
  - Utilizes the 1 1/8” Doinker Supreme and Suppression Mount
  - Includes Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (1/4x20)
  - Available Lengths: 27”/10.3 oz. 31”/10.4 oz. 34”/10.7 oz. 37”/11.5 oz.
  - $197.09 ea.

+ Doinker® Fatty Supreme Stabilizer
  - Super Stiff .870” O.D. Carbon Grid Rod has the Ability to Hold a Large Amount of Weight at the Distal End with a Limited Amount of Flexing
  - Incorporates a Fully Adjustable 1 1/8” Doinker Supreme
  - Includes Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (1/4x20)
  - Available Lengths: 22”/5.9 oz. 27”/6.4 oz. 30”/6.8 oz. 33”/7.2 oz.
  - $137.55 ea.

+ B-Stinger XL Premier Stabilizer
  - High Performance Carbon Fiber Designed to be Both Lightweight and Extremely Rigid
  - Unique Stainless Steel Disc Incremental Weight System
  - Incredibly Strong to Weight Ratio Allows Archers to see the Full Benefit of Stabilization
  - Tighter Groups and Greater Down Range Accuracy
  - Includes (3) 1 oz. Weights (5/16x24)
  - 20” Windbar Minimizes the Effect of Wind
  - 20” Windbar Includes (8) 1 oz. Weights (5/16x24); Weights 4.4 oz.
  - Available Lengths: 24” (5.1 oz.) 27” (5.6 oz.) 30” (6.1 oz.) 33” (6.6 oz.) 36” (7.1 oz.)
  - 6890010 (20” Windbar) $239.99 ea.
  - 6890009 (24”) $249.99 ea.
  - 6890005 (27, 30, 33, 36”) $229.99 ea.

+ B-Stinger Premier Plus Stabilizer
  - Same High Performance Carbon Fiber Design as the Famous Premier
  - Lightweight and Extremely Rigid with a Smaller Outside Diameter
  - Unique Stainless Steel Disc Incremental Weight System
  - Includes (3) 1 oz. Weights (5/16x24)
  - 20” Windbar Minimizes the Effect of Wind
  - 20” Windbar Includes (6) 1 oz. Weights (5/16x24)
  - Available Lengths: 24” (4.3 oz.) 27” (4.7 oz.) 30” (5.0 oz.) 33” (5.6 oz.) 36” (6.0 oz.)
  - 6890034 (20” Windbar) $209.99 ea.
  - 6890035 (24”) $209.99 ea.
  - 6890030 (27, 30, 33, 36”) $229.99 ea.

+ B-Stinger Competitor Stabilizer
  - Top Performing Carbon Stabilizer at Most Affordable Cost
  - 100% Pure, High Quality Carbon Fiber
  - Unique Carbon Lay-Up Pattern for Steady Aiming
  - Best Strength to Weight Ratio at Mid-Price Point
  - Multi-Frequency Vibration Damping Inserts
  - Includes (3) 1 oz. Weights (5/16x24)
  - 20” Windbar Minimizes the Effect of Wind
  - 20” Windbar Includes (6) 1 oz. Weights (5/16x24); Weights 4.3 oz.
  - Available Lengths: 24” (4.8 oz.) 27” (5.2 oz.) 30” (5.6 oz.) 33” (6.0 oz.) 36” (6.3 oz.)
  - 6890032 (20” Windbar) $149.99 ea.
  - 6890033 (24”) $149.99 ea.
  - 6890031 (27, 30, 33, 36”) $129.99 ea.

+ Shrewd Carbon Devibe Stabilizer
  - Lightweight Fabric Wrap Carbon Fiber and CNC Machined Aluminum End Caps for Superior Strength
  - Includes Small 100% Natural Gum Rubber Shock and Three Stackable Brass Weights
  - Available Lengths: 18” (4.48 oz.) 24” (4.96 oz.) 28” (5.12 oz.)
  - 30” (5.34 oz.) 32” (5.47 oz.) 34” (5.63 oz.)
  - $99.95 ea.

+ Shrewd Nomad Fatty Stabilizer
  - Stiff and Versatile Stabilizer
  - Allows a Wide Range of Weight Combinations
  - Internal Rubber Dampening
  - Weights Listed Do Not Include End Weights (3.6 oz.)
  - Available Lengths: 20” (5.4 oz.) 24” (6.0 oz.) 26” (6.3 oz.) 28” (6.6 oz.)
  - 30” (6.9 oz.) 32” (7.2 oz.) 34” (7.5 oz.) 36” (7.8 oz.)
  - 3990048 (20-28”) $179.99 ea.
  - 3990050 (30-36”) $184.99 ea.

+ Doinker® Avancee Stabilizer
  - Very Light, Stiff .640” O.D. Carbon Grid Rod
  - Inclues Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (1/4x20)
  - Available Lengths: 18” (4.3 oz.) 24” (4.7 oz.) 27” (5.0 oz.) 30” (5.2 oz.)
  - 34” (5.5 oz.)
  - 2920148 (34”) $169.46 ea.

+ Doinker® Elite Supreme Stabilizer
  - Very Light, Stiff .640” O.D. Carbon Grid Rod
  - Utilizes the 1 1/8” Doinker Supreme and Suppression Mount
  - Includes Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (1/4x20)
  - Available Lengths: 18” (4.3 oz.) 24” (4.7 oz.) 27” (5.0 oz.)
  - 30” (5.2 oz.) 34” (5.5 oz.)
  - $181.94 ea.

+ Doinker® Avancee Stabilizer
  - Very Light, Stiff .640” O.D. Carbon Grid Rod
  - Includes Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (1/4x20)
  - Available Lengths: 18” (4.3 oz.) 24” (4.7 oz.) 27” (5.0 oz.) 30” (5.2 oz.)
  - 34” (5.5 oz.)
  - $159.95 ea.

+ Bernie’s Scorpion Stabilizer
  - Ultra Stiff .771” Diameter High Modulus Carbon Rod
  - Weight-Reducing Technology
  - Available Lengths: 25” 30” 35”
  - 3750065 (25”) $89.99 ea.
  - 3750055 (30” & 35”) $95.55 ea.

+ Bernie’s Dragon Extreme Pro Stabilizer
  - World’s Stiffest Carbon Stabilizer .795 Diameter
  - Stiffer, Lighter and Smaller in Diameter at a Reasonable Price
  - Carbon Diamond Weave Finish
  - Weight-Reducing Technology
  - Includes Three 1 ounce Stack Weights
  - Available Lengths: 25” 30” 35”
  - 3750046 (25”) $145.00 ea.
  - 3750047 (30” & 35”) $159.95 ea.

+ Bernie’s Diamond Back Stabilizer
  - Ultra Stiff .778” Diameter High Modulus Carbon Rod
  - Carbon Diamond Weave Finish
  - 7 Times Stiffer than the Lite-Nin Rod
  - Available Lengths: 25” (4.3 oz.) 30” (4.7 oz.) 35” (5.4 oz.)
  - 3750046 (25”) $149.95 ea.
  - 3750055 (30” & 35”) $149.95 ea.

+ Easton® X10® Stabilizer
  - Utilizes a Technologically Advanced Visco-Elastic Damping Membrane and High Modulus Carbon Weave
  - Tri-Layer Suppressor System Stabilizes Aim, Accelerates Recovery, and Minimizes Hand Shock and Arm Fatigue
  - Incorporates AVRS & A/C Construction
  - Includes 1.5 oz Weight Cap
  - Available Lengths: 24” (4.4 oz.) 28” (4.9 oz.) 32” (5.4 oz.)
  - 3990029 $129.99 ea.

+ Easton® A/C/E™ Stabilizer
  - Aluminum/Carbon A/C Construction
  - Ultra-Light Design, Features AVRS (Advanced Vibration Reduction System)
  - Includes 1.5 oz Weight Cap
  - Available Lengths: 24” (4.3 oz.) 29” (5.0 oz.) 34” (6.0 oz.)
  - 2070514 $134.99 ea.
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+ **Easton® X-7™ Stabilizer**
  - Incorporates a Precision Aerospace Alloy Body and AVRS System for Smooth, Shooting and Tighter Groups
  - Small Diameter Performs Better in the Wind
  - Detailed Chrome Permahologics Stand Out on the Shooting Line
  - Includes 1.5 oz Weight Cap
  - Available Lengths: 25” (6.1 oz.), 30” (6.8 oz.)
  - $67.99 ea.

+ **Shibuya Carbon Stabilizer**
  - Stiff & Light High-Modulus Carbon Construction Allows for Optimal Vibration Damping and Weight Distribution
  - 3/4” Outside Diameter
  - 5/16 x 24 Standard Threads with 14x20 Weights
  - Includes Flat & Cap Weight and Protective Sleeve
  - Available Lengths: 20” (4.95 oz.), 28” (5.15 oz.), 30” (5.43 oz.)
  - Weight Listed Do Not Include End Weights
  - Available Colors: Black, Silver, Red (Special Order), Blue (Special Order)
  - 3960036 ($144.99 ea.)
  - 3960036 (30”) $199.99 ea.

+ **Fivics Phoenix Stabilizer**
  - Compound Tournament Stabilizer
  - Great High Elastic Material
  - Very Strong Spine with No Noise or Vibration
  - High Carbon Material for Super High Strength
  - Available Lengths: 26” (6.0 oz.), 28” (6.7 oz.), 30” (6.8 oz.)
  - Includes Stainless Steel Flat & Cap Weight
  - Absorbs Hand-Arm Vibration
  - High Quality Material for Super High Strength
  - Cartel Midas XD Nano Carbon Stabilizer
  - Available in Black Only
  - Available Lengths: 26”, 29”, 30”, 34”
  - Available in Black Only
  - $23.82 ea.
  - $25.88 ea.

+ **Win&Win HMC Plus Stabilizer**
  - Features a Unique Design, it has a Wall Thickness of 0.7mm at the Front and 2mm at the Base, the Diameter has been Enlarged to 20.5 mm (.807”) to Successfully Absorb the Shock and Vibration Along the Entire Rod
  - Includes 2mm at the Base, the Diameter has Been Enlarged to 20.5 mm (.807”)
  - Available Lengths: 26” (5.1 oz.), 28” (5.4 oz.), 30” (5.7 oz.)
  - $89.99 ea.

+ **Win&Win/SF Axiom Stabilizer**
  - Four Carbon Rods, Positioned to Form a Square are Held Together by Tuners Made from High Quality Thermoplasts and Elastomers
  - Tuners Can be Added or Taken Away to Fit Individual Needs
  - Available Lengths: 26” (6.0 oz.), 28” (6.7 oz.), 30” (6.8 oz.)
  - Double-Dampening Effect with Added Weights and Dampeners
  - Available Colors: Black

+ **Win&Win/SF Pocket**
  - Double-Dampening Effect with Added Weights and Dampeners
  - Available Lengths: Short - 17” x 5” Long - 35” x 4”
  - $4.99 ea.
  - $5.49 ea.

+ **DP Sleeves Padded Black Stabilizer Cover**
  - High Quality Protective Cover for Your Stabilizer
  - Made of a Padded Material on the Inside
  - Available Sizes: 30”, 34”, 36”, 38”, 40”, 44”
  - To Determine Length Needed, Add 2 inches to the Full Length of the Rod

+ **Beiter Weight Adapter Hood**
  - Threaded Cap for Weight Adapter
  - 1/4 x 20 Female Threads
  - Available Colors: Red, White, Blue, Pearl, Oyster
  - Black Graphite, Gray, Green, Orange, Yellow, Black
  - $4.99 ea.

+ **Shibuya Carbon Stabilizer**
  - Available Colors: Black, White, Blue, Red
  - Available Sizes: 30”, 34”, 36”, 38”, 40”, 44”
  - Made of a Padded Material on the Inside
  - Available Lengths: 26”, 28”, 30”, 32”, 34”
  - $123.99 ea.
  - $114.99 ea.
  - $104.99 ea.

+ **Beiter Centralizer Stabilizer**
  - Four Carbon Rods, Positioned to Form a Square are Held Together by Tuners Made from High Quality Thermoplasts and Elastomers
  - Tuners Can be Added or Taken Away to Fit Individual Needs
  - Metric Threads Available By Special Order
  - 3 Tuners: 30” (8.6 oz.), 33” (9.9 oz.), 35” (10.2 oz.)
  - Colors - Black Tuner Center w/ Colored Caps
  - Available Cap Colors Below:
  - Red, White, Blue, Pearl, Oyster, Black Graphite, Gray, Green, Orange, Yellow
  - $104.99 ea.
  - $114.99 ea.
  - $123.99 ea.

+ **Beiter Weight Adapter Hood**
  - Threaded Cap for Weight Adapter
  - 1/4 x 20 Female Threads
  - Available Colors: Red, White, Blue, Pearl, Oyster
  - Black Graphite, Gray, Green, Orange, Yellow, Black
  - $4.99 ea.
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MULTI-ROD STABILIZERS / SIDE RODS

+ Donker® Quadra-Flex Stabilizer
  • Ultra Lightweight, Multi-Rod Technology
  • Smoke Tinted Lexan Connections Incorporate ITP Sleeves
  • Full Adjustability 1 1/8” Donker Supreme with Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (14x20)
  • Available Lengths: 25” (8.0 oz.) 30” (3.8 oz.) 35” (5.9 oz.) 40” (9.9 oz.)
  2920013 $186.95 ea.

+ Cartel FX 640 Carbon Multi-Rod Stabilizer
  • Proven, High-Quality Multi-Rod Design
  • Aluminum/Carton Construction
  • Sliding Adjustable Center Sections for Weight and Vibration Control
  • Available Lengths: 26” (11.1 oz.) 28” (11.3 oz.) 30” (11.5 oz.)
  • Available Colors: Black/Silver
  1760002 $104.99 ea.

+ Cartel Balkan Multi-Rod Stabilizer
  • Proven, High-Quality Multi-Rod Design
  • Economically Priced with Uncompromised Quality
  • Sliding Adjustable Center Sections for Weight and Vibration Control
  • Available Lengths: 10” (3.27 oz.) 12” (3.48 oz.) 24” (4.27 oz.) 30” (4.65 oz.)
  4080077 $59.99 ea.

+ Specialty Ultra-Lite Stabilizer
  • 3 Rod Stabilizer Made from Thinner Carbon Rods for Archers Who Prefer a Smaller, Lighter Stabilizer
  • Internal Quick Disconnect for Easy Removal
  • Sold Individually
  • Available Lengths: 10” (3.27 oz.) 12” (3.48 oz.) 24” (4.27 oz.) 30” (4.65 oz.)
  4080122 $59.99 ea.

+ Donker® Platinum Hi-Mod Side Rod
  • Most Advanced Side Rod to Date
  • Ultra Stiff, .750” O.D. High Modulus Carbon Rod
  • 1 1/8” Removable, Fully Adjustable Donker Supreme
  • Includes a Complete Set of 421 Weights
  • Sold Individually
  • Available Lengths: 10” / 10.6 oz. 12” / 10.9 oz. 15” / 11.5 oz.
  2920171 (10” or 12”) $132.95 ea.
  2920171 (15”) $147.20 ea.

+ Donker® Fatty Supreme Side Rod
  • Super Stiff, .870” O.D. Carbon Grid Rod
  • Counter Balances to Help Slow Down the Movement of Your Sight Picture
  • Incorporates a Fully Adjustable 1 1/8” Donker Supreme
  • Includes Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (14x20)
  • Sold Individually
  • Available Lengths: 12” (4.6 oz.) 15” (4.9 oz.)
  2920183 (12”) $72.52 ea.
  2920170 (15”) $85.02 ea.

+ B-Stinger Side Rod
  • High Performance Carbon Fiber Designed to be Both Lightweight and Extremely Rigid
  • Unique Stainless Steel Disc Incremental Weight System
  • Helps Steady the Sight Picture while Aiming which Leads to More Quality Shots and Minimizes the Bow’s Reaction During the Shot Cycle which Causes Tighter Groups
  • Weights Not Included
  • Available Lengths: 10” (3 oz.) 12” (3.2 oz.) 15” (3.6 oz.)
  6890006 (10”) $49.99 ea.
  6890007 (12”) $55.99 ea.
  6890008 (15”) $59.99 ea.

+ Bernie’s Dragon Extreme Pro Side Rod
  • Ultra Stiff High Modulus Carbon Rod
  • Available Lengths: 12” 14”
  • .795 Diameter
  • Carbon Diamond Weave Pattern
  • Stiffer, Lighter and Smaller in Diameter at a Reasonable Price
  3750015 (Sold Individually) $45.00 ea.

+ Bernie’s Scorpion Side Rod
  • Ultra Stiff High Modulus Carbon Rod
  • Available Lengths: 12” 14”
  • .78” Diameter
  • Carbon Diamond Weave Pattern
  • Ultra Stiff .78” Diameter High Modulus Carbon Rod
  • Sold Individually
  3750056 $45.00 ea.

+ Shrewd Nomad Fatty Side Rod
  • A Stiff and Versatile Side Rod
  • Internal Rubber Dampening
  • Weights Listed Do Not Include End Weights (3.6 oz.)
  • Available Lengths: 10” (3.5 oz.) 12” (4.2 oz.) 14” (4.4 oz.)
  • Sold Individually
  3990051 $99.99 ea.

+ Donker® Avancée’ V-Bar Set
  • Very Light, Stiff 640° O.D. Carbon Grid Rod
  • Incorporates a Fully Adjustable 7/8” Donker Supreme
  • Includes Aluminum DA/WM Weight (14x20)
  • Sold in Pairs
  • Available Lengths: 8” (5.7 oz.) 10” (6.0 oz.) 12” (6.4 oz.)
  2920149 $133.41 pr.

+ Shrewd Devibe Side Rod
  • Lightweight Fabric Wrap Carbon Fiber and CNC Machined Aluminum End Caps for Superior Strength
  • Includes Small 100% Natural Gum Rubber Shock and Three Stackable Brass Weights
  • 7” Length; Weighs: 4 oz.
  • Sold Individually
  • Available in Black Only
  3990030 $54.99 ea.

+ DP Sleeves Padded Black Side Rod Cover
  • High Quality Protective Cover for Your Stabilizers
  • Made of a Padded Material on the Inside for the Utmost in Protection
  • Available Sizes: 16” 20”
  • To Determine Length Needed, Add 2 inches to the Full Length of the Rod

+ Easton® X10® Side Rod
  • Utilizes a Technologically Advanced Visco-Elastic Dampering Membrane and High Modulus Carbon Weave
  • Tri-Layer Suppression System Stabilizes Arm, Accelerates Recovery, and Minimizes Hand Shock and Arm Fatigue
  • Incorporates AVRS & A/C Construction
  • Includes 1.5 oz. Weight Cap
  • Available Lengths: 8” (1.5 oz.) 10” (1.7 oz.) 12” (1.8 oz.)
  • Sold Individually
  2070315 $59.99 ea.

+ Easton® A/C/E™ Side Rod
  • Aluminum/Carton A/C Construction
  • Ultra-Light Design, Features AVRS (Advanced Vibration Reduction System)
  • Includes 1.5 oz. Weight Cap
  • Available Lengths: 8” (1.7 oz.) 10” (1.8 oz.) 11” (1.9 oz.)
  • Sold Individually
  2070705 $47.99 ea.
+ Easton® X-7™ Side Rod
- Incorporates a Precision-Aerospace Alloy Body and IVRS System for Smooth Shooting and Tighter Groups
- Small Diameter Performs Better in the Wind
- Detailed Chrome Permagraphics Stand Out on the Shooting Line
- Includes 1.5 oz Weight Cap
- Available Lengths: 10” (2.3 oz.)
- Sold Individually

2070318
$29.99 ea.

+ Doinker® Alumi-Komp V-Bar Set
- Black Anodized All Aluminum Rod (7/16” O.D.)
- Utilizes the 1 1/8” Fully Adjustable Doinker Supreme
- Includes Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (14x20)
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 8” (9.9 oz.) 10” (10.4 oz.)

2920146
$77.79 pr.

+ Shibuya V-Bar Rod
- Stiff & Light High-Modulus Carbon Construction
- Allows for Optimal Vibration Dampening and Weight Distribution
- 3/4” Outside Diameter, Includes Cap Weight
- S16x24 Standard Threads
- Available Lengths: 9” (2.62 oz.) 11” (2.89 oz.)
- Weights Listed Do Not Include Cap Weight
- Available Colors: Black Silver Red Blue Red (Special Order)
- Sold Individually

3960037
$89.99 ea.

+ Cartel Midas XD Nano Carbon Side Rod
- Superior Shock/Vibration Absorbing System
- Includes Stainless Steel Cap Weight
- Available in Blue Only
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 10” 12”

1760157
$69.99 ea.

+ Samick Element Cross Carbon Side Rods
- High Modulus Cross Weave W6SR Carbon
- Carbon Fiber Cross Weave Pattern with Stainless Steel Caps
- Includes Cap Weight
- Sold in Pairs
- Available Length: 10” (2.5 oz.) 11” (2.7 oz.) 12” (2.9 oz.)

3880132
$109.99 pr.

+ Win&Win HMC Plus Side Rod
- Features a Unique Design, it has a Wall Thickness of 0.7mm at the Front and 2mm at the Base, the Diameter has Been Enlarged to 20.5 mm (.807”) to Successfully Absorb the Shock and Vibration Along the Entire Rod
- Improved Dampering, Absorbing Shock and Controlling Torque
- Weights Not Included
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 10” (2.65 oz.) 11” (2.82 oz.) 12” (3.0 oz.)

4770192
$52.99 ea.

+ Cartel Triple Carbon Tapered Side Rod
- High Quality Tapered Carbon Construction
- Large Diameter for Maximum Vibration Reduction
- Includes SS Cap Weight
- Sold Individually
- Available Colors: Black Silver
- Available Lengths: 10” (4.0 oz.) 12” (4.1 oz.)

1760045
$39.99 ea.

+ Cartel Aluminum Carbon Side Rod
- High Quality Aluminum Carbon Stabilizer
- Includes Black Weights (2 Flat, 1 Cap)
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 10” (4.8 oz.) 12” (4.9 oz.)

1760067
$39.99 ea.

+ Cartel Carbon Side Rod
- High Quality Carbon Stabilizer
- Includes Black Weights (1 Flat, 1 Cap)
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 8” (4.7 oz.) 10” (4.8 oz.) 12” (4.9 oz.)

1760062
$29.99 ea.

+ Win&Win/SF Axiom Side Rod
- Double-Dampering Effect with Added Weights and Damper
- Very Strong, Lightweight, and Vibration Absorber
- Available Colors: Black
- Available Lengths: 10” (4.3 oz.) 12”

4770119
$27.99 ea.

+ Bohning™ Stabilizer & V-Bar Wraps
- You Now Have a Way to Personalize Your Set Up
- Packs Include: 1 - 10 inch (25.4 cm) Stabilizer Wrap
- 1 - 4 inch (10.2 cm) V-Bar Stabilizer Wraps
- Available Designs: Metallic Red Tribal, Metallic Blue Tribal, Metallic Green Tribal, Metallic Red Tiger, Metallic Blue Tiger, Metallic Green Tiger, Metallic Pink Tiger
- Gold Bohning Logo, Silver Bohning Logo

1480160 (Tribal/Tiger Design)
$14.99 ea.
1480161 (Bohnig Logo)
$14.99 ea.

+ Doinker® Quadra-Flex V-Bar Set
- Ultra-Lightweight, Multi-Rod Technology
- Smoke Tinted Lexan Connections that Incorporate ITP Sleeves
- Fully Adjustable 1 1/8” Doinker Supreme with Aluminum Universal Stack Weight (14x20)
- Sold in Pairs
- Available Lengths: 8” (10.4 oz.) 10” (10.8 oz.) 12” (11.2 oz.)

2920019
$194.50 pr.

+ Beiter Side Rod with Weight Adapter
- Same Construction and Concept as the Centralizer Stabilizer
- Unsurpassed Stabilization and Vibration Reduction
- Includes Weight Adapter, Allows Weights to be Added
- Sold Individually
- Metric Threads Available By Special Order
- Available Lengths: 8” 10” 12” 14”
- Available Colors: Blue - All Blue Tuners with Black Rods
- Colors - Black Tuner Center w/ Colored Caps

Available Cap Colors:
- Red
- White
- Blue
- Pearl
- Oyster
- Black
- Gray
- Green
- Orange
- Yellow

1370043 (8”, 10” Blue w/o Tuners)
$64.99 ea.
1370057 (8”, 10” Colors w/o Tuners)
$69.99 ea.
1370062 (12”, 14” Blue w/o Tuners)
$69.99 ea.
1370031 (12”, 14” Colors w/ Tuners)
$79.99 ea.

+ Cartel FX 640 Carbon Short Multi-Rod
- Proven, High Quality Multi-Rod Design
- Aluminum/Carbon Construction
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 8” (7.1 oz.) 10” (7.2 oz.) 12” (7.3 oz.)

1760018
$67.99 ea.

+ Cartel Balkan Multi-Rod Side Rod
- Proven, High-Quality Multi-Rod Design
- Economically Priced with Uncompromised Quality
- Sold Individually
- Available Lengths: 10” (4.8 oz.) 12” (4.9 oz.)
- Available in Black Only

1760072
$47.99 ea.
+ **Doinker® Platinum Adjustable Off Set Mount**
  - Fully Adjustable Offset Side Mount Bracket with Built-in Quick Disconnect
  - Includes a Stainless Steel Eyebolt with Thumb Spur Hole
  - Uses a Counter Sunk Doinker Power Grip Washer for a Super Strong, Micro Adjustable Platform
  - Can Hold Upwards of 30 oz. of Weight with Very Minimal Flex
  - Includes Eye Bolt
  - Weights: 2.6 oz.
  
  2920176  $85.45 ea.

+ **Doinker® AOSM Adjustable Off Set Mount**
  - Fully Adjustable Offset Side Mount Bracket
  - Makes it Easy to Set the Right Angle
  - Compact, Solid Machined Aluminum
  - Power Grip Washer for Positive Locking
  - Includes Eye Bolt
  - Weights: 1.4 oz.
  
  2920115  $54.15 ea.

+ **B-Stinger Adjustable Side Bar Mount**
  - Adjustable Mount for Rear Facing Side Bar
  - Extremely Solid Design to Preserve Riggidity
  - Interlocking Internal Teeth for Positive Locking
  - Includes Mounting Bolt
  - Available in Black Only

  6880014  $41.50 ea.

+ **Easton Single Adjustable Uni-Bar**
  - Machined from Aerospace Aluminum
  - Virtually Infinite Adjustment
  - Durable, Squared Nylon Adjustment
  - Teeth Assure Setup Will Not Slip
  - Black Hard-Anodized Finish
  - 5/16" Stainless Steel Connector Bolt Included

  2070345  $37.99 ea.

+ **Bernie’s HD Offset Knuckle with QD**
  - Fully Adjustable with Interlocking Teeth
  - Knuckle Rotates into All Positions
  - Includes QD for Side Rod
  - Available Models: Front 3/4" (3.1 oz.) / 1" (5.1 oz.) / Side 3/4" (3.0 oz.)

  3750044  $39.99 ea.

+ **Fivics COM V-Bar**
  - Compact, Fully Adjustable Off-Set Side Mount
  - Solid, Machined Aluminum
  - Adjustable Angle Measurement System
  - Available in Black Only

  5380050  $59.99 ea.

+ **Fivics Uni Uni-Bar**
  - Machined Aluminum
  - 3 Positions for Weight/Side Rod
  - Available in Black Only

  5380046  $29.99 ea.

+ **Booster Stabilizer Offset**
  - Installs Between Bow and Stabilizer
  - Off-Set Bar for Counter-Weight or Side Rod
  - 5 Position Weight/Side Rod Location
  - 5/16" Bar Length Weight: 3.6 oz.
  - Available in Black Only

  1410023  $24.99 ea.

+ **VibraCheck™ Offset Bracket**
  - Anodized Aluminum with 5/16 x 24 Threads
  - Includes Mounting Bolt
  - Available in Black Only

  3820020  $19.99 ea.

+ **Trophy Taker Folding V-Bar Bracket**
  - With the Twist of Your Wrist You Can Lock Your Side Rod in the Out Position for Shooting or in Position for Storage in a Bow Case
  - Machined Aluminum
  - Available Colors: Black Silver

  4520038 (Single - 1 oz.)  $19.99 ea.
  4520039 (Double - 2 oz.)  $32.99 ea.

+ **Martin Elevated Stabilizer Wing™**
  - Places the Stabilizer in Front of the Area where Torque is Created
  - Gain Accuracy, Stability, and Forgiveness Like Never Seen Before
  - Available in Black Only

  3080027  $23.99 ea.

+ **LP Archery Dyna Torq**
  - Mounts to the Bow at the Main Stabilizer Bushing on the Riser using a Connector Bolt and is Aligned Vertically Towards the Arrow Shelf
  - Provides Stabilizer Enhancement, Shock Absorption, and Torque Reduction
  - Upon Release, Bow Control is More Enhanced, Consistent, Controlled, and Predictable
  - 5" Length, Weights 3 oz.

  7650005  $64.99 ea.

+ **VibraCheck™ Gorilla Bars™**
  - Fully Adjustable V-Bar
  - Anodized Aluminum
  - Includes Mounting Bolt
  - Available in Black Only

  3820030  $47.99 ea.

+ **Doinker® Platinum Adjustable V-Bar Mount**
  - Fully Adjustable V-Bar Mount
  - Uses a Counter Sunk Doinker Power Grip Washer for a Super Strong, Micro Adjustable Platform
  - Can Hold Upwards of 30 oz. of Weight with Very Minimal Flex
  - Available in Black Only

  2920177  $94.00 ea.

+ **Doinker® AVBM Adjustable V-Bar Mount**
  - Fully Adjustable V-Bar Mount
  - Machined Aluminum
  - Power Grip Washer for Positive Locking
  - Available in Black Only

  2920126  $56.94 ea.

+ **Doinker® Dual Quick Disconnect for AVBM**
  - Adapts Dual Quick Disconnects to AVBM (Adjustable V-Bar Mount)
  - Quick Disconnects Only; AVBM Mount Sold Separately
  - Machined Aluminum
  - Available in Black Only

  3820138  $36.26 pr.

+ **B-Stinger Adjustable V-Bar Bracket**
  - High Quality Machined Aluminum Construction
  - Easy to Install, Fully Adjustable V-Bar Mount
  - Available in Black Only

  6880027  $54.95 ea.

+ **Specialty Adjustable V-Bar**
  - Fully Adjustable V-Bar
  - Allows for Positioning of the Side Rods Anywhere from Horizontal to 90° Down, and in a 180° Arc from Front to Back
  - Includes an Optional Wrist Sling
  - May Also be Used with a Single Side Stabilizer Rod

  4080179  $59.99 ea.

+ **Easton® Dual Adjustable Uni-Bar™**
  - Machined from Aerospace Aluminum
  - Virtually Infinite Adjustment
  - Durable, Squared Nylon Adjustment
  - Teeth Assure Setup Will Not Slip
  - Black Hard-Anodized Finish
  - 5/16" Stainless Steel Connector Bolt Included

  2070346  $59.99 ea.

+ **Bernie’s Deluxe V-Bar with Quick Disconnect**
  - Fully Adjusts to All Vertical & In/Out Angles
  - Interlocking Teeth Engage Tightly for Security
  - CNC Machined Aluminum & Stainless Steel
  - SS QD’s for each Side Rod
  - Uses 1" Model for Heavily Weighted Side Rods

  3750052 (1”)  $59.99 ea.
  3750053 (3/4”)  $49.99 ea.
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**V-BARS**

+ **Cartel Midas II Adjustable V-Bar**
  - Fully Adjustable V-Bar Mount
  - High Quality Machined Aluminum Construction
  - Includes Steel Mounting Bolt
  - Weights: 7 oz.
  - Available Colors: Black Silver
  - $49.99 ea.

+ **Cartel Deluxe CR-202 V-Bar**
  - High Quality, Precision Machined
  - Can Be Adjusted Up and Down, Right and Left
  - Includes Steel Mounting Bolt
  - Weights: 4.5 oz.
  - $44.99 ea.

+ **Cartel Super V-Bar**
  - High Quality, Precision Machined
  - Full 360° Adjustability
  - Includes Steel Mounting Bolt
  - Weights: 3.3 oz.
  - $29.99 ea.

+ **Shibuya Solid Straight V-Bar**
  - Made of High Quality Anodized Machined Aluminum
  - Can be Adjusted Up or Down in Either Vertical Direction
  - Simply by Using a Single Allen Key
  - Available Models: 45° x 0° Flat
  - Available Colors: Black Silver
  - $34.99 ea.

+ **Cartel Midas-302 V-Bar**
  - Machined from Solid Aluminum
  - 5/16x24 Standard Threads
  - Weights: 3.46 oz.
  - Available in 40° x 0° Flat or 45° x 0° Flat
  - Available in Black or Silver
  - $49.99 ea.

+ **Cartel Midas V-Bar**
  - High Quality Machined Aluminum Construction
  - Includes Steel Mounting Bolt
  - Weights: 3.7 oz.
  - Available Colors: Black Silver Red Blue
  - $34.99 ea.

+ **Cartel JVD V-Bar**
  - High Quality Vanadium Material
  - Solid One Piece Construction
  - Angled 90° x 15°
  - Distinctive Hexagonal Shape Adapter Bolt Included
  - For Both Recurve or Compound

+ **Cartel K-1 V-Bar**
  - Made of High Quality Anodized Machined Aluminum
  - Solid One Piece Construction
  - Straight 35° x 0°
  - Stainless Steel Adapter Bolt Included
  - For Both Recurve or Compound

+ **EXE Aluminum V-Bar**
  - Anodized Aluminum Construction
  - 45° x 0° Straight
  - Weights: 1.9 oz.
  - Available Colors: Black Silver
  - $29.99 ea.

+ **Shrewd I-Bar**
  - CNC Machined Black Anodized Aluminum
  - Connects to Bow with Stabilizer or Eye Bolt
  - Includes 5/16-24 Socket Head Cap Screw for Mounting to Rear of Riser

+ **Shrewd Devibe V-Bar Bracket**
  - V-Bar Counter Weight Bracket
  - Connects to Bow with Stabilizer or Eye Bolt
  - Includes 5/16-24 Socket Head Cap Screw for Mounting to Rear of Riser
  - Weights 2.9 oz.
EXTENSIONS / DAMPENERS

**Shibuya V-Bar Extender**
- Stiff & Light High-Modulus Carbon Construction
- 3/4” Outside Diameter
- 5/16x24 Standard Threads
- Available Lengths: 3” (1.99 oz.), 4” (2.09 oz.), 5” (2.25 oz.), 6” (2.53 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Red (Special Order), Blue (Special Order)

**Win&Win HMC Plus Extender**
- Same Construction as the Stabilizer/Side Rod
- 5/16x24 Standard Threads
- Available Lengths: 3” (1.58 oz.), 4” (2.11 oz.), 5” (2.29 oz.), 6”

**Win&Win/SF Axiom Extension**
- Double-Dampening Effect with added weights and dampeners
- Very Strong, Lightweight, and Vibration Absorbent
- Available Lengths: 3” (2.2 oz.), 4” (2.5 oz.)

**Beiter Extender**
- Available with Pins to be used in combination with Beiter V-Bar
- Metric Threads Available by Special Order
- Available Lengths: 3” 4” 5”
- Available Colors:
  - Blue - All Blue Tuners with Black Rods
  - Colors - Black Tuner Center w/ Colored Caps
- Available Cap Colors:
  - Red
  - White
  - Blue
  - Pearl
  - Oyster
  - Green
  - Orange
  - Yellow
  - Grey
  - Black
  - Graphite
- 1370075 (Blue) $56.99 ea.
- 1370007 (Colors) $64.99 ea.

**X-Spot Shock Reducer**
- Flex Material Offers a High Absorption Rate of Vibration Suppression
- Can be Installed Directly to the Riser or Between the Stabilizer and the Weight
- Male 1/4-20 Thread - Female 1/4-20 Thread
- Available Colors: Black Red Blue Yellow

**X-Spot Rear Shock Reducer**
- Designed to fit on the “Back-Side” of the Bow
- 5/16-24 Thread
- 1/4-20 Stainless Steel Weight
- Weight: 4.0 oz.
- 2920168 $47.67 ea.

**Doinker® Top Limb Suppressor**
- Can be used as a Top Weight or Limb Damper for Recurve
- 4 1/2” Long; Weights: 4.6 oz.
- Available in Silver Only
- 2920167 $52.87 ea.

**Fivics TNS-1000 Top Upstabilizer**
- Versatile Vibration Reducing System
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Length: 4.5”; Weight: 3.5 oz.
- Available Anodized Colors:
  - Red
  - Blue
  - Silver
  - Black
  - Green
- 5380041 $49.99 ea.

**Win&Win/HMC Plus Extender**
- Available Lengths: 3” (1.58 oz.), 4” (2.11 oz.), 5” (2.29 oz.), 6”

**Doinker® Carbon Extension**
- High Modulus Carbon Rod with Aluminum End Caps
- Available Colors: Black, Silver (purchased)
- Available Lengths: 3” (1.4 oz.), 4” (1.4 oz.), 5” (1.5 oz.), 6” (1.3 oz.)
- Male 5/16-24 Thread - Male 1/4-20 Thread

**Easton® X10® V-Bar Extender**
- High Modulus Carbon Weave
- Precision WC Construction
- Black w/ Silver End Caps
- Available Lengths: 4” (1.1 oz.) 5” (1.2 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow

**Easton® A/C/E™ V-Bar Extender**
- Aluminum/Carbon A/C Construction
- Available in Black Only
- Available Lengths: 4” (1.3 oz.) 5” (1.3 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue, Yellow
- Male 5/16-24 Thread - Female 1/4-20 Thread
- 2920169 $27.99 ea.

**Easton® X-7™ V-Bar Extender**
- Aerospace Alloy Construction
- Silver w/ Grey End Caps
- Available Lengths: 4” (1.5 oz.)
- Available Colors: Black, Silver, Red, Blue, Green
- 2760051 $22.59 ea.

**Cartel Triple Carbon Extender**
- Used to Mount a V-Bar System or Extend Your Stabilizer Length
- Changes the Balance of Your Bow to Make it More Dynamic
- Shock Eater Could Be Added to Create a Short, Custom Stabilizer
- Available Lengths: 4” 5”
- Available Colors: Black, Silver
- 1760008 $29.99 ea.

**Cartel Midas XD Extender**
- Made of 100% Aluminum
- Superior Shock/Vibration Absorbing System
- Available in Black Only
- Available Lengths: 4” 5” 6”
- 1760149 $24.99 ea.

**Fivics TNS-1000 Top Upstabilizer**
- Versatile Vibration Reducing System
- 5/16-24 Thread
- Length: 4.5”; Weight: 3.5 oz.
- Available Anodized Colors:
  - Red
  - Blue
  - Silver
  - Black
  - Green
- 5380041 $49.99 ea.
Stainless Black Aluminum

• Weighs: 1.4 oz.
• Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
• Fits any 5/16-24 Male Thread

+ B-Stinger Stabilizer Enhancer
• Vibration Reducer for Your Stabilizer
• Fits any 5/16-24 Male Thread
• Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
• Weighs: 1.4 oz.

+ Limbsaver® Standard 3/4” Stabilizer Deresonator
• Easy Installation, Fits 3/4” Stabilizers
• Improves Accuracy
• Tightens Groups
• Extremely Efficient & Effective

+ Limbsaver® XL 1” Stabilizer Deresonator
• Easy Installation, Fits 1” Stabilizers
• Improves Accuracy
• Tightens Groups
• Extremely Efficient & Effective

+ Limbsaver® Stabilizer Enhancer
• Vibration Reducer for the End of Your Stabilizer
• Fits Any 5/16-24 Female or 1/4-20 Male Thread
• Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
• Diameter: 1.64”, Height: 1.42”, Weight: 1.25 oz.

+ Fivics V-Zero Damper
• Drastically Cuts Vibration & Noise
• 1/4-20 Thread, 3/4” Diameter
• Fits Any 3/4” Diameter Stabilizer

+ Fivics V-Zero Mini Damper
• Drastically Cuts Vibration & Noise
• 1/4-20 Thread, 1” Diameter
• Fits Any 1” Diameter Stabilizer

+ Fivics TNS-300 Top Upstabilizer
• Versatile Vibration Reducing System
• 5/16-24 X 1/4-20 Threads
• Length: 4.5”
• Available Anodized Colors: Black Silver

1760070 $12.99 ea.

+ Cartel 4” Deluxe Shock Eater
• Flexible Body Shock Damper
• Mounts Between Stabilizer and Weight
• 1/4-20 Threads
• Weights: 2.75 oz.

1760079 $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel 2” Deluxe Shock Eater
• Flexible Body Shock Damper
• Can Be Used on the End of a Stabilizer or as a Counter Weight
• Weights: 2.75 oz.

1760070 $12.99 ea.

+ Cartel Midas Damper
• Features a Vibration Absorbing Rubber Damper Section with 1/4-20 Threads and a 2 Piece Weight
• Available Colors: Black Red Blue

1760130 $14.99 ea.

+ Fivics V-Zero Damper
• Drastically Cuts Vibration & Noise
• 1/4-20 Thread, 3/4” Diameter
• Fits Any 3/4” Diameter Stabilizer

5380022 $9.99 ea.

+ Fivics V-Zero Mini Damper
• Drastically Cuts Vibration & Noise
• 1/4-20 Thread, 1” Diameter
• Fits Any 1” Diameter Stabilizer

5380023 $8.99 ea.

+ Win&Win MFS Damper Stabilizer
• Outstanding for Controlling, Dampering and Absorbing Vibration
• Uses a Special Formula of Foam to Dampen Noise
• Weights: 3.2 oz.

4770124 $39.99 ea.

+ Win&Win MFW Damper Weight
• Vibration Absorbing, Small Diameter, Low-Profile Weight Damper
• Fits Between the Stabilizer Rod and Weight
• 1/4-20 Thread
• 3/4” Diameter

4770123 $18.99 ea.

+ Doinker® Suppression Mount
• Suppresses Bow Noise and Vibration
• Designed to Fit Between the Bow and the Stabilizer
• 5/16-24 Male/Female Ends
• 4 1/2” Long; Weighs: 4.6 oz.
• Available in Silver Only

2920074 $55.52 ea.

+ Doinker® DAWG Weights
• D.A.W.G. (Doinker Adjustable Weight Group)
• Weights: 5.0 oz.
• 1/4-20 Thread Size: 3/4” Diameter
• Available in Black, Stainless Steel or Aluminum

2920085 (Black or SS) $25.55 /set
2920097 (Aluminum) $25.55 /set

+ Cartel 2” Deluxe Shock Eater
• Flexible Body Shock Damper
• Mounts Between Stabilizer and Weight
• 1/4-20 Threads
• Weights: 2.75 oz.

1760070 $12.99 ea.

+ Cartel 4” Deluxe Shock Eater
• Flexible Body Shock Damper
• Can Be Used on the End of a Stabilizer or as a Counter Weight
• Weights: 2.75 oz.

1760079 $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel Triple Weight
• Stabilizer Weight with Built-In Shock Absorber
• 1/4-20 Female Thread Will Fit Most Stabilizers
• Length: 2 3/4”
• Weight: 3.0 oz.
• Available Colors: Black Silver Red Blue

1760029 $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel 4” Deluxe Shock Eater
• Flexible Body Shock Damper
• Can Be Used on the End of a Stabilizer or as a Counter Weight
• Weights: 2.75 oz.

1760079 $19.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Maxjax Stabilizer Damper
• Can be Slipped Over Almost any 3/4” Stabilizer to Add Extra Stabilizing and Dampering Abilities
• You Can Stack Them As Well to Reach Forward Weight Needs
• Available Colors: Black
• 2 Per Pack

6850008 $11.99 ea.

+ Doinker® PeeWee Doinker
• Mounts on the Backside of the Vertical Sight Bar
• Weight: 0.6 oz.
• 8/32-20 Thread Size
• Set of 2

2920139 $26.13 ea.

+ Doinker® Standard 3/4” Stabilizer Deresonator
• Easy Installation, Fits 3/4” Stabilizers
• Improves Accuracy
• Tightens Groups
• Extremely Efficient & Effective

6890016 $16.50 ea.

+ Doinker® XL 1” Stabilizer Deresonator
• Easy Installation, Fits 1” Stabilizers
• Improves Accuracy
• Tightens Groups
• Extremely Efficient & Effective

4250105 $9.99 ea.

+ Doinker® Stabilizer Enhancer
• Vibration Reducer for the End of Your Stabilizer
• Fits Any 5/16-24 Female or 1/4-20 Male Thread
• Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
• Diameter: 1.64”, Height: 1.42”, Weight: 1.25 oz.

4250019 $17.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Standard 3/4” Stabilizer Deresonator
• Easy Installation, Fits 3/4” Stabilizers
• Improves Accuracy
• Tightens Groups
• Extremely Efficient & Effective

6890016 $16.50 ea.

+ Limbsaver® XL 1” Stabilizer Deresonator
• Easy Installation, Fits 1” Stabilizers
• Improves Accuracy
• Tightens Groups
• Extremely Efficient & Effective

4250105 $9.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Stabilizer Enhancer
• Vibration Reducer for the End of Your Stabilizer
• Fits Any 5/16-24 Female or 1/4-20 Male Thread
• Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
• Diameter: 1.64”, Height: 1.42”, Weight: 1.25 oz.

4250019 $17.99 ea.

+ Fivics V-Zero Damper
• Drastically Cuts Vibration & Noise
• 1/4-20 Thread, 3/4” Diameter
• Fits Any 3/4” Diameter Stabilizer

5380022 $9.99 ea.

+ Fivics V-Zero Mini Damper
• Drastically Cuts Vibration & Noise
• 1/4-20 Thread, 1” Diameter
• Fits Any 1” Diameter Stabilizer

5380023 $8.99 ea.

+ Win&Win MFW Damper Weight
• Vibration Absorbing, Small Diameter, Low-Profile Weight Damper
• Fits Between the Stabilizer Rod and Weight
• 1/4-20 Thread
• 3/4” Diameter

4770123 $18.99 ea.

+ Doinker® Supreme Damper
• Designed to Fit Between the Stabilizer and Weight
• Available Sizes: 1-1/8” (1.1 oz.)
  1/4-20 M 5/16-24 F
  7/8” (0.7 oz.)
  1/4-20 M F

2920143 (1-1/8”) $20.99 ea.
2920144 (7/8”) $20.99 ea.

+ Doinker® DAWG Weights
• D.A.W.G. (Doinker Adjustable Weight Group)
• Weights: 5.0 oz.
• 1/4-20 Thread Size: 3/4” Diameter
• Available in Black, Stainless Steel or Aluminum

2920085 (Black or SS) $25.55 /set
2920097 (Aluminum) $25.55 /set
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WEIGHTS

+ Doinker® Universal Stack Weights
- 2 Piece Weight System
- 1/4-20 Thread Size
- 1" Diameter
- Available Sets: Stainless / 4.2 oz.
  Black / 4.2 oz.
  Aluminum / 1.5 oz.
  Stainless Black Aluminum
  Stabilizers, Strings, Tools, Videos & Guards
- 2920166 $25.55 /set

+ Doinker® Double Stack Weights
- 2 Piece Weight System
- Black (3.2 oz.), SS (3.2 oz.), Aluminum (1.2 oz.)
- 5/16-24 Thread Size, 1" Diameter
- Available in Black, Stainless Steel or Aluminum
  + Cartel Black Weights
  + 1760085 $15.99 ea.
  + 1760086 (3 pc. - 75 oz.) $4.99 ea.

+ Doinker® 421 Stainless Weight System
- Low Profile Stainless Steel Weight System
- 1/4-20 Thread Size
- Available Sizes: Cap (0.88 oz.), Flat (0.88 oz.)
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + 3750041 1/4-20 Thread Size
  + 2920156 $19.99 ea.

+ Doinker® 421 Stainless 15.3 oz. Weight System
- Low Profile Stainless Steel Weight System
- 1/4-20 Thread Size
- Includes: (3) 4 oz.
  (1) 1 oz.
  2920104 $79.99 ea.

+ B-Stinger Stainless Steel Weights
- For Use on the B-Stinger XL Premiere Bars
- 2" Diameter; 5/16-24 Thread
- Available Sets: Stainless, 1 oz. Weight Only
  Set of 3 Stainless Steel 1 oz. Weights Only
  Sold Stacked Stainless Steel 4 oz. Weight w/Stud
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + 3820004 Stainless Steel Stackable Weight
  + 5380033 1 oz. Stainless Steel Knurled Flat
  + 6890011 (1 oz. Weight) $6.99 ea.
  + 6890012 (Set of 3, 1 oz. Weights) $19.99 /set
  + 6890013 (Stacked 4 oz. Wt. w/Stud) $22.99 ea.

+ Bernie's Chrome Weights
- Solid Steel Chrome Weights with Deep Hole
- Use Flatead 5/16"-24 Hex Bolts to Mount
  Cap Weight has Countersunk Hole for FH Bolt
- Available Colors: Black Chrome, Chrome
  + Bernie's Stabilizer Screws
  + 3750041 (1 oz.) $6.99 ea.
  + 3750042 (4 oz.) $14.99 ea.
  + 3750043 (6 oz.) $17.99 ea.

+ Bernie's Stabilizer Screws
- Flatead Hex Screws mount Bernie's Weights Securely
  5/16"-24 Threads go thru Weights into Stabilizer
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + 3750057 $1.50 ea.

+ Cartel Midas XD Weights
- Stainless Steel Stackable Weight
- 1/4-20 Thread
- Available Sizes: Cap (6.88 oz.), Flat (0.88 oz.)
  + Cartel Black Weights
  + 1760143 Stainless Steel Stackable Weight
  + 1760084 (3 pc. - 75 oz.) $14.99 /set
  + 1760085 (1" Cap - 1.5 oz.) $6.99 ea.

+ Cartel Black Weights
- 3 Piece - 1/4" Stack Weight Set; 1/4-20 Threads
  1 Piece - 1" Cap Weight, 5/16-24 Threads
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + 1760084 (3 pc. - 75 oz.) $14.99 /set
  + 1760085 (1" Cap - 1.5 oz.) $6.99 ea.

+ LP Archery Cap Weights
- Solid 3/4" Polished Stainless Steel
- 1/4-20 Female Threaded Cap Weight
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Quality Machined in USA
  + Available Weights: 3.5 oz., 4.5 oz.
  + 7050002 (3.5 oz.) $13.99 ea.
  + 7050003 (4.5 oz.) $16.99 ea.

+ Win&Win/SF Stabilizer Weights
- Stainless Steel Stackable Weight
- 1/4-20 Threads
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Available Sizes: Cap (1.2 oz.), Flat (0.8 oz.)
  + 4770118 $5.99 ea.

+ Shibuya Stainless Steel Weights
- Stainless Steel Stackable Weights
- 3/4" Diameter; 1/2-20 Threads
- Available Sizes: Flat (1 oz.), Cap (1.4 oz.)
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + 3860039 (Cap) $7.99 ea.
  + 3860040 (Flat) $9.99 ea.

+ Easton® Stainless Steel Vari-Weights
- 3/4" Diameter; 1/2-20 Thread
- Can Be Stacked Together for Desired Weight
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Available Sizes: Cap 1.5 oz., Module 1.5 oz.
  + 2070095 (Module / 1.5 oz.) $6.49 ea.
  + 2070088 (Cap / 1.5 oz.) $6.49 ea.

+ Shrewd Weights
- 3/4" Dia. Knurled Stainless Steel Weights
- 5/16"-24 Thread on Male and Female Ends
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + 3 Weights/Lengths to Choose
  + Sold Individually
  + Available Weights: 1/2" (0.92 oz.), 3/4" (1.44 oz.), 1" (1.92 oz.)
  + 3990033 $13.99 ea.

+ Fivics WF-H Stainless Weights
- 7/8" Diameter
- 1/4-20 Threads
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Available Models: Flat (1.25 oz.), Cap (1.8 oz.)
  + 5380033 $5.99 ea.

+ Fivics WT-H Stainless Weights
- 3/4" Diameter
- 1/4-20 Threads
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Available Models: Flat (1 oz.), Small Cap (0.77 oz.), Large Cap (1 oz.)
  + 5380034 $3.99 ea.

+ Vibracheck™ Freestyle™ Add-On Weight
- 5/16-24 Male and Female Thread
- 1" Diameter Knurled Aluminum
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Weight 0.75 oz. Each
  + Available in Black Only
  + 3820004 $10.99 ea.

+ Doinker® D.L.S.H Conversion Kits
- D.L.S.H. - Dished, Interrupted, Stabilizer, Hub
  + Bernie's Chrome Weights
  + Four Weights Included
  + Available Sizes: Mini Dish Kit / 7.3 oz., Small Dish Kit / 5.1 oz.
  + 2920156 $57.43 ea.
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WEIGHTS / QUICK DISCONNECTS

**+ X-Spot SS Barebow / Heavy Duty Weights**
- Increased Mass Weight of Your Bow to Steady Aiming
- Use on Riser, 1/4” or where Weight is Needed
- FITA Barebow Legal for Recurve Risers (38mm/1.49” long)
- Quality USA Machined & Polished Stainless Steel
- 5/16-24 Thread; One End Male, Other End Female
- 4 Models and Weights to Choose From:
  - 2870056 (XX Heavy - 12 oz. / 1.5” dia.) $19.99 ea.
  - 2870057 (X Heavy - 8 oz. / 1.25” dia.) $17.99 ea.
  - 2870058 (Heavy - 5 oz. / 1” dia.) $14.99 ea.
  - 2870059 (Standard - 3 oz. / 3/4” dia.) $12.99 ea.

**+ CR QD Knuckle with Sling**
- CR Sling with Integrated Quick Disconnect
- Can Also Be Used as a Stabilizer Fold-Down
- Anodized Black, Machined Aluminum Housing
- Includes 5/16 x 24 Connector Bolt
- Available Sling Colors: Black Silver
  - 1900008 (Target) $24.99 ea.
  - 1900009 (Camo) $24.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Quick Detach**
- Placed Between the Bow and the Stabilizer
- Remove Stabilizer with a Quarter Turn Twist
- Keeps Stabilizer Tight While Shooting
- Works on All Stabilizers
- Available in 1” Diameter, Black Only
  - 1760023 $19.99 ea.

**+ AAE Stable Lock Quick Disconnect**
- Attach or Change Stabilizer with Single Twist
- Precision Machined Aluminum
- Will Not Vibrate Loose
- Works on All Stabilizers
- Available Colors: Black Silver
  - 1710001 $14.63 ea.

**+ X-Spot SS Counter-Weight**
- Solid Stainless Steel Construction
- Standard 5/16-24 Thread
- Excellent for Both Recurve and Compound Bows
- 1” Diameter x 2 1/2” Long
- Weights: 8 oz.

**+ X-Spot Black Counter-Weight**
- Black Oxide Steel Construction
- Standard 5/16-24 Thread
- Excellent for Both Recurve and Compound Bows
- 1” Diameter x 3 1/2” Long
- Weights: 12 oz.
  - 1970187 $4.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Stabilizer Set Screws**
- Black Steel Allen Set Screw
- Available Sizes: 1/4-20 x 3/4” Length
  - 5/16-24 x 3/4” Length
  - 5/16-24 x 1 1/4” Length
- 5/16-24 x 1 3/4” Length
  - 2870051 $0.69 ea.

**+ Doinker® Adapter/Conversion Screw**
- Male Screw Stud Converts 5/16-24 to 1/4-20
- Use for Stabilizers, Weights or Counter-Balances
- Sold Individually
  - 2920128 $2.99 ea.

**+ Beiter O-Rings**
- High-Grade Elastomers
- Clear, Cushioned Washers for Stabilizers/Plungers
- Thicknesses Available: 1 mm or 2 mm
- Available Sizes: 5/16” (8 mm) or 1/4” (6 mm)
  - 1370068 $1.45 ea.

**+ Apple Stabilizer Washer**
- Grey Plastic Fiber Washers for Stabilizers
- Thickness: 1/16”
- Size: 5/16” (8 mm)
  - 1160060 $0.60 ea.

**+ Doinker® Quick Disconnect**
- Makes Stabilizer Removal Quick and Easy
- Available in Black Only
- Weights: 1.2 oz.
  - 2920125 $22.64 ea.

**+ B-Stinger Quick Disconnect**
- Two Stage Dowel Locks Firmly
- Maintains Rigid Mount of B-Stinger Stabilizer
- 1 7/8” Diameter
- Available in Black Only
  - 6890015 $19.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Small Quick Disconnect**
- Ideal for Small Carbon Stabilizers
- Allows Half Turn On or Off for Your Stabilizer
- Won’t Vibrate Loose; Simple to Use
- One-Way Stainless Steel Connector Pin Locks into 5/8” Diameter 6001 Machined Aluminum Housing
- Available Colors: Black Silver
  - 3750029 $16.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot 10° Quick Disconnect**
- 10° Angled Disconnect Allows for 10° Offset or Drop for Your Stabilizers and Accessories
- Allows Half Turn On or Off for Your Stabilizer
- Won’t Vibrate Loose; Simple to Use
- One-Way Stainless Steel Connector Pin Locks into 1” Diameter 6001 Machined Aluminum Housing
- Available Colors: Black Silver
  - 3750028 $23.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Quick Disconnect**
- Allows Half Turn On or Off for Your Stabilizer
- Won’t Vibrate Loose; Simple to Use
- One-Way Stainless Steel Connector Pin Locks into 1” Diameter 6001 Machined Aluminum Housing
- Available Colors: Black Silver
  - 3750027 $17.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot 10° Quick Disconnect**
- 10° Angled Disconnect Allows for 10° Offset or Drop for Your Stabilizers and Accessories
- Allows Half Turn On or Off for Your Stabilizer
- Won’t Vibrate Loose; Simple to Use
- One-Way Stainless Steel Connector Pin Locks into 1” Diameter 6001 Machined Aluminum Housing
- Available Colors: Black Silver
  - 3750028 $23.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot SS Barebow / Heavy Duty Weights**
- Increased Mass Weight of Your Bow to Steady Aiming
- Use on Riser, 1/4” or where Weight is Needed
- FITA Barebow Legal for Recurve Risers (38mm/1.49” long)
- Quality USA Machined & Polished Stainless Steel
- 5/16-24 Thread; One End Male, Other End Female
- 4 Models and Weights to Choose From:
  - 2870056 (XX Heavy - 12 oz. / 1.5” dia.) $19.99 ea.
  - 2870057 (X Heavy - 8 oz. / 1.25” dia.) $17.99 ea.
  - 2870058 (Heavy - 5 oz. / 1” dia.) $14.99 ea.
  - 2870059 (Standard - 3 oz. / 3/4” dia.) $12.99 ea.
+ B-Stinger Pro Series 12” Stabilizer
• High Performance Carbon Fiber Tubing
• Two Aluminum End Caps, Sorbothane, and a Stainless Steel Weight
• Stainless Steel Weight Specifically Designed to Obtain the Maximum Rotational Inertia for the Given Length of the Stabilizer
• Available in Black w/ Silver Caps and Graphics
• Available Weights: 8 oz, 11 oz, 14 oz, 17 oz
6890002 $79.00 ea.

+ B-Stinger Pro Hunter Matte Black 12” Stabilizer
• High Performance Carbon Fiber Tubing
• Two Aluminum End Caps, Sorbothane, and a Stainless Steel Weight
• Features SoftTouch Duracoat, a Durable Coating Much Stronger than Other Finishes
• ST DuraCoat is Not Only a Tougher Finish, It is Also a Noise Dampener Team Up with the Sorbothane and the Carbon Fiber Rod for the Most Stable and Quiet Shot
• Available in Matte Black
• Available Length: 12”
• Available Weights: 8 oz, 11 oz, 14 oz, 17 oz
6890003 $79.00 ea.

+ B-Stinger Pro Series 10.25” Stabilizer
• High Performance Carbon Fiber Tubing
• Two Aluminum End Caps, Sorbothane, and a Stainless Steel Weight
• Stainless Steel Weight Specifically Designed to Obtain the Maximum Rotational Inertia for the Given Length of the Stabilizer
• Available in Black w/ Silver Caps and Graphics
• Available Weights: 8 oz, 11 oz, 14 oz, 17 oz
6890018 $76.00 ea.

+ B-Stinger Pro Hunter Matte Black 10.25” Stabilizer
• High Performance Carbon Fiber Tubing
• Two Aluminum End Caps, Sorbothane, and a Stainless Steel Weight
• Features SoftTouch Duracoat, a Durable Coating Much Stronger than Other Finishes
• ST DuraCoat is Not Only a Tougher Finish, It is Also a Noise Dampener Team Up with the Sorbothane and the Carbon Fiber Rod for the Most Stable and Quiet Shot
• Available in Matte Black
• Available Length: 10.25”
• Available Weights: 8 oz, 11 oz, 14 oz, 17 oz
6890019 $76.00 ea.

+ B-Stinger Pro Hunter Camo 12” Stabilizer
• High Performance Carbon Fiber Tubing
• Two Aluminum End Caps, Sorbothane, and a Stainless Steel Weight
• Features SoftTouch Duracoat, a Durable Coating Much Stronger than Other Finishes
• ST DuraCoat is Not Only a Tougher Finish, It is Also a Noise Dampener Team Up with the Sorbothane and the Carbon Fiber Rod for the Most Stable and Quiet Shot
• Available in Matte Black
• Available Length: 12”
• Available Weights: 8 oz, 11 oz, 14 oz, 17 oz
6890004 $79.00 ea.

+ B-Stinger Pro Hunter Camo 8.5” Stabilizer
• Made of High Performance Carbon Fiber Tubing Designed to be Both Lightweight and Extremely Rigid
• Vibration Damping Sorbothane Inserts are Added to Minimize Residual Noise and Vibrations
• The Weight is Specifically Designed to Get the Maximum Rotational Inertia (i.e. stabilization) for the Given Length of the Stabilizer
• Available in Matte Black
• Available Length: 8.5”
• Available Weights: 8 oz, 11 oz, 14 oz, 17 oz
6890022 $74.00 ea.

+ B-Stinger Stabilizer Weights
• Coated Stainless Steel Weight Designed to Fit all B-Stinger Series Stabilizers
• Features ST Dura Coat, a Durable Coating Much Stronger than Other Finishes
• The Weight is Specifically Designed to Get the Maximum Rotational Inertia (i.e. stabilization) for the Given Length of the Stabilizer
• Available Models: Stainless Steel, Matte Black, Lost Camo™, Realtree AP™
• Available Weights:
  - 8 oz (2.25")
  - 11 oz (2.75")
  - 14 oz (3")
  - 17 oz (3.25")

+ Deinker® D.I.S.H Stabilizer
• D.I.S.H (Dissipate, Interrupt, Stabilize, Hunt) is an All-New Concept in Stabilizer Utility and Performance
• 4.5-inch Flexible, Variable Weight Disc that Uses our Proprietary Double Stack Weights (5/16-24) to Weight the Forward End
• Aim Steadier and Make the Most of a Stabilizer’s Two Main Functions: Stabilization Prior to the Shot, and Dampering after the Arrow is Released
• Customization from 6 Ounces, Up to a Robust 2 Pounds, 14 Ounces
• Complimentary Quick Disconnect Allows Effortless Attachment/Removal
• Available Lengths:
  - 2-3/4” (10.6 oz)
  - 6” (11.9 oz)
  - 12” (13.5 oz)

+ Stokerized 6 Inch Hunter Stabilizer
• The Original Acrylic Rod Stabilizer
• TRI-LOCK Assembly Process
• Eliminates Noise and Vibrations
• Available Colors: Red/Lost Camo™ Red/Black Black/Realtree AP™ Smokey/Realtree AP™ Black/Lost Camo™ Black/Black
• Weights: 4 3/8 oz
7340002 $66.99 ea.

+ Stokerized 8 Inch Hunter Stabilizer
• The Original Acrylic Rod Stabilizer
• TRI-LOCK Assembly Process
• Eliminates Noise and Vibrations
• Available Colors: Red/Lost Camo™ Red/Black Black/Realtree AP™ Black/Lost Camo™ Black/Black
• Weights: 4 3/8 oz
7340003 $72.99 ea.
3D BOWHUNTING STABILIZERS / 3D STABILIZERS

+ Cartel AL/Nano Carbon Stabilizer
  • Aluminum and Nano Carbon Combination
  • Lightweight and Super Strong
  • Vibration Absorbers Prevent Fatigue
  • Available Sizes:
    7”
    7.5”
    8”
  • Available in Black Only
  • Weighs: 7.8 oz.
  • Available Camo: Lost Camo Next G1

+ Doinker® 10-3/8” Elite Fatty
  • ITP Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Includes SS Universal Stack Weights
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • Weights: 10.5 oz.
  • Weighs: 8.6 oz.

+ Doinker® 11-1/2” Elite Supreme Stabilizer
  • ITP Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Includes SS Universal Stack Weights
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • Weights: 10.4 oz.
  • Weighs: 10.4 oz.

+ Doinker® 10-1/2” Carbon 3D Field Stabilizer
  • Lightweight Carbon Rod
  • ITP Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Includes DAWG Weights
  • Available Colors: Black Silver
  • Weights: 7.5 oz.
  • Weighs: 7.5 oz.

+ Doinker® 11-1/2” Field Stabilizer
  • Lightweight Aluminum Rod
  • ITP Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Includes DAWG Weights
  • Available Black Only
  • Weights: 10.2 oz.
  • Weighs: 10.2 oz.

+ Doinker® 6” Elite Stabilizer
  • Suppression Mount with Doinker and Weights
  • Unparalleled Shock and Vibration Reduction
  • Includes SS Universal Stack Weights
  • Available Colors: Black (picture) Silver
  • Weights: 8.6 oz.
  • Weighs: 8.6 oz.

+ Doinker® 3-1/4” Chubby Hunter Supreme Stabilizer
  • The Most Explosive Development in 360° Active Stabilization
  • ITP Gen 5 Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Maximum Stabilization with Minimal Bulk
  • Available Camo: Lost Camo Next G1
  • Weights: 10 oz.
  • Weighs: 10 oz.

+ Doinker® 4-3/4” Chubby Hunter Supreme Stabilizer
  • The Most Explosive Development in 360° Active Stabilization
  • ITP Gen 5 Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Maximum Stabilization with Minimal Bulk
  • Available Camo: Lost Camo Next G1
  • Weights: 6.3 oz.
  • Weighs: 6.3 oz.

+ Doinker® 6-5/8” Chubby Hunter Supreme Stabilizer
  • The Most Explosive Development in 360° Active Stabilization
  • ITP Gen 5 Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Maximum Stabilization with Minimal Bulk
  • Available Camo: Lost Camo Next G1
  • Weights: 6.6 oz.
  • Weighs: 6.6 oz.

+ Doinker® 10-3/8” Multi-Rod Hunter Stabilizer
  • Lightweight Carbon Rod Stabilizer
  • ITP Technology Reduces Vibration and Noise
  • Maximum Stabilization with Minimal Bulk
  • Available Camo: Lost Camo Next G1
  • Weights: 7.8 oz.
  • Weighs: 7.8 oz.

+ Doinker® 5” Woodsman Hunter Stabilizer
  • Economical Hunting Stabilizer
  • Unparalleled Shock Suppression
  • Available Camo Only
  • Weights: 6.4 oz.

+ Diamond™ S5 Ultra-Lite Hunting Stabilizer
  • Compact 5” Stabilizer with a Lifetime Warranty
  • Durable All-Weather construction
  • Sound & Vibration Dampering
  • Available in 10” Length. Weights 4.3 oz.
  • Available in Realtree AP Camo

+ Specialty 10” Feather Lite Stabilizer
  • 3-Rod Stabilizer Made from High Modulus Carbon & Aluminum
  • Larger Diameter, Stiffer, Lightweight Stabilizer Designed to Handle Stabilizer End Weights
  • Modular Sliding Weight System for Infinite Micro-Adjustment Tuning
  • Available in 10” Length. Weights 4.3 oz.
  • Available in Realtree AP Camo

+ AXION Fit 5 Inch Stabilizer
  • Mathews Harmonic Dampeners for Proven Vibration Dampening
  • Smooth & Quite
  • Available in Black Only

+ AXION Silencer Harmonic Dampener Stabilizer
  • Weight Forward Design Opposes Rotation to Create Tighter Groups
  • Mathews Harmonic Dampeners for Proven Vibration Dampening
  • Available Camo: Lost Camo AP Camo
  • Available Sizes: 2” 4” 6”
  • Available Colors: Black Silver

300-400-829-7408
Stabilizers, Strings, Tools, Videos & Guards

Pro Shooter, Darrin Christenberry - ASA World Champion

800-829-7408
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HUNTING STABILIZERS / NOISE REDUCERS

**+ TruGlo® Deadenator™ XS Stabilizer**
- Rubber Molded Damping: First Increases Surface Area to Reduce Noise and Vibration
- TRU-TOUCH® Soft-Feel Technical Coating
- Engineered for Performance Hunting Bows
- Designed for All Bows
- Length: 4.6"
- Weights Approx. 4 oz.
- Available in Lost Camo

4570096 $24.99 ea.

**+ NAP Apache 5 Inch Stabilizer**
- Features Proprietary Damping Materials to Snuff Out Vibration and Silence Your Bow at the Shot
- Eliminates Noise and Vibrations
- Solid Construction
- Available in Camo Only
- Weights: 4 oz.

3320064 $3320028 $3320058

**• Available Lengths:**
- 5” (8 oz.)
- 6” (9 oz.)
- 8” (11 oz.)

**Great for Hunting and 3D Archery**

**+ Limbsaver® UltraMax LimbSaver**
- Next Generation NAVCOM® Technology
- Reduces Noise & Vibration
- Easy Installation, Extremely Efficient & Effective
- Low-Profile & Lightweight
- Built for All Weather Conditions
- Industrial Super Bond Adhesive
- Available Colors: Black Camo
- Available Weights: Solid (.55 oz.) Split (1.55 oz.)

4250089 (Black Solid) $12.99 pr. 4250090 (Black Split) $16.99 pr.
4250089 (Camo Solid) $17.99 pr. 4250092 (Camo Split) $28.99 pr.

**+ Limbsaver® Ultramax Solid & Split LimbSaver Kits**
- Kit Includes:
  - 1-Set Limbsavers, 1-Set Leeches
  - Next Generation NAVCOM® Technology
  - Reduces Noise & Vibration
  - Stops String Oscillation
  - Easy Installation, Extremely Efficient & Effective
  - Low-Profile & Lightweight
  - Built for All Weather Conditions
  - Industrial Super Bond Adhesive
- Available Colors: Black Camo
- Available Weights: Solid (.55 oz.) Split (1.55 oz.)

4250103 (Solid) $18.99 pr. 4250104 (Split) $28.99 pr.

**+ Limbsaver® AlphaShox LimbSaver**
- Designed for All Hoyt Split Limb Bows with 3/4” Spacing
- Reduces Up to 80% of Noise
- Extremely Efficient and Effective
- Weights: 1.3 oz.
- Available Colors: Black Camo

4250013 (Black) $18.99 pr. 4250016 (Camo) $19.99 pr.

**+ Limbsaver® Super Quad LimbSaver**
- Designed for Split Limb Bows with 1/2” to 1 1/8” Spacing
- Reduces Up to 80% of Noise
- Universal Application
- Weights: 1.3 oz.
- Available Colors: Black Camo

4250075 (Black) $18.99 pr. 4250076 (Camo) $19.99 pr.

**+ Bowjax Monsterjax Solid Limb**
- Utilizes 6 Arms that Vibrate at Different Frequencies to Dampen Noise and Vibration
- Place on the Flat Part of the Limb About 1 1/2” from the Cam
- 2 Monster Jax Per Package
- Available Colors: Black Blue Red Pink

6850002 $12.99 ea.

**+ Bowjax Monsterjax Split Limb**
- Utilizes 6 Arms that Vibrate at Different Frequencies to Dampen Noise and Vibration
- Place on the Flat Part of the Limb About 1 1/2” from the Cam
- 2 Monster Jax Per Package
- Available Colors: Black

6850003 $18.99 ea.

**+ Bowjax Slimjax Solid Limb**
- Limb Dampener that Actually Contacts the Limb is More Effective at Knocking Out Noise and Vibration than a Dampener that has No Contact with the Limb
- Most Effective Limb Dampeners that You Can Get for Your Thin Limb Compound Bow or Traditional Archery Equipment
- Available Colors: Black Blue Red Pink

6850004 $10.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot 1 Stop Shockeater**
- High Damping Performance in a Wide Range of Frequencies
- Unalterable at the Different Weather Conditions and has an Incredible Resistance to Virtually Any Mechanical Stress
- Can Also be Used as a Vibration Dampener on the Hoyt Bows with Split Limbs or in Multi Rod Stabilizers

2870052 $24.99 ea.

800-829-7408
NOISE REDUCERS

+ Limbsaver® Recurve Ultra Limbsaver
- Designed for Narrower Limbs of a Recurve
- Works Well for Youth Bows and Accessory Items
- Medium Size for Perfect Fit
- Industrial Strength Super Adhesive Bond
- Diameter: .64”; Height: .77; Weight: .51 oz.
4250048 $13.99 pr.

+ Limbsaver® Mini Ultra Quad Limbsaver
- Smallest of the Limbsaver Line
- Reduces Noise from Sights, Rests, and Quivers
- Industrial Strength Super Adhesive Bond
- Diameter: .8”; Height: .35; Weight: .09 oz.
3 Per Pack
4250027 $12.99 pk.

+ Limbsaver® Cable Guard Dampener
- NAVCOM® Reduces Up to 90% of Cable Guard Noise
- Height: 1”
- Diameter: 1.8”
- Weight: 8.0oz.
4250095 $9.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Power Ring Cable Guard Dampener
- Incorporates Enhanced 2000 Compression Technology
- Reduces Up to 90% of Cable Guard Noise
- Extremely Efficient & Effective
- Designed to Fit Most Cable Guards
- Diameter: 1.5”; Height: 1.25; Weight: 1.15 oz.
4250056 (Black) $17.99 ea.
4250057 (Camo) $18.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Bigjux Cable Rod Dampener
- Soft Polymer Material with a Higher Tensile Strength
- Dampens Vibration and Noise
- Slides Over Cable Guard and Acts as a Cable Slide Stop
6850002 $4.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Slimjux Cable Rod Dampener
- Slim Profile, Only 1” in Width
- Very Effective Way to Dampen the Cable Rod without Interfering with Your Sight Window or Arrow Pletching
6850006 $4.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Rizjux Dampener
- Two Monsterjux Dampeners that Attach by a Machine Screw Through a 1/2” or Larger Hole in the Riser
- You Won’t Believe the Dampering!
6850007 $24.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Maxjux Stabilizer Dampener
- Takes it to the Next Level with the Addition of Maxjux Dampeners
- Fits 5/8” - 1” Rod
- Can Be Stacked to Reach Forward Weight Needs
- Available Colors: Black
6850008 $11.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Stabilizer Enhancer
- Vibration Reducer for the End of Your Stabilizer
- Fits Any 5/16-24 Female or 1/4-20 Male Threads
- Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
- Diameter: 1.64”; Height: 1.42”; Weight: 1.25 oz.
4250019 $17.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Tenacle Wraps
- Ultra-Comfortable Wrap for Bow Grips
- Insulates Against Cold, Heat, and Vibration
- Designed for Maximum Performance and Comfort
- Eliminates Grip Hand Slide w/ Suction-Like Nodes
- Length: 21.5”; Width: 1.40”; Weights: 1.5 oz.
4250068 (Black) $14.99 ea.
4250069 (Camo) $15.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Rubber STS Stoppers
- Made from a Super-Soft Polymer to Make it More Quiet and More Absorbing of Noise and Vibration
1630004 $5.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Bigjux Cable Rod Dampener
- Soft Polymer Material with a Higher Tensile Strength
- Dampens Vibration and Noise
- Slides Over Cable Guard and Acts as a Cable Slide Stop
6850002 $4.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Slimjux Cable Rod Dampener
- Slim Profile, Only 1” in Width
- Very Effective Way to Dampen the Cable Rod without Interfering with Your Sight Window or Arrow Pletching
6850006 $4.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Rizjux Dampener
- Two Monsterjux Dampeners that Attach by a Machine Screw Through a 1/2” or Larger Hole in the Riser
- You Won’t Believe the Dampering!
6850007 $24.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Maxjux Stabilizer Dampener
- Takes it to the Next Level with the Addition of Maxjux Dampeners
- Fits 5/8” - 1” Rod
- Can Be Stacked to Reach Forward Weight Needs
- Available Colors: Black
6850008 $11.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Stabilizer Enhancer
- Vibration Reducer for the End of Your Stabilizer
- Fits Any 5/16-24 Female or 1/4-20 Male Threads
- Eliminates Up to 50% of Vibration
- Diameter: 1.64”; Height: 1.42”; Weight: 1.25 oz.
4250019 $17.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® Tenacle Wraps
- Ultra-Comfortable Wrap for Bow Grips
- Insulates Against Cold, Heat, and Vibration
- Designed for Maximum Performance and Comfort
- Eliminates Grip Hand Slide w/ Suction-Like Nodes
- Length: 21.5”; Width: 1.40”; Weights: 1.5 oz.
4250068 (Black) $14.99 ea.
4250069 (Camo) $15.99 ea.

+ Bowjax Rubber STS Stoppers
- Made from a Super-Soft Polymer to Make it More Quiet and More Absorbing of Noise and Vibration
1630004 $5.99 ea.

+ Goade’s STS Shock Suppressor
- Improves Accuracy Reduces Vibration
- Incorporates the Shock Terminator Suppressor
- Removes Virtually All Vibration During Shot
- Makes 34” - 40” Bows More Quiet
- Makes 28” - 33” Bows More Forgiving
- Available Models: Front Mount - Mounts to Front Stabilizer Bushing
  Rear Mount - Mounts to Rear Stabilizer Bushing
  Hoyf Mount - Mounts to Triangular Hole in Riser
1630001 (Front Mount - Black) $39.99 ea.
1630010 (Front Mount - HD Green) $59.99 ea.
1630002 (Rear Mount - Black) $39.99 ea.
1630011 (Rear Mount - HD Green) $59.99 ea.
1630012 (Hoyf Mount - Black) $44.99 ea.
1630013 (Hoyf Mount - HD Green) $69.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® String Decelerator
- Deadens Your Bow without Decreasing Accuracy
- Virtually Eliminates Wrist Snap
- Universal Mounting System Fits Most Bows
- Mounts to Front or Rear Stabilizer Accessory Holes
- Allows Use of Your Current Stabilizer
- Works on All Brace-Height Bows
- Length: 11”; Weight: 2.5 oz.
4250088 $49.99 ea.

+ Norway™ String Tamer GII Rear Mount
- Made of Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
- Stops Your String with the Softest Most Resilient Cushion on the Market
- More Dampening Power Means More Silent Power
- Mounts at the Rear Stabilizer Bushing
- Will Shrink as Small as 4.25 inches and Stretch to a Full 8 1/8 inches
- Includes All Hardware
3350022 (Black) $39.99 ea.
3350014 (Repl. Stopper) $4.99 ea.

+ Norway™ String Tamer GII Front Mount
- Made of Aircraft-Grade Aluminum
- Stops Your String with the Softest Most Resilient Cushion on the Market
- More Dampening Power Means More Silent Power
- Stretches Out to 11 inches at its Farthest Reach and Just to be Certain it will Fit, You Should Measure the Distance from the Front Stabilizer Bushing to the String
- The Mounting Block Includes a Quick-Disconnect for Attaching Your Stabilizer
- Includes All Hardware
3350021 (Black) $54.99 ea.
3350014 (Repl. Stopper) $4.99 ea.

+ Bernie’s Dead Stop™ Telescopic String Suppressor
- Super-Light Aircraft Alumunium Construction
- Most Economical in the Industry
- Rear Mount String Suppressor
- Fits All Bows with Rear Stabilizer Bushing
- Stops String Vibration, Oscillation, Noise and from Hitting Bow Arm
- Telescopic Design Adjusts quickly from 5¼” to 8¼”
- Increases Forgiveness by Getting Arrow Off the String Quicker
- Straight Line Design Eliminates Rod Protruding Around the Side of the Riser
3750035 $29.99 ea.

+ Bernie’s Dead Stop™ Carbon Telescopic String Suppressor
- Carbon/Aluminum Hybrid Construction
- Most Economical in the Industry
- Rear Mount String Suppressor
- Fits All Bows with Rear Stabilizer Bushing
- Stops String Vibration, Oscillation, Noise and from Hitting Bow Arm
- Telescopic Design Adjusts quickly from 5¼” to 8¼”
- Increases Forgiveness by Getting Arrow Off the String Quicker
- Straight Line Design Eliminates Rod Protruding Around the Side of the Riser
3750036 $39.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com
**STRING SILENCERS**

**+ VaporTrail String Bats**
- 1/3 Lighter than Other Silencers
- Available Colors: Blue, Orange, Pink, Purple, Green, Black, Red, Yellow
- 5530007 $7.99 ea.

**+ Loc-A-Peep Whisper Buddies**
- Damps String Vibration
- Reduces Noise, Quieter Shot after Shot
- Handles Crossbow Draw Weights
- 4 Channels for Quad String
- Sold in a Pack of 2
- 6220005 $11.99 ea.

**+ Limbsaver® Everlast String Leech**
- Stops String Oscillation
- Incorporates NAVCOM Technology
- Length: 1.24”, Width: 0.80”, Thickness: 0.30”
- Weight: 9 oz.
- 4 Per Pack
- 4250003 (Black) $8.99 pk. 4250101 (Red) $8.99 pk.

**+ Limbsaver® Super String Leech**
- Stops String Oscillation
- Incorporates NAVCOM Technology
- Length: 1.20”, Width: 0.77”, Thickness: 0.33”
- Weight: 67 oz.
- 4 Per Pack
- 4250015 $12.99 pk.

**+ Bowjax Slipjax & Super Slipjax Silencers**
- Made from a Super Strong Polymer, Won’t Stand 300 lbs or More
- Weights: 13 gr.
- 4 Per Pack
- Available Black Only
- 6850000 $6.99 pk.

**+ Bowjax Ultrajax II String Silencers**
- The Original Bowjax String Silencer
- Available Colors: Red, Black, Pink, Blue
- 4 Per Pack
- 6850001 $6.99 pk.

**+ X-Spot Colored Whiskers**
- Excellent Vibration Reduction
- 4 Per Pack
- Available Colors: Yellow, Brown, Blue, Red, White, Purple, Green, Orange, Black
- 2870007 $2.49 pk.

**+ Rubber String Silencers**
- Lightweight, Round, Rubber “Whiskers”
- Excellent Vibration Reduction
- Will Not Absorb Water Even in Rainy Weather
- Available in Black Only
- 1840004 (Black) $1.99 pr. 1840005 (G slit. Bulk) $4.99 pk.

**+ Unique Spider Legs String Silencers**
- Lightweight Strips to Make Your Bow String Ready to Hunt!
- Waterproof
- Scent Free
- Clinging Seed Proof
- Available in Black Only
- 6540002 $2.99 pr.

**+ OMP Rubber String Silencer**
- Rubber String Silencers Designed to Reduce Noise and Vibration
- Attaches to String in Seconds without the Need for a Bowpress
- Pack Contains (2) 5” Strips
- Available in Black Only
- 2760003 $1.99 pk.

**+ OMP String Silencers (Bulk 85’ Roll)**
- Lightweight, Flat Rubber String Silencers
- Makes Over 200 Silencers 5” Long
- Available in Black Only
- 2760004 $49.99 ea.

**+ First String String Silencers**
- Designed to Reduce Noise and Vibration
- Easy to Install
- 4 Per Pack
- 6230011 $6.99 ea.

**+ T.R.U. Ball™ Spyder Speed Silencers**
- String Silencers that Increase Bow Speed
- Gains Up to 15 lbs on Twin Cam Bows
- Quiets Your Bow Up to 3 db.
- Aircraft Aluminum Speed Balls with Hypalon Material Silencers
- Two Balls, Four Silencers Per Package
- 4530056 $18.99 pk.

**+ Limbsaver® Cable Leech**
- Low-Profile & Lightweight Design
- Length: 0.75”, Width: 0.25”, Thickness: 0.30”
- Weight: 0.2 oz.
- 4 Per Pack
- 4250085 $10.99 pk.

**+ Alaskan Musk Ox Wool String Silencer**
- Much Lighter than Any Synthetic or Fur Currently Being Used
- No Loss in Arrow Speed Which is Why it Makes Such a Great String Silencer
- 5910006 $16.99 pr.

**+ Saunders Brush Buttons**
- Keeps Weeds and Twigs Out of String Grooves, Lightweight Ribbed Interior
- A Must on Recurve, Traditional and Oneida Eagle Bows
- Sold in Pairs
- 3980045 $3.50 pr.

**+ Whitewater Creek Wooly Whispers**
- Bow String Silencers
- Easy Installation
- Lightweight and Durable
- Water Resistant
- 6200002 $4.99 pr.

**+ Mountain Man Beaver Balls**
- Lightweight Tanned Beaver Hide
- Eliminates String Vibration
- Very Durable, Long Lasting
- Retains Very Little Moisture
- 3260001 $4.99 pr.

**+ Bearpaw Beaver String Silencer**
- Functional Noise Reducer for Strings
- Made of Water-Repellent Nutria which Absorbs Every Noise of the String
- 6140018 $4.99 pr.

**+ Bearpaw Fuzzle String Silencer**
- Reduces the Noise of the String when Shooting the Arrow
- Fleece Material Reduces the Loss of Power Caused by the Silencer to a Minimum
- Water-Repellent Fleece shows Considerable Advantages over Conventional Wool Silencers
- Brown Fleece
- 6140019 $3.99 pr.

800-829-7408
CABLE GUARDS & SLIDES

+ TurboSpeed Cable Slide
  • Lower Bow Poundage and Shoot at the Same Speed!
  • Increase Speed of Your Bow 10-30 fps
  • Fits any Standard 3/8" Cable Guard Rod
  • Quiets Your Bow
  • Firms Up the Wall
  • Easy Installation
  6860002 $69.99 ea.

+ Tilt Tamer™ Offset Cable Guard
  • Solid 6061 Aluminum CNC Machined Block
  • Carbon Fiber Cable Slide Rod
  • Special Tilt Tamer™ Cable Slide
  • Fasteners
  • Universal Tilt Tamer™ Compatible String Stop Bumper
  7950002 $69.99 ea.

+ Saunders Z-Rod
  • For Use on Bows with Rear Facing 5/16-24 Hole
  • Smooth Micro Finish
  • Shape is Ideal for Bows with Low Brace Height
  • Available in Black Only
  3890003 $14.99 ea.

+ GWS ProHunter Cable Slide
  • Heavy Duty Plastic Slide
  • Will Work on Most Bows
  • Firmly Holds Cables on Inside of Cable Guard
  2260016 $3.99 ea.

+ RAM Radius Cable Slide
  • Eliminates Binding and Dragging on Cable Guard
  • Quiet, Fluid Cable Movement Increases Speed
  • Fall-Away Rest Attaching Ears Back Behind Guard to Eliminate Fletching Clearance Problems
  • Radius Slots Prevent Cable Wear and Friction
  3610005 $11.99 ea.

+ AAE Slippery Slide Cable Slide
  • Innovative Design Allows You to Attach the Pull Cord for Most Fall-Away Rests
  • Set Screw Secures the Pull Cord Allowing You to Tune Your Rest in Minutes
  1790103 $5.99 ea.

+ Winner’s Choice Weather Tamer Cable Slide
  • Designed for Serious Hunters in All Weather Conditions
  • Fluted Rod Aperture Design Allows Water and Debris an Exit Path
  • Cable Grooves Reduce Parallel Torque Which Leads to Increased Cable Wear
  • CNC Machined Delrin, Recommended for All Guards
  4750008 $19.99 ea.

+ Coffey EEZE-Slide
  • Quiet, Durable, Eliminates Drag and Vibration
  • Designed to Prevent Cable Wear
  • Maximum Friction Reduction
  • Available Models: Inside Slide, Outside Slide
  1870005 (Inside Slide) $8.49 ea.
  1870004 (Outside Slide) $7.99 ea.

+ First String Cable Slide
  • Made of Delrin Material
  • Eliminates Cable Slide Chatter and Decrease the Wear on Cables
  • Incorporates a Hole for a Fall Away Rest Cord to be Inserted along with a Set Screw to Secure the Cord
  • Allows for String Adjustments and Arrow Rest Tuning to be done without the Possibility of Damage to the Bow’s Cable during Tying and Untying of the Arrow Rest Cord
  6230012 $8.49 ea.

+ Saunders Hyper-Glide
  • Reduces Cable Wear and Increases Speed
  • Ensures an Ultra-Quiet Shot
  • Attachment Points Work for Most Fall-Away Rests
  • Fits 3/16” Cable Guard Rods
  • Available in White Only
  4250003 $12.99 ea.

+ Hoyt® OEM Cable Slide
  • Replacement Cable Slide for Round 3/8” Cable Guard Rod
  • Black Plastic Construction
  2560100 $7.99 ea.

+ Hicks HPC Cable Slide
  • Thin, Lightweight Slide
  • Offset Cable Spacing for Cable Noise Silencing
  • Fits Both 3/16” and 5/16” Rods
  • Available Sizes: Hunter (Maximum Fletching Clearance), 3D (Minimum Friction for Maximum Speed)
  2470008 (Hunter) $4.99 ea.
  2470009 (3D) $4.99 ea.

+ Bomar Super Slide
  • Silicone Added Copolymer
  • Can Be Used on Either Carbon or Metal Cable Guard Rods
  • Available Sizes: Round, 3/8” (Will Also Work on 5/16”) for ProSet (Hoyt “D” Shape)
  • Available Colors: Black, White
  1500001 (Round Black) $8.99 ea.
  1500002 (Round White) $7.99 ea.
  1500003 (ProSet Black) $8.99 ea.

+ Winner’s Choice Weather Tamer Cable Slide
  • Designed for Serious Hunters in All Weather Conditions
  • Fluted Rod Aperture Design Allows Water and Debris an Exit Path
  • Cable Grooves Reduce Parallel Torque Which Leads to Increased Cable Wear
  • CNC Machined Delrin, Recommended for All Guards
  4750008 $19.99 ea.

$14.99 ea.
$69.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$12.99 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$16.99 ea.
$8.49 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$8.49 ea.
$8.99 ea.
$7.99 ea.
$8.99 ea.
$8.49 ea.
### BCY Trophy String Material
- Blended with GORE Performance Fiber with all the Features of 45X and More!
- Increased Durability, Stability, Less Fraying, Less Noise. Good Speed and Dampered Vibration
- Approx. .014" Dia. @ 22 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 2000 Feet Waxed / 1 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Gold
  - Red
  - Pink
  - OD Green
  - Flo. Orange
  - Cedar
  - Royal Blue
  - Tan
  - Sunset Orange
  - Flo. Green
  - Black Cherry
  - Green
  - Silver
  - Dk. Brown
  - Flo. Purple
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY 8125G String Material
- 92% SK75 Dyneema. 8% GORE Fiber
- Highest Speed and Higher Durability
- Approx. 2000 Feet Waxed / 1 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Root Beer
  - Yellow
  - White
  - Red
  - Blue
  - Green
  - Silver
  - Dk. Brown
  - Purple
  - Teal
  - Black
  - Brown
  - Mountain Berry
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY Trophy 2-Color String Material
- 100% SK78 Dyneema, Stronger than SK75 (D97) with Less Creep
- Very Tough, Very Durable
- Approx. .016" Dia. @ 115 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 2000 Feet Waxed / 1 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Flame
  - Red/White
  - Green/Black
  - Gold/White
  - Flo. Orange/Blk
  - Camo
  - Royal Blue/Tan
  - Sunet Orange
  - Flo. Green
  - Autumn
  - Yellow/Black
  - Tan/Black
  - Flo. Purple/Blk
  - Pink/Black
  - Red/Black
  - Silver/Black
  - Flo. Orange/Blk
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY Bow String Material
- Approx. .014" Dia. @ 82 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 2000 Feet Waxed / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Root Beer
  - Yellow
  - White
  - Green
  - Red
  - Blue
  - Purple
  - Teal
  - Black
  - Brown
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Blue
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY Formula 8125 2-Color String Material
- Approx. .014" Dia. @ 95 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 2000 Feet Waxed / 1 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Flame
  - Red/White
  - Green/Black
  - Gold/White
  - Flo. Orange/Blk
  - Camo
  - Royal Blue/Tan
  - Sunet Orange
  - Flo. Green
  - Autumn
  - Yellow/Black
  - Tan/Black
  - Flo. Purple/Blk
  - Pink/Black
  - Red/Black
  - Silver/Black
  - Flo. Orange/Blk
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY DynaFLIGHT 10 String Material
- 100% SK78 Dyneema, Stronger than SK75 (D97) with Less Creep
- Very Tough, Very Durable
- Approx. .016" Dia. @ 115 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 1700 Feet Waxed / 1 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Root Beer
  - Yellow
  - White
  - Green
  - Red
  - Pink
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Blue
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY DynaFLIGHT 97 String Material
- Made of 100% SK75 Dyneema
- Very Durable, Very Low Creep
- Approx. .016" Dia. @ 110 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 1700 Feet Waxed / 1 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - Root Beer
  - Yellow
  - White
  - Green
  - Red
  - Pink
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Blue
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY Force 10 Crossbow String Material
- Made from the Very Latest and Strongest Dyneemas: SK78
- The Toughest Possible Individual Strand - Even Tougher than DynaFLight 97
- Withstands the Powerful Release of a Crossbow
- Long Life and Good Abrasion Resistance
- Low Creep, Even in the Hottest Weather
- Available Colors:
  - Root Beer
  - Yellow
  - White
  - Red
  - Pink
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Blue
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY No. 3D End Serving
- Three-Ply Twisted 100% Dyneema Spectra Material
- Highly Recommended for End Loop Serving
- Approx. .017 Dia. @ 66 lb. SS Break Strength
- Available Colors:
  - Root Beer
  - Yellow
  - Pink
  - Flo. Orange
  - Flo. Yellow
  - Flo. Blue
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
  - Flo. Black
  - Flo. Brown
  - Flo. Teal
  - Flo. Silver
  - Flo. Gold
  - Flo. Green
  - Flo. Purple
- *Please See Next Page for BCY Color Chart

### BCY No. 62 BS Braided Center Serving
- 20% Stronger and More Durable than No. 62: Grids Well
- Available Diameters: .018" - .025" @ 56, 76 lb. Break Strength
- Available in Black Only

800-829-7408
BOW STRING MATERIAL

+ BCY No. 62 Braided Center Serving
- Standard Blend of Spectra/Dyneema and Polyester. Grips Well
- Available Colors: Black/Yellow/White
- Available in .026" Diameter
- Available in Black/White Only

+ BCY Halo Serving
- High Tenacity Braided Spectra Suitable for End or Center Serving
- Smooth, Tough, High Durability, Preferred by "Finger Shooters"
- Available Colors: Orange/Yellow/Black
- Available in .026" Diameter
- Available in Black/White Only
- $27.99 ea.

+ BCY No. 2X End Serving
- Twisted 100% Dyneema Material
- Excellent for End Loop Serving
- Approx. .026" Dia. @ 60 lb. Break Strength
- Available in Black Only
- $12.99 ea.

+ BCY Nock Point & Peep Tying Thread
- 100% High Tenacity Nylon, Bonded to Improve Abrasion Resistance
- High Strength, Weather Resistant
- Approx. .021" Dia. @ 50 lb. Break Strength
- Available in Colors:
  - .014" Black/White
  - .015" Black/White
- $11.99 ea.

+ Brownell Astro Flight String Material
- 100% HMPE, 20% Stronger with Excellent Arrow Speed
- No Creep, Durable, Soft Shot
- Performs Like a Combination Material
- .014" Dia. @ 85 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 1500 Feet / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - .014" Black/White
  - .015" Black/White
- $47.99 ea.

+ Brownell Xcel String Material
- Unmatched Stability and Amazing Speed in a Combination Material
- No Creep, Durable, Soft Shot
- .018" Dia. @ 75 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 2000 Feet / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - .018" Black/White
  - .022" Orange/Blue/Red
  - .026" Orange/Blue/Red
- $47.99 ea.

+ Brownell Ultra Cam String Material
- Outstanding Strength and Durability, the Lowest Creep Factor Available
- Blend of Vectra 23% HMPE, 44% HMPE
- .015" Dia. @ 115 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 1600 Feet / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Solid Colors:
  - .015" Black/White
  - .016" Black/White
- $59.99 ea.

Strand Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bow</th>
<th>String</th>
<th>Cable</th>
<th>Xcel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18-20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8-20</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+ Brownell D-75 String Material
- 100% HMPE
- Superior Strength and Durability Offering Great Accuracy
- .014" Dia. @ 75 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 1500 Feet / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - .014" Black/White
  - .015" Black/White
- $35.99 ea.

+ Brownell Fast Flight Plus String Material
- 100% HMPE
- Minimal Creep and Superior Durability
- .014" Dia. @ 95 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 2000 Feet / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - .014" Black/White
  - .015" Black/White

+ Brownell B-50 String Material
- Abrasion Resistant, Durable, and Consistent
- The Standard for Traditional Bows
- .018" Dia. @ 65 lb. SS Break Strength
- Approx. 1100 Feet / 1/4 lb. Spool
- Available Colors:
  - .018" White/Black
  - .022" Orange/Blue/Red
- $18.99 ea.

+ Brownell Fusion Serving
- 100% HMPE
- Twisted with a Proprietary Coating
- Promotes Bonding to Prevent Separation
- Available Diameters: .015"
- Available in Black/White
- $27.99 ea.

+ Brownell Diamondback Center Serving
- Braided Construction for Superior Grip and Durability
- Lies Flat and Stays Put
- Great with Loops
- Available in Black/White
- Available Diameters: .018" .022" .026" .030"
- $29.99 ea.

+ Brownell Crown Center Serving
- Strong, Silk and Durable Center Serving
- Recommended for Finger Shooters
- Available in .026" Diameter
- Available in Black/White
- $22.99 ea.

+ Brownell #1D Serving
- Three-Ply High Twist Construction for a Rounder Strand which Adds in Strands Laying Closer Together
- Offers Lasting Strength and Durability
- 100% HMPE, .015" Diameter
- Available Colors:
  - .015" Black/White
  - .016" Black/White
- $29.99 ea.

+ Brownell Mini Serving
- Small Diameter for Small Groove Cams and Cable Slides
- High Twist Two Strand 100% HMPE
- Available in .016" Diameter
- Available Colors:
  - .016" Black/White
  - .017" Black/White
- $17.99 ea.

160024
160004 (Colors) $36.99 ea.
160006 (Flo Colors) $38.99 ea.
160006 (Tri-Colors) $42.99 ea.

160004 (Colors) $10.99 ea.
1600002 (Tri-Colors) $15.99 ea.

160005 (Flo Colors) $47.99 ea.
160005 (Colors) $46.99 ea.
160005 (Flo Colors) $47.99 ea.
160005 (Colors) $46.99 ea.
1600053 $12.99 ea.

160005 (Flo Colors) $47.99 ea.
160005 (Colors) $46.99 ea.
160005 (Flo Colors) $47.99 ea.
160004 (Tri-colors) $56.99 ea.
160004 (Flo Colors) $59.99 ea.
160004 (Tri-colors) $59.99 ea.
1600033 $43.99 ea.
1600012 (Flo Colors) $47.99 ea.
1600012 (Tri-colors) $47.99 ea.
1600012 (Flo Colors) $47.99 ea.
1600012 (Tri-colors) $47.99 ea.

CONTACT US TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION!
**Bow String Material / String Wax**

**Brownell #4 Twisted Nylon Serving**
- The Original Multifilament Nylon End Serving
- Excellent For Tying in Peeps
- Available in .021” Diameter
- Available Colors: Black Blue Brown White Red Green Yellow

1600022 $4.79 ea.

**Brownell Traditional Braided Serving**
- DuPont Dacron Fiber Braided Polyester
- End and Center Serving for Traditional Bows
- .018” Diameter @ 17 lb. SS Break Strength

Available in Black Only

1600032 $10.49 ea.

**Brownell Bullwhip Serving**
- 100% Braided HMPE, Suitable for Center or Ends
- Bonded to Improve Abrasion Resistance
- Durable, Won’t unravel, No Separation
- Available in Black Only: .014” Diameter

1600055 $3.49 ea.

**Angel ASB Majesty String Material**
- Very Light with Extraordinary Strength and Minimal Stretch
- Thermally Bonded Resin Coating Reduces Wear and Does Not Require Wax
- Increased Shot “Feel” and Control, Quick Transfer of Energy to the Arrow
- .017” Approx. Strand Diameter
- Sold by 250m Spool
- Available in Black or White

1150001 $34.99 ea.

**Angel Dyneema String Material**
- Will Increase Arrow Speeds Over Other Types of String Material
- Less String Vibration
- Sold by 270m Spool
- Available in White Only

1150014 $34.99 ea.

**Brownell Cam EZ & Liquid Lok**
- String Serving Treatment
- Apply Cam EZ to Reduce Serving Wear
- Before Serving, Apply Liquid Lok to Prevent Separation and Unraveling

1600223 $11.99 ea.

**Bohning™ Xcelerator™ Wax**
- A Revolutionary Wear Reduction Wax
- All Natural Based String Wax and Conditioner
- Lubricates and Rejuvenates Your Bowstrings
- Greatly Reduces Friction with Cable Slides and Wheels
- Scent Free, Pocket-Sized Chapstick Tube

1480024 $3.99 ea.

**Bohning™ Seal-Tite™ Wax**
- Silicone-Based Wax Formula
- Designed for New High Tensile Strength Bow Strings
- Acts as a Lubricant Against String Wear

1480054 $3.99 ea.

**Bohning™ Tex-Tite™ Wax**
- Designed for Fast Fletch and B-50 Strings
- Holds strands of String Together
- Handy Push-Out Tube

1480086 $3.99 ea.

**Scorpion Venom™ Stick Wax**
- Combines the Best Attributes from Our Polymeric Bowstring Wax and Marries it into a Stick
- Lubricates and Penetrates to the Strings Bundled Core, Coating All Fibers with Minimal Exertion
- Reduces String Friction when Your Bow is Under Tension
- Easy to Apply, Odor Free and Waterproofing

5490010 $9.99 ea.

**Scorpion Venom™ Polymeric Bowstring Wax**
- Specifically Formulated for Bowstring Makers
- Long-Lasting, Waterproof Formula Ideal for Today’s Polymer Strings
- Suitable for Most Bowstring Materials
- Odor Free to Eliminate Lingering Scents

5490003 $8.99 ea.

**Brownell Wax Stick**
- High Tech Bowstring Wax
- Unscented .2 oz. Chapstick Tube
- Just the Right Amount of Tack
- Increases String Life by Reducing Fraying
- For All Types of String Materials

1600029 $4.99 ea.

**30-06 Outdoors Bow String Lipstick**
- Heat Displacement Technology (HDT) - Eliminates Heat Caused by Friction
- Helps the Weight of Traditional Wax
- 100% Odorless, 100% Waterproof and also Non-Freezing
- Strings Will Take on a Silky Sheen that Won’t Collect Dust and Debris
- Easy Dial-up Applicator is a Breeze and Mess Free

6190018 $5.99 ea.

**30-06 Outdoors String Snot**
- Limbsaver® String Protectant
- Contains Elements to Remove Moisture, Reduce Friction and Keep Your Strings in Excellent Shape
- Odorless, Non-Toxic
- 1/2 oz. Glide-On Tube

4250099 $5.99 ea.

**BCY X Wax**
- Super Silicone Formula
- Scent Free, Abrasion Resistant and Water Repellant
- Protects Fibers to Reduce Fuzz
- Excellent String Penetration

1350074 $5.99 ea.

**BCY ML-6 Wax**
- Silicone Based Wax Lubricant Especially Made to Extend the Life of All Synthetic Bowstring Materials

1350038 $6.99 ea.

**Black Lightning Wax**
- Combines Graphite and Silicone for Maximum Viscosity and Protection
- Increases Performance to Any Friction Areas
- Penetrates and Coats Surface
- Odorless and Waterproof

3510002 $5.99 ea.

**Dalton’s String Wax**
- Unscented, High-Speed Bow Wax
- Reduces Cable Slide Friction
- May Be Used on Compound, Recurve, and Traditional Strings
- Applies Easily and Cleanly

1940001 $6.99 ea.
+ Winner's Choice Weather Tamer String Treatment
• Weather Tamer String Treatment Can Be Applied to Any String
• Cleaning Cloths to Lubricate and Prevent Wear and “Fuzziness” while Fully Waterproofing the Strings Against Anything Mother Nature Can Deal Out
• Replaces Traditional String Wax for Added String Life and Reliability
4750004 $10.99 ea.

+ Scorpion Venom™ String Maintenance Kit
• Contains the Anti-Venom String Cleaner, Polymeric Bowstring Fluid for Coating & Lubrication, Cam & Serving Lube Used to Lubricate the Cam and Idler Wheels
• Odor Free and Function in Any Climate Conditions
• Polymeric String Fluid Enhances Bowstring Life and Performance
• Anti-Venom Bowstring Cleaner Removes Old Lubricant, Wax, Dirt, and Grime
• Cam & Serving Lube is an Odor-Free Lubricant
5490006 $27.99 ea.

+ Scorpion Venom™ Polymeric Bowstring Fluid
• Cutting-Edge Technology! Made of a Polymeric Liquid which Leaves a Flexible Coating, Going to the Strings Bundled Core without Friction
• Easy to Use Applicator
• Makes Bowstring’s Colors “Pop” Back to Life
• Odor Free and Waterproofing
5490009 $9.99 ea.

+ Scorpion Venom™ Cam & Servicing Lube
• No Need to Wax the String Serving that Contacts the Bow
• Reduces Tack and Eliminates Wax Build-up
• Just a Few Small Drops Reduces Noise, InCREASES Arrow Speed
• eliminates Peep Rotation
• Odor Free and Waterproofing
5490005 $9.99 ea.

+ Apple® “Basic String Making” DVD
• Step-by-Step Process of String Making
• 30 Minute DVD Hosted by Larry Wise
• Also Covers Split Yoke Cables
1160036 $14.99 ea.

+ BCY String Making w/ Larry Wise DVD
• DVD on Making Strings & Compound Cables
• Larry Wise Walks You Through the Methods and Materials for Making Strings & Compound Cables
1350072 $14.99 ea.

+ Bohning™ String Serving DVD
• Hosted by Mary Long of Tailored Bowstrings
• Installing Serving, Loading the Server, Installing Peep Sight, String Waxing, and Out Takes
• Run Time 23 Minutes
1480153 $6.99 ea.

o America’s Best Bowstrings
• Length Tolerance of +/-0.010” & Zero Peep Rotation
• EST - Equalized Strand Technology
• Almost No Shoot In Required
• 1 Year Warranty on Peep Rotation & Creep
• Special Order - Please Allow Approx. 2 Weeks for Delivery
7250002 (1 Cam String) $64.95 ea.
7250003 (2 Cam String) $49.95 ea.
7250004 (Control Cable) $29.95 ea.
7250005 (Split Buss Cable) $34.95 ea.

o America’s Best Bowstrings - Rhino String & Cable Set
• Rhino String/Cable Set - D/F7 Black/Silver Tesla, 16 Strand 3D End Serving (.017”) #62 Center Serving (.025”)
• Length Tolerance of +/-0.010” & Zero Peep Rotation
• Almost No Shoot In Required
• 60 Day Material and Workmanship Warranty
• Special Order - Please Allow Approx. 2 Weeks for Delivery
7250006 $59.95 ea.

o First String Flightwire Strings & Cables
• Pre Installed Release Loop & Peep Sight Locks; Includes Sims Super String Leeches
• Pre Stressed for Faster Shoot-In Time; No Peep Rotation
• Hand Checked for Quality No Creep or Stretch
• BCY 30 & 62XS Servings Guaranteed Not to Slip
• BCY 45SX String Material
• Special Order - Please Allow Approx. 2 Weeks for Delivery
6230002 (1 Cam String) $49.99 ea.
6230003 (2 Cam String) $42.99 ea.
6230004 (Control Cable) $27.99 ea.
6230005 (Split Cable) $34.99 ea.

o First String Premium Strings & Cables
• Pre-Stressed for Faster Shoot-In Time, No Peep Rotation
• Hand Checked for Quality No Creep or Stretch
• BCY 3D & No. 62XS Servings Guaranteed Not to Slip
• BCY 45SX String Material
• Special Order - Please Allow Approx. 2 Weeks for Delivery
6230007 (1 Cam String) $47.99 ea.
6230008 (2 Cam String) $34.99 ea.
6230010 (Control Cable) $27.99 ea.
6230009 (Split Cable) $24.99 ea.

o Winner’s Choice Strings & Cables
• Manufactured with BCY 8125 or 45SX Material
• Patented Serving System with Pre-Stretched Fibers
• One Year Warranty Against Peep Rotation, Serving Separation, or Creep After the 30 Shot Break-In Period
• Sizes Available for All Compound Strings and Cables
• Special Order - Please Allow Approx. 2 Weeks for Delivery
4750006 (1 Cam String) $52.99 ea.
4750002 (2 Cam String) $37.99 ea.
4750005 (Hybrid Cam Control Cable) $31.99 ea.
4750001 (1 Cam Split Cable) $39.99 ea.
4750003 (2 Cam Split Cable) $79.99 pr.

+ Stone Mountain Titanium Series Strings
• Pre-Twisted and Pre-Stretched Under 800 lbs of Tension
• Each String and Cable is Equipped with Halo Serving, Reduces Total Friction Wear, Providing Longer Lasting Serving with a Slip Free Quality
• Pre-Treated w/ Friction Reduction Conditioner
• Available in Flo, Green/Black
• Includes:
(1) 6’ length of “Rhino Rope” D-Loop
(1) Poly Heat Shrink “Suppressor Guard”
(1) Complimentary Stick of Bohning Accelerator Wax & Conditioner
5080019 (1 Cam String) $29.99 ea.
5080020 (2 Cam String) $24.99 ea.
5080021 (Control Cable) $21.99 ea.
5080022 (Split Buss Cable) $24.99 ea.

o LAS Custom-Made Strings and Cables
• Custom-Made String Orders Cannot be Cancelled or Returned Due to the Nature of the Work
• Simply Choose String Material and Colors
• Give Us Your Exact String Lengths and Bow Specifications
• Orders Will Be Shipped Within 7 Days
Call 1-800-829-7408 (USA, CA, MEX) or 717-394-7229 (Worldwide) For Pricing

+ Mathews Zebra Hybrid ZS Strings & Cables
• Patented Counter Twist to Eliminate Peep Rotation
• Black and Brown Two-Color Twist
• Custom Multi-Filament Dyneema Material
• Low-Stretch, High-Speed Performance
3110121 (Strings 53-65”) $29.99 ea.
3110119 (1 Cam Strings Over 80”) $31.99 ea.
3110120 (Single Yoke Cable) $22.99 ea.

o Mathews Barracuda Strings & Cables
• Highest Performing Bowstring in the World
• Special Process 1425 and 8125 String Material Pre-Stretched with a Special Locking in Center Serving That Will Not Move
• Patented Counter Twist to Eliminate Peep Rotation
• Brown & White Two-Color Twist
3110008 (Strings >65”) $49.99 ea.
3110005 (Single Yoke Cable) $48.99 ea.
BOWSTRINGS / CABLES / STRING JIGS

+ First String Flemish Twist Recurve/Longbow Strings
- Out-of-the-bag Performance!
- Guaranteed No-slip Servings
- All End Loops are Served
- DF97 String Material
- BCY #62XS Center Serving - Spectra®/Polyester
- Blended Material for Ultimate Grip and Durability
- For Small Diameter and Ultimate Performance

+ First String Recurve & Longbow Strings
- Out-of-the-bag Performance!
- Guaranteed No-slip Servings - All End Loops are Served
- DF97 String Material
- BCY #62XS Center Serving - Spectra®/Polyester
- Blended Material for Ultimate Grip and Durability
- BCY 3-D Loop & End Serving - 3-Ply Braided Dynema® for Small Diameter and Ultimate Performance

+ Tri-Bundle Flemish Fast Flight String
- Bound of 3 Single Bundles, 12 Strands
- Flemish Strings Consisting of 3 Bundles are Rounder and Considerably More Homogeneous
- The Single Strands Can Be Joined Together in a Better Way and Make it Easier to Release the Arrow from the String

+ Recurve Strings
- High Quality Strings for All Bows
- Material: 3/32" (Cable Coating Not Removed from Loop)
- 3/32" (Cable Coating Removed from One Side of Loop)
- 1/16" (Cable Coating Removed from Both Sides of Loop)
- Nickel Plated Copper
- Cable Swedge
- Black Nylon Coating
- 80" Uncut, Full Length with Anchor & Swedge
- Full Length Steel Cables
- High-Quality OEM Replacement Tear Drop Cables
- 80" Uncut, Full Length with Anchor & Swedge
- Black Nylon Coating

+ Compound Strings
- High Quality Strings for All Bows
- Material: 3/32" (Cable Coating Not Removed from Loop)
- 3/32" (Cable Coating Removed from One Side of Loop)
- 1/16" (Cable Coating Removed from Both Sides of Loop)
- Nickel Plated Copper
- Cable Swedge
- Black Nylon Coating
- 80" Uncut, Full Length with Anchor & Swedge
- Black Nylon Coating

+ Replacement Synthetic Cables
- High Quality Cables for Most Bows
- Material: 3/32" (Cable Coating Not Removed from Loop)
- 3/32" (Cable Coating Removed from One Side of Loop)
- 1/16" (Cable Coating Removed from Both Sides of Loop)
- Nickel Plated Copper
- Cable Swedge
- Black Nylon Coating

+ Full Length Steel Cables
- High-Quality OEM Replacement Tear Drop Cables
- 80" Uncut, Full Length with Anchor & Swedge
- Black Nylon Coating

+ Cable Swedge
- Clamping Sleeve for Standard Cables
- Nickel Plated Copper
- Available Sizes: 1/16" (Cable Coating Removed from Both Sides of Loop)
- 5/64" (Cable Coating Removed from One Side of Loop)
- 3/32" (Cable Coating Not Removed from Loop)

+ Jurassic String Jig
- Designed by Mike Gerard
- Made of Steel and Anodized Aluminum; Clamps to Flat Surface
- Jig Makes Strings and Cables in Any Size
- Complete with Instructional CD-ROM
- Base Not Included

+ Apple® String Jig
- Makes Strings Up to 57½°
- Capable of Making Strings at Any Angle
- Length with Optional String Jig Extension
- Heavy Duty Construction
- Fixed Dowels are 6½ High with 18 Between Dowels

+ BCY (YellowStone) Dream Machine
- Portable String Jig Electroplated Forest Green Steel
- Fully Adjustable, No Tools Required
- Make Strings from 14” to 108”
- Available Accessories:
  - Micro Stretcher
  - Mini-Armature (To Make Soft Yokes)
  - “Making a Bowstring” CD

+ Brownell String Jig
- Make Your Own Bow Strings Fast and Easy
- Two-Piece String Jig
- Together, Makes Strings Up to 112” Separate, Makes Strings 40 - 72”
- Aluminum Spindle and Steel Base Construction
- Secure Length Lock Dow
- 90° Spindle Lock Dow
- Dowels Are 8½ High with 13 Between Dowels

+ Brownell Flemish String Jig
- Designed to Aid the User in Making Precision Tapered Bundles to be Used in Producing Flemish Bowstrings
- Study Construction
- Makes Strings from 30” to 80” and Up to 10 Strands Per Bundle

+ Beiter Heavy Winder Profi Server
- Features Larger, Heavier Knots
- Easy to Thread, Very Smooth Use
- Interchangeable Sliding Discs for Desired String Tension
- Extremely Fine Adjustments
- Twister Attachment for Extremely Fast Serving (sold separately)

+ Beiter Winder Profi Server
- Easy to Thread, Very Smooth Use
- Interchangeable Sliding Discs for Desired String Tension
- Extremely Fine Adjustments
- Twister Attachment for Extremely Fast Serving (twister sold separately)
- Stainless Steel Rollers Will Update Older Winders (sold separately)

+ Bearpaw BCY Server
- Advanced German Engineering with Sturdy Construction for Long Life and Rugged Use
- Smooth, Stainless Steel Guide Rollers
- Excellent Adjustable Tension Control
- Easy Payoff
- Stacked, Easy String Entry

+ X-Spot Serving Straps
- Flexible Velcro Straps to Separate Buss Cables from the Bowstring, Giving Clearance to Re-Serve the String

Stabilizers, Strings, Tools, Videos & Guards

www.LancasterArchery.com
BCY #26 Bowstring Serving Tool
- String Serving Tool to Serve Your Bowstring
- Extra Large Hole for Easy Threading
- Rugged ABS Frame
- Adjustable Tension Control
- Use with All Types of Serving Materials
1350051 $17.99 ea.

Spigarelli Server
- Aluminum Construction
- Graduated Tension Adjustment
- Smooth and Easy to Use
- Easy to Change Spools (Not Included)
4090026 $17.99 ea.

OuterLimit Archery MOTO Drill Server
- Motorized Serving Tool, Cuts String Building Time in Half
- Powered by a Cordless Drill (not included)
- Allow You to Make Tighter and More Consistent Servings
- Build Strings the Way the Professionals Do!
7960002 $124.95 ea.

AAE Pro String Server
- Aluminum Construction
- Double Roller Tension System
- Easy to Change Spools (Not Included)
1790005 $16.99 ea.

Saunders Nok Sets®
- Lightweight, Rounded Brass
- Protective Inner Liner
- Available Sizes: Blue Liner (For Small Diameter Strings)
  Black Liner (For Standard Strings)
  Red Liner (For Large Diameter Strings)
3890017 $10.99 ea.

Pine Ridge Nitro Tuffy Buttons
- Eliminate Nock Pinch and Can Increase the Overall Speed of Bow
- Help Eliminate Unwanted Bow Noise and Vibration
- Can be Installed in Minutes
- Available Colors: Black
  Red
  Blue
  Orange
  Pink
  Purple
  Yellow
  Lime
  Green
3450018 $4.00 ea.
3450019 (10 pk with Pin) $2.99 ea.
3450020 (Cutter Pin) $4.50 ea.

Tuffy Eliminator Buttons
- Rubber String Cushion Buttons
- Installs Over End of String
- Can Be Used as Speed Buttons or As a Release Bumper
- 10 Per Pack or Bulk
1060008 (Bulk) $0.30 ea.
1060010 (10 pk.) $0.50 pk.

Tru-Fire Universal Cushion Button
- Installs Easily with Nok-Set Pliers
- Eliminates Arrow Pinch
- Stops Scratching of Release
- Two Per Pack
4550017 $3.99 pk.

Benders No-Glove Finger Protectors
- Perfect For Beginners or Bowfishing
- Installs by Slipping Over Bowstring
- Eliminates Sore Fingers
- Soft Molded Rubber
- Top and Bottom Per Pack
5030002 $4.99 ea.

X-Spot 3 Under/NASP Finger Savers
- Designed Especially for 3 Under or NASP Shooting
- Built-in Nock Collar Designed to Totally Eliminate Finger-Pinch of the String at All Draw Lengths
- Includes Install Pin
- Available Colors: Black
  Blue
  Orange
  Red
2760054 $4.99 ea.

OMP QuickShot Finger Savers
- Great for Beginners and Traditional Style Archers
- One Set, One Color Per Pack
- Available Colors: Red
  Blue
  Yellow
  Green
2760049 $4.99 ea.

T.R.U.™ Speed Nok
- Peep Aligning Tail
- Same Weight as Brass Nok Set
- CNC Machined Aircraft Aluminum
4530032 $11.99 ea.

T.R.U.™ Speed Loop
- Maintains Peep Alignment by Loop Position Behind Arrow
- Eliminates Nock Spin
- Durable Dyneema String Loop
4530034 $15.99 ea.

Gibbs Super Loop Release Rope
- Will Not Flatten or Collapse
- Keeps Release from Wearing Serving
- Standard 5” to Tie Loop & Burns the Best Epoxy Knot
- Available Colors: Camo
  Yellow/Black
  Red/White/Blue
2310004 (Foot) $3.00 ft.
2310002 (25' Spool) $62.99 spool

The Loop Wedge by Michael Braden
- D-Loops are an Important Factor in the Archers Overall Draw Length!
- 3 Easy Steps to Get the Perfect Size Loop Everyday
  1. Wedge Ruler Inside Existing D-Loop to Measure Inside Diameter of Loop
  2. Use Included Formula to Calculate the Cut Length of Material for Desired Finished Loop Length
  3. Use Built-in Material Holder with Ruler to Measure Uncut D-Loop Material
1670018 $9.99 ea.

Viper String Loop Pliers
- Putting on a D-Loop Has Never Been Easier
- D-Loop is the Same Length Every Time
- D-Loop Will Not Stretch or Turn
- Pre-Stretches Loop Rope
$140002 $21.99 ea.

Winner’s Choice Ultimate String Loop Rope
- Tightly Woven Braid Design that Provides Superior Life and is Also Stiffer for Faster Reloads
- Melts Exceptionally Well for Solid Knots and Also Bites into the Serving to Stay in Place
4750012 (Foot) $2.99 ft.
4750011 (25' Spool) $59.99 spool

Cir-Cut Camo Release Loop Rope
- 2mm (0.078”) Rope for Both String Loops and Release Rope
- Creates Perfect Ball End for Tying
- Available Lengths: Linear Foot
  250 Ft. Spool
1840014 (Foot) $1.00 ft.
1840011 (Spool) $59.99 spool
+ Brownell String Loop Rope
• 100% Braided Nylon, Melts to a Perfect Ball End
• Rope Designed Specifically for Tying String Loops
• Available Colors: Grey (1.7mm/.070”) Camo (1.5mm/.075”) Black (2.1mm/.083”)
• Available Lengths: Linear Foot 100 ft. Spool
1600018 (Black Foot) $1.00 ft. 1600019 (Camo Spool) $3.99 spool
1600020 (Black Spool) $3.99 spool 1600021 (Camo Spool) $1.00 ft.
1600040 (Camo Foot) $1.00 ft. 1600051 (Grey Spool) $35.99 spool

+ X-Spot Rhino Loop
• 2mm 16 Carrier Polyester Round Braid Release Rope
• High Quality for All Bows
• Available in 55 Spool or by the Foot
• Available in Black & Yellow
5080017 (Foot) $1.00 ft. 5080018 (Spool) $32.99 spool

+ BCY Release Loop Rope
• Smaller 2mm (0.079”) Diameter, Excellent for D-Loops
• Available Lengths: Linear Foot 100 ft. Spool
1350034 (Foot) $1.00 ft. 1350045 (Spool) $29.99 spool

+ Pine Ridge Kisser Buttons
• Buttons have a Silt in the Side Allowing You to Install the Kisser without Removing the String from the Bow
• Unique Blend of Soft Materials which Makes the Kisser Flexible and More Comfortable on the Lip
• Available Colors: Purple Lime Green Orange Blue Black Red Yellow Pink
3450002 $2.00 ea. 3450003 $2.25 ea.

+ OMP String Love Kisser Buttons
• Durable 1/16” Thick Flex Kisser Button
• Includes Kisser and Two Crimps
• Available Colors: Red Black
2760056 $4.99 ea.

+ Saunders KISS-X
• Soft, 1/2” Diameter Slotted Kisser Button
• Smooth, Rounded Edge for Comfort
• One Locking Positioning Ring Included
3890023 (12-14 Strand) $4.49 ea. 3890008 (16-18 Strand) $4.49 ea.

+ Saunders KISS XL
• Soft, Large 1/16” Diameter Slotted Kisser Button
• Soft, Smooth Rounded Edge for Comfort
• One Locking Positioning Ring Included
3890057 $4.49 ea.

+ Drave’s Archery Comfort KISS
• Soft Ergonomic Design
• Helps Achieve Fast & Consistent Anchor Point
• Comes with 2 Anchor Clamps
688002 $4.50 ea.

+ Saber Kisser Button
• Slotted for Easy Installation with Rounded Edges for Comfort
• Includes Two Attachment Clips
• Available Sizes: Large Small
3870005 (Kisser) $1.75 ea. 3870003 (Clamp Only) $2.25 ea.

+ Kiss of Death Kisser Buttons
• Made of Super-Soft Proprietary Material
• Designed to be Forgiving on Both Your Face or in the Event of Contact of Any Kind
• Creates Limited Speed Loss and Some String Dampering
• Available: Black Red Pink
7039004 $6.49 ea.

+ Premium Peep Tubing
• Replacement Tubing for Self-Aligning Peeps
• Silicone Base to Prevent Dry Rotting
• Longer Life and Durability
1840007 (2 ft. Pk) $3.99 pk. 1840005 (50 ft. Roll) $42.99 roll

+ Pine Ridge Silicone Peep Tubing
• Flexible, Won’t Rot or Crack
• Slides onto Peep Fitting Easily
3450002 (7 ft. Pk) $4.99 pk. 3455005 (50 ft. Roll) $39.99 roll

+ R.A.D UV Brown Peep Tubing
• Replacement Rubber Tubing for Most Peep Sights
• UVR Proof Brown Tubing Prevents Dry Rotting
• Sold in 1 Foot Lengths
3600008 $1.50 ea.

+ R.A.D Dipped Latex Peep Tubing
• Replacement Rubber Tubing for OWS Aligning Peeps
• Sold in 1 Foot Lengths
• Available Colors: Black Flo. Pink Flo. Green
3600004 $1.50 ea.

+ G.W.S. Peep Tubing
• Replacement Rubber Tubing for OWS Aligning Peeps
2260013 (2 ft. Pack) $1.30 pk. 2260010 (50 ft. Roll) $19.99 roll

+ G.W.S. Pro Hunter Self Aligning Peep
• Rubber Tube Peep for Perfect Alignment on Every Shot
• Includes Peep, Tubing, and Cable Clip
• Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, Super
4570007 $4.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® Centra™ Peep Pro Series
• Lightweight Aluminum Construction
• Precision CNC Machined
• Angled Design for Shorter Axle-to-Axle Bows
• Available Sizes: 1/8” 3/16” 1/4”
4570032 $13.99 ea.

+ TruGlo® Glo-Brite™ Peep
• Nothing Works Better in Low Light
• Four Spot, Glo-Dot Alignment
• Adjustable Inserts for Three Different Settings
• Rubber Tubing for Peep Alignment
4570007 $4.99 ea.

+ R.A.D Super Deuce 38 Peep
• Available Aluminum Peep Features a 30° Angle Providing Archers with a True Round Aperture Hole at Full Draw
• Features Dual Radius Slotting Eliminating Burrs & Sharp Points
• Available Colors: Red Blue Purple
• Available Sizes: 1/16” 3/32” 1/8” 5/32” 3/16” 7/32” 1/4”
3600007 $4.99 ea.

+ R.A.D Maxim 38 Peep w/ Micro Tube
• Same Peep as the Maxim 38 with a Modified Tubing Post Which Allows the Use of Much Smaller Diameter Tubing which Increases Speed and Reduces Noise
• Not Recommended for Long A-A Bows or Short Draw Lengths
• Available Sizes: 1/8” 3/16” 1/4”
3600006 $4.99 ea.

+ R.A.D UVR Micro Peep Tubing
• Replacement Rubber Tubing for Maxim 38 Micro Tube Peep
• UVR Proof Black Micro Tubing Prevents Dry Rotting
• Sold in 1 Foot Lengths
3600009 $1.50 ea.

+ R.A.D Maxim 38 Self Aligning Peep
• Rubber Tube Peep for Perfect Alignment on Every Shot
• Bulk Packaged, Includes Peep and Tubing
• Available Sizes: 5/32” 3/16” 15/64”
3600002 $4.49 ea.

+ R.A.D Trio String Peep
• Three String Grooves
• Visible Peep Without Rubber Tubing
• Bulk Packaged - Available Sizes: 5/32” 3/16” 15/64”
3600001 $3.49 ea.

+ R.A.D Tru Aligner Only
• String Peep Aligner for Any Tube Peep
• Ensures Proper Peep Alignment Every Shot
• Bulk Packaged
3600003 $2.75 ea.
+ **EP Hunting Red EYE Peep**
  - Traditional Concave Peep Sight
  - Uses a Convex Entrance Pupil That’s Larger in Size
  - Get Better Aiming In Low Shooting Light Situations
  - Lightweight and Ultra-Durable
  - Available Sizes: 1/8” 3/16” 1/4”
  
  7030003 $8.99 ea.

+ **Brite Site OBS Clarifier Peep**
  - Creates a Super Sharp Image
  - Works with All Power Lenses and Clears Up the Image on Any Scope
  - Uses One Universal Lens
  - Mounted in a Tru-Peep Housing
  - Available Sizes: 3/8” 1/16” 1/8”
  
  1590015 $29.99 ea.

+ **Loc-A-Peep Hunter Lite Kit**
  - No Need to be Served or Tied, Cuts Down on Installation Time
  - Lightweight, Improves Accuracy and Shooting Consistency
  
  6220004 $14.99 ea.

+ **G.W.S. Pro Hunter String Peep**
  - Three String Grooves
  - Visible Peep Without Rubber Tubing
  - Available Sizes: Micro (1/32”) Medium (1/8”) Large (3/16”)
  
  2260008 $11.99 ea.

+ **G.W.S. Side by Side String Peep**
  - Four Groove String Peep
  - Plastic Body Peep
  - Available Sizes: Medium (1/8”) Large (3/16”) Super (1/4”)
  
  2280011 $2.99 ea.

+ **VaporTrail Clearview 3/16” Peep**
  - String Peep with Superior Light Gathering Properties
  - Rounded Surface that Will Not Cut or Fray the String
  - Weights: 3.7 gr.
  - Available Colors: Purple Smoke Opaque Black Yellow
  
  5530004 $7.99 ea.

+ **Fletcher Tru-Peep**
  - All Aluminum Peep, Weights 8.5 gr.
  - Perfectly Round Shaded Hole at Full Draw
  - Available Sizes: Micro (1/32”) Large (1/16”) Hunter (1/8”)
  - Small (3/64”) 3D Mini Hunter (3/32”) Super (3/16”)
  
  2720009 $3.99 ea.

+ **Fletcher MaxHunter 1/4” Peep**
  - Super-Sized Peep Hole for Low Light Conditions
  - Excellent Choice for Bow Hunting
  - All Aluminum Peep, Weights 12 gr.
  - Perfectly Round Shaded Hole at Full Draw
  
  2720001 $4.99 ea.

+ **Genesis Adjustable Control Peep**
  - Positive Peep Alignment
  - Completely Adjustable to the Plane of the Sighting Angle Between the Eye and the Objective Lens of the Sight
  - Computer Machined to Exact Tolerances
  - Will Clear Up Scopes Up to 1 Diopter
  - Available Sizes: 0.40” .080” .080” .160”
  
  2810004 $9.99 ea.

+ **Extreme Silhouette Peep**
  - Designed to be Lightweight to Maximize Bow Speed
  - For the Perfect Field of Vision During Centering
  - Available Colors: Blue Green Gray Orange Red
  - Available Sizes: 3/16” 1/4”
  
  2150077 $8.99 ea.

+ **OMP String Love Peep**
  - Ultra-Light Aluminum Peep Sight Can be Installed Three Different Ways to Accommodate Any Length Bow and String Angle
  - Available Colors: Black Red
  - Available Sizes: 3/16” 1/4” 1/8”
  
  1760160 $8.99 ea.

+ **G5® META™ Peep**
  - CNC Machined from Solid Magnesium Alloy
  - Weighs Less Than 1/2 the Weight of Competitors’ Peeps
  - Sizes: Micro Target (3/32” 3.5 gr.) Target (1/8” 6 gr.) Hunter (3/16” 4.5 gr.)
  - Hunter Large (1/4” 2.5 gr.) Mag Hunter (5/16” 8 gr.)
  - Provides Opportunity to Increase Your Arrow Speed by 2-4 FPS
  
  2240001 $8.99 ea.
  2240074 (Red - 3/16” & 1/4” Only) $8.99 ea.

+ **Specialty Super Hunter Peep System**
  - For the Hunter who Prefers to Use a Peep with Adjustment Tubing
  - Includes 3” Hooded Peep, Cable Key, Peep Reducer, Silicone Tubing, and Dual Aperture Wrench
  - Available Sizes: 1/4” 1/8”
  - All Verifier Inserts Sold Separately
  
  4080154 (1/4” - 21.0 gr.) $28.99 ea.
  4080143 (1/8” - 22.0 gr.) $24.99 ea.

+ **Specialty Hunter Super Peep Verifier**
  - The Verifier Lens Sharpens the Picture so Pins are Easy to See!
  - 5 Different Powers to Sharpen Your Pins
  - Available Sizes: (The Higher the Number, the Stronger the Power)
  - #4 Silver: #5 Purple: #6 Pink: #7 Blue: #8 White #9 Orange
  - Available Peep Sizes: 1/4” (5.5 gr.) 1/8” (4.0 gr.)
  
  4080157 $27.99 ea.

+ **Coffey Peep Cover**
  - Container for Storing Clarifier Peeps and Inserts
  - Keeps Clarifier Peeps Dry
  - Low Light, No Problem - Store Larger Peep inserts in This Handy Container
  
  1870003 $3.49 ea.

+ **HandiString Separator**
  - String Separator for Peep Placement without a Bow Press
  - Separates and Locks Open String Strands While You Work
  - Aid for Installing Peeps, Serving, and String Slencilers
  - Sturdy Aluminum Construction
  - Proper Use Will Not Damage Strings
  
  4310009 $5.99 ea.

+ **Sterner Duttera String Splitter**
  - Allows 99.9% Available Light Transmission Through the Splitter
  - Can be Used with a Kisser Button for Superior Accuracy
  - Allows Maximum View of Target During the Shot
  - Tied in with Serving for Secured Fit into String
  - Available Sizes: 5/32” (11/16”) Jr. (7/16”) Mini (3/16”) Micro (3/16”) Fly (18”)
  
  5870002 $14.99 ea.
  5870003 $14.99 ea.

+ **Sterner Duttera Peep Aligner**
  - Helps Align Peep Sight to the Eye
  - Allows for Final Adjustment/Alignment without Twisting the String
  - Will Not Slow Down Arrow Speed
  - Helps Reduce Peep Set-Up Time
  
  5870003 $14.99 ea.
**SPECIALTY PEEP SIGHTS**

+ **Specialty Super Ball Hooded Peep Housing**
  - Housing for Interchangeable Specialty Apertures
  - CNC Machined, Anodized Matte Finish
  - Hood Eliminates Glare while Shooting in Direct Sunlight or Under Fluorescent Lights
  - Available Sizes: 45° 37° 37° (1/4°)
  - Available in Black
  - Part # | Description | Price
  | | |
  | 4080021 (45° / 1/8" / 1/15 gr.) | $19.99 ea. |
  | 4080024 (37° / 1/8" / 1/15 gr.) | $19.99 ea. |
  | 4080172 (37° / 1/4" / 1/15 gr.) | $25.99 ea. |

+ **Specialty Super Ball Hooded Peep Housing**
  - Housing for Interchangeable Specialty Apertures 1/8" & Less
  - CNC Machined, Anodized Matte Finish
  - 45° for Bows with Axle to Axle Length Over 40°
  - 37° for Bows with Axle to Axle Length Under 40°
  - 37° 1/4° Non-Hooded Peep Housing
  - Weight: 10.5 gr.
  - Available in Black
  - Part # | Description | Price
  | | |
  | 4080140 (45°) | $15.99 ea. |
  | 40800180 (37° / 1/4" Non-Hooded) | $23.99 ea. |

+ **Specialty Pro Series Hooded Peep Housing**
  - 25% lighter than the Original Hooded Super Peep for Increased Speed
  - Accepts All Specialty Archery 1/8" Apertures, Clarifiers that Sharpen Target Faces, and Verifiers that Sharpen Pins
  - Part # | Description | Price
  | | |
  | 4080168 (37° / 1/8" / 11.5 gr.) | $19.99 ea. |
  | 4080167 (45° / 1/8" / 11.5 gr.) | $19.99 ea. |

+ **Specialty Super Peep Aperture Kit**
  - Includes Inter-Changeable Apertures and Wrench
  - Available Kits:
    - Kit | Apertures | Price
    | | |
    | 4080173 All Five Insert Sizes, No Lens | $39.99 ea. |

**No one matches our wide range of machined peeps**

No one offers a wider selection of precision peeps. We’ve added a 1/4" Large Non-Hooded Aluminum Peep in black, camo, blue, green, red, silver and pink. It’s even lighter than the weight-saving design used for the hooded version at far right. In 1/8" peeps we have a non-hooded original series and Pro Series hooded peeps, both offering a choice of 37 or 45 degree string angles. Molded 1/8" and 1/4" Super Hunter Peeps are for those who prefer to use alignment tubing.

Specialty Archery’s threaded peeps accept apertures that let archers change diameters from 1/32” all the way up to 1/8”. When they’ve got one of the peeps in the string, they can adapt to any lighting condition, any target without having to replace a peep and re-sight the bow. Plus every Specialty peep can be used with a pin-sharpening Verifier or with one of 3 Clarifier lenses designed to sharpen targets through magnifying scopes.

**From rests to stabilizers, Specialty can fill your precision archery needs**

Specialty now manufactures the Bodoodle rest line and has designed 3 easy-adjust models.

The Timber Rattler II for spot shooters lets you change both launcher stiffness and angle. The Pro Lite II (center) and Timberdoodle II for fingers have support fins that pivot down at shot to smooth the launch and provide added fletching clearance. A new Adjustable V-Bar works with our wide range of carbon rod target stabilizers, including this Elite Stix with its adjustable tuning rod. Feather Lite Hunting Stabilizers come in a range of sizes and patterns, like this 10” Lost Camo model.
**TUNING TOOLS / BOWSTRINGERS**

**+ Bohning™ Self-Serve Cable Spreader**
- Makes Serving Your Bowstring Easy
- Provides a Large Work Area Keeping Cables Down and Out of Your Way
- Bowstring and Cables are Held Securely in Top and Bottom Slots

1480022 $8.99 ea.

**+ Neet U-Serve String and Cable Separator**
- Assists in Reserving Strings and Installing Peeps
- Safely Separates the String to Cable Distance Creating Ample Serving Space
- Includes Both String and Cable Separator
- Serving Jig Not Included

3300030 $17.99 ea.

**+ Saunders Bow Tip Protector**
- Slip-Over Rubber Tip Protector
- For Recurve Bows
- Holds String in Proper Position
- Easy to Install

3890042 $6.99 ea.

**+ Kwikee Kwiver Bow Tip Protector**
- Molded Shape Clings to Tip with No Chance of Working Off or Becoming Lost in Use
- Heavy Duty for Long Use

2820020 $4.99 ea.

**+ Bearpaw Tip Protector**
- Tip Cover with String Guide for Longbows and Recurve Bows
- Made of the Finest Leather
- Protects Your Limbs Against Damage on Varnish and Wood

1040035 $3.99 ea.

**+ E.W. Bateman String Keeper**
- Holds Recurve/Longbow Bowstring in Position While in Storage

1970298 $4.79 ea.

**+ Bearpaw String Holder**
- Small, Handy String Holder Made of the Best Leather
- Prevents the String from Slipping Off the Un-Strung Bow
- The Upper Loop of String is Fastened by Means of a Strong Leather Disc and Fixed Securely to the Bow

1040037 $3.99 ea.

**+ OMP Flex Pro Bow Stringer**
- Soft, Flexible Limb Grippers that Really Grab the Bow Limb for Easy Stringing
- One Wide Gripper, One Narrow Gripper, for Correct Limb Placement

2760045 $17.99 ea.

**+ Bearpaw Universal Stringer**
- Durable Bowstringer for All Recurves
- High Quality Leather to Guarantee Good Looks, Durability, and Lasting Quality

1040038 $7.49 ea.

**+ Bearpaw Longbow Stringer**
- Leather Cups on Each End to Safely String Longbows
- Made of the Finest Bearpaw Leather
- Protects Your Limbs Against Damage on Varnish and Wood

1040036 $6.99 ea.

**+ Big Traditional Longbow Stringer**
- Durable Bowstringer Long Enough for Most Longbows
- High Quality Leather to Guarantee Good Looks, Durability, and Lasting Quality

1410107 $16.99 ea.

**+ Hoyt® Recurve Bow Stringer**
- Advanced Polymers and Strong Parachute Cord Merge into the Ideal and Safe Tool to String Any Recurve Bow

2560028 $17.99 ea.

**+ Saunders Recurve Bow Stringer**
- Eliminates Twisting Limbs While Stringing Bow
- One Pocket, One Gripper Design
- Tough, Nylon Brad Rope
- For Recurve Bows Up to 70 lbs.

3890025 $11.99 ea.

**+ OMP Bow Stringer**
- Allows Easy Stringing of Bow Without Limb Damage
- Leather Tips Secured to Stringer Material
- Fits Most Recurves

2760045 $8.99 ea.

**+ E.W. Bateman Bow Stringer**
- Double Leather Bow, Traditional Styled Recurve Stringer
- 360 lbs. Test Nylon Cord
- Adjusts to Any Bow Length

1970298 $9.99 ea.

**+ Spigarelli Recurve Bow Stringer**
- Easy to Use, Safely Strings a Recurve Bow
- Low Profile, Two Cup Design
- Nylon Chord with Leather Cups
- For Recurve Bows Up to 60 lbs.

4090032 $7.99 ea.

**+ Cartel Deluxe Bow Stringer**
- All Recurve Bows Should be Safely Strung with a Bow Stringer
- Leather Limb Tip Cup and Deluxe Limb Cup with Clip
- Nylon Rope

1760104 $14.99 ea.

**+ Kartel Bow Stringer**
- Safely Strings a Recurve Bow with Ease
- Leather Limb Tip Cups
- Nylon Rope

1760020 $6.99 ea.

**+ Beiter Limb Line Gauge**
- Aids in Finding the Center of Your Bow, Snaps onto the Limbs
- Tool for Aligning a Recurve Riser and Limbs
- Available Sizes: (Sold in Pairs) Recurve (Narrow Limb) Compound (Wide Limb)

1370032 $7.99 pr.

**+ Apple® Laser Sight Adjuster Tool**
- Gives You the Ability to Fine-Tune Bow Sights Without Shooting an Arrow
- Simply Aim the Laser Beam and Adjust the Sight Pins to Line Up with the Target
- Mounts Directly to Your Arrow by Using the Threads in the Insert

1160065 $179.99 ea.

**+ DoubleTake BowPlane Laser**
- Complete 360° Laser Plane Project Line within Bow
- 1” Arrow-Like Tool Nocks Just Like an Arrow & T Square
- No Rotating a Laser Beam, Check Alignment End to End
- All Components Can Be Aligned in One Easy Step
- Easy On/Off, Just Push and Pull on Batteries
- User Replaceable Batteries (4 - AAA Batteries)

1130031 $109.99 ea.

**+ Easy Eye Laser Center Gauge**
- Set Up Your Bow’s Centershot with a Laser Light
- Precision Micro-Adjust for Quick Alignment
- Fastens to Sight Mount Holes
- Finds Center-Shot on One Cam Bows with Off-Set Idler Wheel to Cam String Angles
- Works Extremely Well on Quad Limb Bows
- A “Must Have” Tool for All Bow Mechanics

2080015 (Batteries Not Included) $109.99 ea.
2080026 (LR44 Batteries) $5.99 ea.

**Stabilizers, Strings, Tools, Videos & Guards**

800-829-7408
+ Blazer® Piezo Torch
- Automatic, Self Igniting, Refrangible
- Heat of 2500° F
- Self Standing Base Included
- Portable, Wind Resistant Torch
- Works Great for Installing Points, Etc.

1670267 $29.99 ea.

+ Blazer® Butane Gas
- Triple Refined Butane Gas
- Gas Refill for Butane Torches
- Different Sized Adapters Included
- 150 Grams
- Limit of One Per Shipment

1570273 $3.99 ea.

+ Economy Butane Torch
- Automatic, Self Igniting, Refrangible
- Heat of 2500° F
- Self Standing Base Included
- Works Great for Installing Points, Etc.

2870010 $19.99 ea.

+ X-Spot Hanging Digital Bow Scale
- Portable Hanging Digital Bow Scale
- 100 lb. Capacity
- .05 lb. Accuracy
- Continuous Function for Holding Weight
- Memory Hold Function for Peak Weight
- Backlit Display
- Auto Shut-Off
- Measures in Pounds, Ounces, Grams
- Operates on 2 AAA Batteries (Included)

5640003 $49.99 ea.

+ Easton® Hand-Held Digital Bow Scale
- Hand-Held Digital Scale for Accurate Measurements
- 100 lb. Capacity
- Read-Out Showing Peak Weight and Holding Weight
- Automatically Resets with Next Pull Down
- Reads to .1 lbs. Accuracy
- Polymer and Steel Construction
- Operates on (4) 357 Silver-Oxide Batteries Included
- Backlit Display
- Auto Power Off
- Includes Soft Storage Pouch

2070014 $159.99 ea.

+ Field & Stream Hand Held Bow Scale
- Measure Bow’s Peak and Full Draw Weight
- Adjust Bow Weight to Match Arrows Accordingly
- Digital Safety Arbor Provides Security from Dry Firing
- Increments are in 1 lb. Marks
- Tell Tale Stops at the Peak Weight so there is No Need to Look while Drawing the Bow

7970002 $24.99 ea.

+ Hand Held Bow Scale
- 5 to 90 lbs. in One Pound Increments
- Perfect for Individual or Shop Use
- Anodized Aluminum Housing
- Indicator Stays at Peak Weight
- Perfect for Measuring Bow Peak Weight

2170001 $29.99 ea.

+ Sunbeam Viking Hanging Scales
- All Steel Construction
- Enamel Finish
- Calibrated, Easy to Read Scale
- Available Sizes:
  - 100 lb. Max. Scale
  - 300 lb. Max Scale

4210001 (100 lb.) $64.99 ea.
4210002 (300 lb.) $69.99 ea.

+ US Digital Release Trigger Scale
- Set Release, Trigger or Plunger Tension, Weigh Fish, etc
- 22 lb. Max Capacity with .17 oz. Accuracy
- Precision Strain Gauge with LCD Display in lb/oz/kg
- Tare, Overload, Low Battery, and Auto Off Functions
- Built in Tape Measure and Thermometer
- Compact, Durable 4” x 2” x 7/8” Aluminum Housing
- Uses (2) Long Lasting CR2032 3V Coin Batteries

5640002 $29.99 ea.

+ US Digital Scale - .1 Grain Readout
- Affordable Digital Scale for Weighing Arrows, Points, Etc.
  - 4.3” X 2.75” X 3/4”, Weighs Only 5 oz. with Batteries!
  - Operates on 2 AAA Batteries (Included)
  - Weighs Grams, Grams, Ounces, and DWT
  - Auto-Off Power Saver Mode
  - Backlit LCD Screen Displays to .1 Grain
  - 771 Grain Max. with .15 gr. Accuracy
  - Hinged Lid, Self Contained Protective Case
  - 5-Year Limited Warranty

1870008 $39.99 ea.

+ US Digital Scale - .5 Grain Readout
- Affordable Digital Scale for Weighing Arrows, Points, Etc.
  - 4.3” X 2.75” X 3/4”, Weighs Only 5 oz. with Batteries!
  - Operates on 2 AAA Batteries (Included)
  - Weighs Grams, Grams, Ounces, and DWT
  - Auto-Off Power Saver Mode
  - Backlit LCD Screen Displays to .5 Grain
  - 3000 Grain Max. with 77 Grain-Accuracy
  - Hinged Lid, Self Contained Protective Case
  - 5-Year Limited Warranty

1870009 $29.99 ea.

+ Competition Electronics Pro Chrono Pal
- Accurate Velocity Measurement, Easy Set-Up with a Huge Shooting Area
- Measures Velocities from 22 to 9,999 Feet Per Second
- Displays Velocity, Calculates Average and Records Highest and Lowest Velocities
- Works With One 9 Volt Battery
- LED Light Kit Required for Indoor Setup

1880002 (Chrono) $99.99 ea.
1880003 (LED Light Kit) $67.99 ea.

+ ArrowSpeed Radar Chronograph
- Compact, Rugged Chronograph
- Chrono/Rod Mount Screws into Stabilizer Hole
- Includes Rod Mount and Chrono
- Battery Operated, LCD Display
- Easily Carried in Pocket or Quiver

4130001 $109.99 ea.

+ Allen Pal 9pc SAE Folding Hex Key Set
- Round Design Spins Like a Screwdriver for Easier Use and More Comfort
- Hassle Free Access to Each Key Individually
- 180° Positive Stop for Screwdriver and One Hand Operations
- Works 3x Faster than Traditional Foldouts
- King’s Desert Shadow Camo
- Sizes: 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4

6730004 $9.99 ea.

+ Allen Pal 13pc SAE Wrench Set w/ Torque Handle
- Includes Hex Wrench Handle which Increases Torque with Added Comfort and Safety
- Convenient Storage Case Gives Every Key and Handle a Home
- Sizes: .050, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8

6730002 $12.99 ea.
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- **Western Recreation Bow Medic**
  - First Aid for Your Compound Bow
  - Kit includes: Camo Zippered Pouch, String Wax, Knife, Spare String Loop, Spare Serving Thread, Matches
  - \$19.99 ea.

- **Allen Pal 26pc SAE/METRIC Ball-Head Hex Wrench Set w/Torque Handle**
  - Includes Hex Wrench Handle which Increases Torque with Added Comfort and Safety
  - Ballhead Wrenches Allow 360° Use of Wrench at Angles of Up to 25 Degrees
  - Convenient Storage Case Goes Every Key and the Handle a Home
  - Sizes: 0.050, 1/16, 5/64, 3/32, 7/64, 1/8, 9/64, 5/32, 3/16, 7/32, 1/4, 5/16, 3/8, 1.5mm, 2mm, 2.5mm, 3mm, 4mm, 4.5mm, 5mm, 5.5mm, 6mm, 7mm, 8mm, 9mm, 10mm
  - \$23.99 ea.

- **Easton® Pro Allen Wrench XL Set**
  - Specific Sizes for Archery Equipment (5/64-1/4)
  - Anodized Aircraft Aluminum Handle
  - CR-V Steel for Strength and Durability
  - Chrome-Plated to Resist Rust
  - Split-Ring Attachment for Convenient Carrying
  - \$13.99 ea.

- **Pine Ridge Archer's Allen Wrench**
  - 9 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, and Scopes
  - Lifetime Guarantee Not to Strip or Round Holes
  - Tungsten Steel Construction
  - Standard English Sizes 5/64 - 3/16
  - \$11.99 ea.

- **Pine Ridge XL Allen Wrench Tool**
  - 10 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, and Scopes
  - Lifetime Guarantee Not to Strip or Round Holes
  - Tungsten Steel Construction
  - Standard English Sizes 5/64 - 1/4
  - \$8.99 ea.

- **CX® Pro Bow Square**
  - Potentially Dual Grips for Precise Hocking Point Positioning
  - Not Affected When Other Bowstringing Accessories are in Place
  - \$8.99 ea.

- **Spigarelli Bow T-Square**
  - Precision Scale for Measurements
  - Anodized Aluminum Construction
  - \$10.99 ea.

- **Cartel T-Square**
  - Precision Scale for Measurements
  - Anodized Aluminum Construction
  - \$7.99 ea.

- **Cartel Offset Bow Square**
  - Offset "T" Shaped Tool for Measuring Brace Height, Tiller, and Neck Position
  - Positive-Hold Clips Stay in Position During Work
  - Precision Scale to Measure Component Location
  - Anodized Aluminum Construction
  - \$9.99 ea.

- **Field & Stream Compound Bolt Bow Limb Buster**
  - Heavy Duty 3/16" Limb Bolt Tool
  - Adjust Poundage on Compound Bow with Ease
  - Large Torque Handle for Better Grip
  - \$2.99 ea.

- **G5® A.S.D. (Arrow Squaring Device) Tool**
  - Improves Arrow Accuracy by Squaring the End of the Arrow Shaft
  - Two Tools in One: One for Aluminum, One for Carbon
  - Cuts, Deburs, and Squares Arrow Shafts
  - Inserts and Bushings Fit Straight Into Shaft
  - Improving Arrow Consistency
  - \$39.95 ea.

- **Lumenock F.A.S.T. Squaring Tool**
  - Designed for Precision Squaring the Nock Ends of Fletched Shafts
  - Remove Non-conductive Coatings from the Ends of Fletched Shafts, and Square them Precisely
  - \$39.99 ea.

- **Elkind Hex Key Set**
  - Precision Sizing for Bows, Fletches, Rests, and Scopes
  - Heat-Treated for Maximum Strength
  - Standard English Sizes .050 - 3/16
  - \$6.99 ea.

- **Pine Ridge Power Hex T-Key Set**
  - 9 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, and Scopes
  - Lifetime Guarantee Not to Strip or Round Holes
  - Tungsten Steel Construction
  - Standard English Sizes 5/64 - 3/16
  - \$8.99 ea.

- **OMP Power Hex T-Key Set**
  - 10 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, and Scopes
  - Tool Stem is 6" Long to Allow Ample Clearance
  - Heated-Treated Alloy Steel
  - Includes Sizes 3/32 - 3/8
  - \$59.99 ea.

- **OMP Classic Fold-Up Hex Set**
  - 9 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows in a Convenient Fold-Up Pocket Set
  - Use for Adjusting Bows, Fletches, Rests, and Scopes
  - Tungsten Steel Construction
  - Includes Sizes 5/64 - 1/4
  - \$9.99 ea.

- **OMP Classic Fold-Up Hex Set**
  - 15 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, Rests, and Scopes
  - Tool Stem is 6" Long to Allow Ample Clearance
  - Heated-Treated Alloy Steel
  - Includes Sizes 3/32 - 3/8
  - \$59.99 ea.

- **Lumenock F.A.S.T. Squaring Tool**
  - Designed for Precision Squaring the Nock Ends of Fletched Shafts
  - Remove Non-conductive Coatings from the Ends of Fletched Shafts, and Square them Precisely
  - \$39.99 ea.

- **Elkind Hex Key Set**
  - Precision Sizing for Bows, Fletches, Rests, and Scopes
  - Heat-Treated for Maximum Strength
  - Standard English Sizes .050 - 3/16
  - \$6.99 ea.

- **Pine Ridge XL Allen Wrench Tool**
  - 9 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, and Scopes
  - Lifetime Guarantee Not to Strip or Round Holes
  - Tungsten Steel Construction
  - Standard English Sizes .050 - 3/16
  - \$11.99 ea.

- **Elkind Hex Key Set**
  - Precision Sizing for Bows, Fletches, Rests, and Scopes
  - Heat-Treated for Maximum Strength
  - Standard English Sizes .050 - 3/16
  - \$6.99 ea.

- **Pine Ridge Archer's Allen Wrench**
  - 9 Sizes for Precision Work on Bows, Fletches, and Scopes
  - Lifetime Guarantee Not to Strip or Round Holes
  - Tungsten Steel Construction
  - Standard English Sizes 5/64 - 1/4
  - \$8.99 ea.

- **CX® Pro Bow Square**
  - Potentially Dual Grips for Precise Hocking Point Positioning
  - Not Affected When Other Bowstringing Accessories are in Place
  - \$8.99 ea.

- **Spigarelli Bow T-Square**
  - Precision Scale for Measurements
  - Anodized Aluminum Construction
  - \$10.99 ea.
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+ 30-06 Outdoors Bow Snot Bow Oiler Pen
- Heat Displacement Technology (HDT) for High Friction and Heavy Wear Areas on Your Bow
- Great for Cam Axles, Arrow Rests, Cable Slides, Sight Brackets, Limb Bolts & Release Parts
- 100% Odorless and 100% Waterproof
- Small Applicator Makes Oiling Tiny Areas Easy
- 26 oz Oiler Pen
1610019 $8.99 ea.

+ Scent Control Systems Archery Oil
- 100% Odorless Scent Free Archery Oil
- Performs at 200° to -25° F and is Non-Flammable
- Designed for the Extreme Bowhunter!

+ Scent Control Systems Extreme Cream
- Odorless Protectant and Lubricant that Bonds to Metals, Plastics, Woods, Fabrics
- Functions in Temperatures Below -40° F and in Excess of 400° F
- Environmentally Safe, Non-Toxic, and Non-Flammable
6870003 (1 oz. Tube) $10.99 ea.

+ Limbsaver® EcoSafe Archery Oil Pen
- Specially Formulated to Perform in the Hardest of Conditions
- Needle Applicator allows you to get the Oil in the Tightest Spots
- Apply to Cam Bearings, Wheel, O-Rings & Much More
4250996 $4.99 ea.

+ OMP Traceless Bow Lube
- Odor Free Formulas Prevents, Protects and Eliminates Corrosion
- Use on Cams, Idler Wheels, Axle Bushings, Etc.
2760048 $5.99 ea.

+ OMP Arrow Cleaning / Prep Tool
- Designed to Clean the Inside of Carbon Shafts from .242 to .247 O.D.
- Prep Tool for Installing Inserts
2760036 $12.99 ea.

+ Apple® Prep Tool
- Designed to Clean the Inside of Carbon Shafts from .242” to .247”
- Prep Tool for Installing Inserts or Points
1160044 $19.99 ea.

+ Apple® Insert / Extractor Tool
- Tool to Install and Extract Inserts from Arrows
- Heat Treated 8-32 Threaded Tip
1160021 $14.99 ea.

+ Apple® E-Clip Tool
- Small, Compact Axle E-Clip Removal Tool
- Works for Both 3/16” and 5/32” Clips
- Removes Clips without Losing Them
1160042 $32.99 ea.

+ Easton® Pro Archery Pliers
- Nock Set Crimp and Remover
- DiLoop Stretcher
- Extra Sharp Side Cutters
- Durable, Comfortable Grip
2070283 $18.99 ea.

+ Viper String Loop Pliers
- Putting on a D-Loop Has Never Been Easier
- D-Loop is the Same Length Every Time
- DiLoop Will Not Stretch or Turn
- Pre-Stretches Loop Rope

+ Apple® E-Clip Pliers
- Remove and Install Axle Clips
- Works for Both 3/16” and 5/32” Clips
- Removes Clips Without Losing Them
1160025 $33.99 ea.

+ Outer Limit Archery Stretch D-Loop Pliers
- Patent Pending Design Does Things that Other Pliers Cannot
- Gives the Shortest D-Loop Possible which can Lead to Bow Speed Increases of 3 to 5 Feet Per Second
- Uses Just 3 Simple Steps and Requires No Additional Tools
7960003 $29.99 ea.

+ CX® Universal D-Loop Nock Pliers
- Opens Nock Set
- Two Hole Sizes for Nock Set Installation
- Heavy-Duty, Extra-Large Clips
2200392 $14.99 ea.

+ Carrot Nock Point Pliers
- Designed for Installing Nock Points, Kisser Buttons, Etc.
- Easy-Grip Plastic-Coated Handle
- For Use with Any Size Nock Point
1760057 $6.99 ea.

+ Allen Nock Point Pliers
- Designed for Installing Nock Points without Damaging Strings
- Thicker, High-Durability Polymer Coated Handles
5060003 $7.99 ea.

+ Tru-Fire Universal Crimping Tool
- Crimps and Removes All String Related Products with Ease
- Thumb Lever for Removing Clamps
- High Carbon Spring Steel Construction
4550021 $29.99 ea.

+ Real Avid Bowsmith Tuning Tool
- 28 Tools, One Purpose: The Perfect Shot
- Entire Archery Toolbox in One Tough Frame to Set-up, Tweak and Tune Bows, Arrows and Broadheads
- Needled-Pipes with Cutters, Nock Spreader, Nock Crimp and String Loop Selter
- Broadhead Sharpener, Fletching Stripper
- Broadhead Wrench and Peep Sight String Spreader
- Tree Step Starter
- Knife
- Threaded Receiver with Insert Extractor Tool and Shaft Cleaning Brush for Nock Prep
- 14 Hex Bits & 1/4” Bit Driver
- Ballistic Nylon Belt Sheath with Bit Storage
- Stainless Steel Implements with Anodized Aluminum Side Plates
7870003 $39.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Digital Arrow Spine Tester
- Measures Exactly the Bending of the Arrow Shaft in the Range of 1/100 mm and Guarantees an Exact Definition of your Arrow Material
- Digital Display indicates the Exact Analysis of the Measurement by Showing the Unit lbs., and Optionally the Exact Spine Value
- No Need to Convert the Values by Using Tables
6140026 $299.99 ea.
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**+ RAM Carbon QC Arrow Spine Tester**
- Sort Arrows for Perfect Dynamic Spine Silhouette
- Align Nocks in Relation to Shaft Spine “backbone” for Tightest Group
- Adjustable Distance for Testing Spine
- Broadhead Tool Checks the Centricity of Broadheads to .005”
- Measure Arrow Spine Degradation of Arrows throughout the Season
- Essential Tool to Obtain the Ultimate Arrow Accuracy

**3610001** $299.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Portable Bow Press**
- A Practical and Ingenious System to Work on Compound Bows
- Thanks to its Wide Lever You can Easily Press Every Kind of Compound Bow
- You Can work on Bows from 27” to 44”
- Bow Press & Adapters Sold Separately

1410128 (Bow Press - Adapters Not Included) $149.99 ea.
1410129 (Split Limb Adapters) $49.99 ea.
1410130 (Solid Limb Adapters) $24.99 ea.

**+ RAM Ratchet-Lok Bow Press**
- Fast, Easy-To-Use, Lightweight, Portable Bow Press
- Allows You to Work on Your Bow at Home or in the Field
- Slide the Press Over the Limbs and Ratchet the Nylon Strap Tight
- CNC Machined Aluminum
- Will Work on Any Bow
- Easily fits into a Pack

3610002 $94.99 ea.

**+ Bowmaster Portable Bow Press**
- Tool to Change String and Cables on Compound Bows
- Great for Repairs at Home or in the Field
- Leather Pads to Protect Limbs
- Will Work on Split Limb Bows with Optional Split Limb Adapter

3520002 $39.99 ea.
3520003 (Leather Case) $12.99 ea.

**+ Bowmaster Adjustable Split Adapter**
**This Adapter Does Not Work on Beyond Parallel Limb Bows or Bear Pared Limb Bows**
- Optional Accessory for Bowmaster Bow Press
- Adapts to the Bowmaster for Use on Split Limb Bows
- Also Works Great on Solid Limb Bows
- Heavy Metal Construction

3520006 $36.99 ea.

**+ Bowmaster Split Limb Bracket**
- Optional Accessory for Bowmaster Bow Press
- Converts Press to Be Used on Split Limb Model Bows
- Heavy Metal Construction
- Plastic Coated for Finishing Protection

3520004 $16.99 ea.

**+ HTM Precision 3rd Axis Bow Vise**
- Used for Setting Up Bows, for Shooting Uphill or Downhill
- “Up and Down Hill” is the 3rd-Axis Setting on Your Sight
- Built-in Leveling Device or Optional Master Setup Leveling System Creates 2-Axis Leveling Ensuring Complete Accuracy
- Upper Housing Includes a Patent-Pending Leveling System
- Greater Accuracy by Leveling the Housing and Rotating Bar
- Rotating Bar is Parallel to the Top Housing within ±0.001
- Attach Bow to the Rotating Bar with 5/16-24 Threaded Handle
- Vise Assists You in Making The Appropriate Up/Down Corrections

2570004 (Bow Vise) $289.99 ea.
2570005 (Setup Master Level System) $44.99 ea.

**+ OMP VersaCradle Bow Vise**
- Accommodates Any Bow with Any Limb Width, All Without the Aid of an Adapter
- Patented 360° Locking-Ball Head and Cam-Lock Lever System
- Makes Tuning Both Componds and Crossbows a Breeze
- Polyurethane Pads Ensure Superior Limb Grip without Marrying the Limb
- Fully Adjustable, and Mounts to Any Bench or Counter Top with Ease

1760161 $199.99 ea.

**+ Coffey Bow Vise**
- Accepts Any Compound Bow
- Swivels to Work on Any Bow from the Left or Right Side
- Adjusts to Level Any Bow with the Accessories Left On
- Made in USA

1870020 $139.99 ea.

**+ RAM Micro Bow-Vise**
- Heavy Duty Bow Vise Mounts to Any Table or Work Bench
- Allows Bow to Swivel 360 Degrees & Also Tum 90 Degrees to the Bench so You can Work on Either Side of the Bow
- Vertical and Horizontal Movements are Fully Micro-Adjustable
- Heavy Duty Clamps Hold the Bow Firmly While You Setup or Repair

3610006 $124.99 ea.

**+ R.S. Parallel Limb Bow-Vise H-D**
- An All-New Design for Parallel Limb Bows
- Securely Holds Your Bow in an Upright Position at Any Angle to Enable Ease of Working on Your Compound Bow
- Bow Vice Has Built-In Leveler
- Allows Hands-Free Mounting of Accessories and Adjustments
- Micro-Adjust Knob for Sight Leveling

3840007 $174.99 ea. R.S. Bowvise Inc.

**+ R.S. Bow-Vise**
- Securely Holds Your Bow in an Upright Position at Any Angle to Enable Ease of Working on Your Compound Bow
- Bow Vice Has Built-In Leveler
- Allows Hands-Free Mounting of Accessories and Adjustments
- Micro-Adjust Knob for Sight Leveling

3840006 $159.99 ea.

**+ R.S. String Level**
- Use with the Nok EZ Arrow Level
- Checks the Vertical and Horizontal Position of the Bow for Nock and Sight Installation
- Snaps onto String on the Center Serving

3840004 $17.99 ea.

**+ R.S. Nok EZ Arrow Level**
- Takes the Guess Work Out of Neck Point Location
- Perfect Nock Position Every Time
- Place Arrow on Arrow Rest, Slide Nock End Up and Down the String Until Level

3840005 $15.99 ea.

**+ R.S. Vari-Nok Arrow Level**
- Marks Nocking Point From 1/8” to 1/2” High from Level
- Same as EZ Arrow Level with Extra Nock Point Marks
- Perfect Nock Position Every Time
- Place Arrow on Arrow Rest, Slide Nock End Up and Down the String Until Level

3840002 $13.99 ea.

**+ R.S. Bow Riser 360° Shelf Level**
- Place on Riser Shell and Level Bow to Aid in Accurately Adjusting Nock Point, Sight Leveling, and Third Axis Leveling

3840001 $16.99 ea.
+ Van Handle Archery ProTune
  - Provides Accurate Results
  - Professional Quality, CNC Machined, Heavy Duty Tool
  - Highest Quality Stainless Steel Hardware and Bearings
  - Available Models: Dual Axis Bow Level
  - $89.99 ea.

+ C.W. Erickson Workbench Bow-Vise
  - Use on Your Table or Bench for Infinite Control Possibilities!
  - Heavy-Duty Clamps Secure Bow in Position While Working, Servicing, or Repairing Bows
  - Steel Construction Features Vinyl Coated Clamps With Bell Backing to Protect Bow Limbs
  - Can Be Used for All Bows and Crossbows
  - $69.99 ea.

+ Apple® Adjustable Economy Vise
  - Redesigned for Better Functionality and a More Secure Grip
  - Plastic-Coated Jaws Prevent Damage to your Bow While You Work
  - 360° Left-to-Right Rotation and Front-to-Back Rotation
  - All-Steel Construction with a Baked Powder Coated Finish Means There are No Cast Parts to Break or Bend
  - $69.99 ea.

+ SURE-LOC® Leveling Device
  - Can Be Used to Level Sight Even at Full Draw
  - Portable, Fits in Your Quiver
  - Adjusts All Three Axis - Up and Down, Side to Side, and Front to Back
  - No Additional Tools Necessary
  - $64.99 ea.

+ Acu Lok Dry Fire Preventor
  - Helps to Prevent Dry Firing
  - Bow Cannot be Drawn After this Device is Installed
  - Fits Most Compound Bows and Compound Crossbows
  - Key Operated
  - Built to Withstand Repetitive Use

+ Spigarelli Sight Leveler
  - Leveling Device for Sight and String
  - Small Compact Unit Can Be Used at Home or in the Field
  - Instantly Checks Sight and Level to Be Square to The Bowstring
  - A Must-Have for All Competitive Archers

+ Beiter Bow Brace
  - Tool for Recurve or Compound Bows
  - Holds the String at Varing Positions Along the Draw Curve
  - Allows You to Check and Set Up Tiller from Rest through to Full Draw
  - Actual Measurements Can be Done at Full Draw
  - $54.99 ea.

+ Beiter Rip Clutch
  - One Part is Screwed onto Your Work Bench, the Other Attaches to Your Stabilizer Bushing
  - Connect the Two Together to Hold Your Bow at an Angle

+ X-Spot Tape with Level
  - Practical Inches and Centimeters Tape
  - Includes Level, Pen, Notepad and Belt Clip

+ X-Spot Leveling Tool
  - Can Be Applied to a Common-Aluminum Bow-Square
  - Helps to Set Up the Bow
**Bow Presses / Arrow Saws**

**+ Apple® Eliminator Bow Press**
- Works with Every Compound Bow Design Available and Crossbows
- Utilizes Limb Tip and Limb Post Compression
- Rapid, Easy Setup and Great Versatility
- Synchronous Arm Movement for Even Compression
- Mounts on a Stand or Bench
- Superior Functionality at a Moderate Price
  1160068 (Model 2001) $799.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Edge Bow Press**
- This Economy Press Offers Limb Tip and Conventional Compression for Compound Bows
- Engineered to Eliminate Limb Twisting
- Features Adjustable Limb Pocket Posts for Long and Short Riser Bows and Presses All Center Pivot Compound Bows
- Highly Versatile Yet Economical
- Constructed from Steel with a Durable Powder Coat Finish
  1160066 (Model 0125) $299.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Slim Limb Adapter**
- The Slim Limb Bow Adapters Can be Used with the Apple Super Pro and the Apple Dual Super Pro Press for Pressing Most Slim Limb Bows
- Recommended for Mathews and Bear Bows
- Includes New Press Feet
  1160061 (Model 115) $109.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Parallel Limb Adapter**
- Fits into Arm of Apple Bow Press to Fit Parallel Limbs
- Allows Your Existing Apple Super Pro Bow Press to Fit the Newest Bows
- Made of Same Materials as the Bow Press
- Sold in Pairs
- Straps Sold Separately (Part #1160059)
  1160057 (Model 114) $109.99 ea.
  1160059 (Bolts & Straps Model 106) $54.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Super Pro Drawing Tool**
- Allows Draw Scale to be Mounted to Super Pro Stands
- Includes Pulling Winch Assy, Scale, and Bow Holding Fork
- Will Not Interfere with the Functions of the Bow Press
- Installs on Outside Brackets of Bow Stand/Press, May be Bech Mounted
- Easily Adjusts and Locks Bow into Position
- All Welded Steel Construction
- Durable Powder Coat Finish
  1160058 (Model 722) $199.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Adjustable Bow Press Stand**
- Sturdy Lightweight Stand for All Apple Bow Presses
- Adjust Bow Press to Your Comfort Level
- Easily Adjusts and Locks into Position
- All Welded Steel Construction
- Durable Powder Coat Finish
  Adjusts from 27 3/4” to 38 3/4”
  1160023 (Model 255) $159.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Pro Saw**
- Cord Switch and 8,000 RPM HD Motor
- Suitable for Cutting All Arrow Types
- Includes Cord Switch and 3” Blade
  1160032 (Model 050) $149.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Pro Saw w/ Dust Collector**
- Cord Switch and 5,000 RPM HD Motor
- Suitable for Cutting All Arrow Types
- Includes Collective Shielding to Reduce Dust
- Easily Attached to Vacuum System
- Includes Cord Switch and 3” Blade
  1160029 (Model 060) $199.99 ea.

**+ X-Spot Professional Grade Arrow Saw**
- High RPM, 110V Motor is Powerful, yet Quiet
- Smooth, Accurate Adjustments for the Pro Shop
- Fast & Convenient, Foot Pedal Control Switch
- Easy Adjust Knob to Adjust Cutting Shelf Depth
- Easy Adjust Knob Adjusts Cut Length from 24-40”
- 2 Durable, Smooth-Cut Blades Included
- Stable, Rubber-Footed Base 28” L x 14” H x 9” D
  6820010 $249.99 ea.
  6820011 (Replacement Blade) $4.99 ea.

**+ Last Chance EZ Green Bow Press**
- Designed with the Individual Consumer in Mind
- Quick and Easy Set-Up of All Compound Bows
- Uses a Hand Crank Rather than a Hand Wheel
- Comes with Non-Adjustable Legs and is Available with Bench Mounts Only
  6910007 $399.99 ea.

**+ Last Chance Power Green Bow Press**
- Quick and Easy Set-Up of All Compound Bows
- The Electric Motor will go from a 25 1/2” to a 52” Bow in Less than 30 Seconds and will Press a Bow of Up to 70 lbs Draw Weight
- The Rocker Switch is Mounted on the Motor Housing and is Used for Operating the Motor to Either Press or Relax a Bow
- Comes with Non-Adjustable Legs and is Available with Bench Mounts Only
  6910008 $479.99 ea.

**+ Last Chance Ultimate Bow Press**
- Designed for Quick and Easy Set-Up of All Compounds & Crossbows
- Comes with a Drop Pin Arm that will Allow You to Adjust from 12” to 54”
- This Press was Built “Heavy Duty” for the High Roundedge Crossbows
- Manual Components are Machined for Smooth and Easy Operation
  6910004 $579.99 ea.

**+ Weston Gear 5000 RPM Arrow Saw**
- Designed to Cut All Types of Arrow Shafts
- 5,000 RPM Continuous Blade Speed and Heavy-Duty 110-volt Motor
- Fixed Measuring Scale Ensures Accurately Cut Arrows Every Time
- Adjustable Depth Settings for Straight or Roll Cuts
- Easy Access On/Off Power Switch
- Includes One 3” Replacement Blade
  6920002 $109.99 ea.

**+ Weston Gear 8000 RPM Arrow Saw w/ Dust Collector**
- Designed to Cut All Types of Arrow Shafts and Collects Dust and Shavings while Cutting
- 8,000 RPM Continuous Blade Speed and Heavy-Duty 110-volt Motor
- Fixed Measuring Scale Ensures Accurately Cut Arrows Every Time
- Two Dust Collector Adapters (1 1/4” (3.2 cm) and 2 1/4” (5.7 cm)
- Fits Most Shop and Home Vacuums
- Precision Ball Bearing Spin Tester Included
- Stable Anti-Slip Rubber Feet
- Quick and Easy Blade Changing, Includes One 3” Replacement Blade
  6920003 $129.99 ea.

**+ Apple® Cut Off Saw Blades**
- Thin, Non-Reinforced Blades for the Smoothest Cuts
- Available in Two Diameters: 3” (1/2” Hole) 4” (1/2” Hole)
  1160007 (3”) $6.49 ea.
  1160008 (4”) $8.99 ea.

**+ Carbon Tech Diamond Carbide Saw Blade**
- Eliminates Your Cutting Accuracy Problems and Durability Concerns
- Lasts 5 Times Longer Standard Blades
- 3” Diameter with 1/2” Hole
  1750050 $37.99 ea.

800-829-7408

---

**Stabilizers, Strings, Tools, Videos & Guards**
+ Pine Ridge Arrow Inspector
- Easiest Way to Check Broadhead Straightness
- Checks Straightness of Shaft, Nock, Insert, and Point
- Easily Breaks Down for Travel
- Precision Cut Aluminum Wheels for Friction-Free Spinning
- Available Sizes: Small, Medium
- $37.99 ea.

+ Fingers Model
- Available
- Recommended Sizes: Recurve Women 21-31#, Compound Women 21#, JOAD 13#
- Sizes: Medium (10” to 11”), Large (11” to 12”)
- $37.99 ea.

+ Saunders Firing-Line Training Aid
- Release Aid Checker/Conditioner/Practice Tool
- Compact, Stores Away in a Brief Case
- Practice Your Form Anywhere
- Draw Length Adjustment, 30 lb. Pull
- Smooth, Quiet Operation
- Can Be Used to Adjust Release Tension
- Fingers Model Available
- Release Model Shown
- $74.99 ea.

+ Morin Trainer Compound & Recurve
- Allows the Coach or the Teacher to Convey their Ideas Without the Distraction of Real Shooting
- Improve Various Aspects of Shooting, on the Technical Level as Well as Psychological
- Perfect for Archers of Any Age and Level of Experience
- $79.99 ea.

+ Morin Trainer ISO - Compound
- Pocket Size
- Strengthens and Refines each Step Up to Your Drawing Path
- Developed for Isometric Exercises to Complete Certain Stages of Shooting
- Ideal Tool to Adjust the Tension or the Travel of Your Trigger
- $99.99 ea.

+ Morin Trainer Recurve
- Accelerate Your Shooting Evolution
- Allows the Coach or the Teacher to Convey their Ideas without the Distraction of Real Shooting
- Improve Various Aspects of Shooting, on the Technical Level as Well as Psychological
- Perfect for Archers of Any Age and Level of Experience
- $99.99 ea.

+ Range-O-Matic Rigid Frame Formaster
- Training Device for Recurve and Compound Archers
- Sold as Complete Unit
- Available Strap Sizes: X-Small (8” to 9”) Large (11” to 12”)
- Small (9” to 10”) X-Large (12” to 13”)
- Medium (10” to 11”) XX-Large (13” to 14.5”)
- $44.99 ea.

+ Fivics Arm Supporter
- Helps Deliver Strength Back to the Arm
- Prevents Using Finger for Beginner Shooters
- Available Sizes: Small, Large
- Available in Black Only
- $12.99 ea.

+ Prairie Innovators Bow Trainer
- Designed by an Avid Archer and Certified Physical Therapist
- Obtain Greater Accuracy by Improving Your Form, Strength and Stamina
- Perfect for Archers of Any Age and Level of Experience
- 36” Long, 1.2 lbs, 1.125” Tube Diameter and Up to 130 lbs. Draw Resistance

+ Prairie Innovators Bow-Arm Resistance Trainer
- Provides Resistance Training for Your Bow Arm by Building Muscles Specific to the Shoulder, Along with the Supporting Musculature of the Shoulder Blade and the Core Musculature of the Trunk
- For Use with Bow Trainer
- $14.99 ea.

+ BowFit Exerciser and Video
- Designed to Strengthen Upper Body Muscles
- Improve Your Strength, Performance, and Stamina
- Convenient for Home Use - Exercise Instructions Included
- Available Resistances:
  - Light (10-30W) Medium (30-50W) Heavy (50-80W)
  - $14.99 ea.

+ Win&Win Stretching Band
- Warm-Up Stretching Device Preferred by Many Olympic Archers
- Helps Develop Proper Shoulder and Core Muscles
- Available Sizes: #1 (Fits Most) #2 (Greater than 12” Bicep)
- $99.99 ea.

+ Carbon Tech Stretch Band
- Warm-Up Stretching Device
- Helps Develop Muscles
- Practice Form Indoors
- Includes Training Manual
- Available Strengths: Light, Medium, Heavy, Extra Heavy

+ Fivics Stretch Band
- Warm-Up Stretching Device Preferred by Many Olympic Archers
- Size: 2m x 1.5cm x .35mm
- Lightweight: Yellow Heavy: Green
- $10.99 ea.

+ Cartel Stretch Band
- Compact, Warm-Up Band
- Work, Tone and Train Muscles
- Complete Loop for Easy Handling
- Easily Folds into Quiver or Bow Case
- $3.99 ea.
**How-to Books & Training Videos**

**+Apple® “Basic Bow Tuning” DVD**
- The Nuts and Bolts of Archery Series
- 45-Minute DVD Hosted by Ralph & Vicki Cianciarulo
- Tips and Tricks to Learn How to Set Up and Repair Your Archery Equipment
- Run Time 1 Hour 22 Minutes

**+Bohning™ Carbon Arrow Everything DVD**
- Join the Pros as They Take You Through the Entire Arrow Building Process
- Learn the Arrow Building Secrets of the Pros! Start with Shaft Selection, Cutting Shafts, Installing Inserts, Prepping Shafts, and Nock and Vane Selection
- Run Time Over 60 Minutes

**+J & M Traditions Advanced Arrow Building DVD**
- Jim Reubuck Shows in Great Detail Some of the “Professional” Techniques Used to Make His Award Winning Traditional Arrows
- Thorough, Easy to Follow Examples in Crafting Wood Arrows
- Run Time 60 Minutes
- $11.99 ea.

**+Gateway "Building the Perfect Arrow" DVD**
- Step-By-Step Arrow Building Instruction
- Learn When to Use Different Shaped Fletching
- Properly Prepare, Dip, Crest, and Fletch Your Arrows
- Run Time 60 Minutes

**+Allen Archery Mechanics 101 DVD**
- Learn Proper Hunting/Shooting Techniques
- De-Mystifies the Bow Setup with Step-By-Step Compound Bow Set-Up Instructions
- Learn How to Properly Shoot When Hunting
- Run Time Approx. 2 Hours
- $14.99 ea.

**+Ruth Rowe "Simple Maintenance for Archery” Book**
- How To Book for Maintaining Your Archery Equipment
- Covers Many Technical Areas Including Arrow Building, Arrow Straightening, String Set-Up, Serving, Sight Alignment, and Much More
- Great for Both Beginning and Advanced Archers
- Paperback Book; 89 Pages
- $11.99 ea.

**+Shooting The Stickbow Book by Tony Camera**
- First Comprehensive Book on Shooting Modern Recurves and Longbows
- Includes Equipment Choices, Shooting Form, Tuning, Aiming & Physical and Mental Abilities
- Paperback Book; 438 Pages

**+Archery “The Art of Repetition” by Simon Needham Book**
- Written by Simon Needham One of the UK’s Top Archers
- Comprehensive Guide to Shooting
- Needham Analyzes Shooting Techniques, Tuning and the Development of Mental Toughness
- Paperback; 191 Pages

**+Richard Cockrell “Modern Recurve Tuning”**
- A Comprehensive Guide to the Complete Tuning of Modern Recurve Archery Equipment
- Step-By-Step Instructions for Set-Up and Arrow Tuning
- Spiral Bound Booklet, 184 Pages
- $23.99 ea.

**+Archery In Action DVD by Simon Needham**
- This Technical Film Explains a Twelve-Point Process of Setting Up the Bow
- Olympian Archer Simon Needham Explains How to Tune the Bow to Achieve the Optimum Match between the Bow, the Arrow and the Archer, before Advising on How to Improve your Shooting
- Run Time 77 Minutes
- $49.99 ea.

**+Coach Kim “The Archery Book” by Hyung Tak Kim**
- By Hyung-Tak Kim “Coach Kim” with Over 40 Years of Archery Experience
- Focused on How to Learn and Coach Archery with Ease, it Brings to Life his Long Experience and Advanced Skills of Archery Coaching
- 242 Page Hardcover Book with Over 300 Illustrations
- $149.99 ea.

**+“Coaching Archery” Book by Steve Ruis**
- For Coaches of Beginner to Intermediate Archers
- Written by Steve Ruis, Editor of Archery Focus Magazine, Author of Precision Archery, Level 4 USAA Coach and NFCA Master Coach
- Advice from Master Coaches on How to Improve Coaching Skills
- Covers Personal Coaching, Equipment Set-Up, Tuning, Mental Skills, Running Your Coaching Business and Coaching for Tournaments
- Paperback; 120 Pages
- $17.99 ea.

**+Coach Kiss Lee’s “Total Archery” Book**
- Written by World Champion & US Archery Coach Kiss Lee
- 203 Pages Explaining Coach Lee’s “BEST Method” Approach to Archery Training for Olympic Recurve
- Lays Guidelines for Uniform Coaching Procedures Enabling Archers to be Trained and Developed With the Same Methods by Several Different Coaches
- Life-Long Training Method to Continue Progressive Improvement Over a Long Period of Time
- $59.99 ea.

**+Coach Kiss Lee’s “Total Archery” 2nd Edition Book**
- Total Archery - “Inside the Archer” Book
- 2nd Edition of the Total Archery Series, Looks Deeply into High Level Olympic Archery with 28 Carefully Written Chapters
- Written Specifically for Shooters, Coaches and Archers alike will Find Great Value in the Hundreds of Photos, Diagrams, and Exercises
- 200+ Large Full-Color Photos Add Depth and Character
- Hardcover, 253 Pages
- $59.99 ea.

**+Frangill’s “The Heretic Archer” Book**
- Learn World Championship Methods from a True Champion
- Learn How to Properly Shoot a Recurve for Competition Level Performance and Results
- Hardcover, 159 Pages
- $49.99 ea.

**+Petersen’s Bowhunting Book “Setting Up the Perfect Bow”**
- Petersen’s Bowhunting Field Editor Bill Winke Takes You Through Critical Steps to Bow Setup and Maintenance
- In-Depth Guide that Will be a Great Addition to Your Bowhunting Library
- Paperback, 201 Pages
- $12.99 ea.

**+Rick Mckinney “Simple Art of Winning” Book**
- 160 Page Paperback Book on How to Shoot Archery
- Covers Form, Technique, Equipment, Physical Training, and Mental Training
- Authored by Olympian Rick McKinney
- Sold and Read in Over 50 Countries

**+Denise Parker “A Teenage Archer’s Quest for Olympic Glory” Book**
- A Unique Look into the Journey of a World-Class Archer, who at the Age of Just 14, Competed and Through Sheer Determination Secured a Spot on the 1988 Olympic Team
- Denise Parker Recounts all Aspects of her Archery Career
- Paperback; 168 Pages
- $16.99 ea.

**+Lanny Bassham “With Winning in Mind”**
- Lanny Bassham, Olympic and Two Time World Champion
- The Most Authoritative Book Available on Mental Training for Sports and Competitive Business Environments
- 162 Page Paperback Book Focused on the Mental Aspects of Competition
- Increase Performance While Reducing Stress
- $14.99 ea.

**+Troy Bassham “What Every Archer Should Know First” Audio CD**
- Troy Bassham, Leads You Through a Course on the Importance of the Mental Game
- Learn the Value of Building Mental Skills Along with Bow Skills
- Focuses on the Mental Aspects of Competition
- $29.99 ea.
+ Mental Management “Freedom Flight”
- A Conversation Between Two People, One is an Olympic Silver Medalist, the Other is Someone that Offers an Unforgettable Story that Will take You to a New Understanding of the Origins of Mental Power
- Lanny Bassham’s New Book, Inspired by True Events and Real People, is an Unforgettable Story of Survival and Attainment
- You Will Learn 14 Principles of Attainment in this 96 Page Hard Cover Book

3130006 $21.99 ea.

+ Mental Management CD Set
- “Mastering the Mental Game of Archery”
- Troy Bassham, 12 Time National Champion
- Vol. 5 “Developing Your Mental System” and a Bonus 6th CD

3130007 $149.99 ea.

+ Al Henderson “Understanding Winning Archery” Book
- Take Some Archery Lessons with World Class Coach Al Henderson
- Many Aspects of Mental Training for Competition Archery are Covered in this 114 Page Paperback Book
- This Book Will Help You Get the Most Out of Yourself

4330002 $10.99 ea.

+ Larry Skinner “Archery Shot Execution”
- Archery Shot Execution: A Total Muscle Control Approach
- Presents an Approach to Shot Execution to Improve Performance for Both Recurve and Compound Archers
- Step-By-Step Instruction for Proper Muscle Control for Consistent Shot Controlled
- Designed to Help Archers from Beginners to Advanced
- Paperback Book Features 101 Pages, 50 Illustrations; DVD is 47 Minutes


+ Ruth Rowe “Fundamentals of Recurve Target Archery” Book
- An Invitation to the Challenge of Target Archery as a Sport
- 152 Page Paperback Book Covers Safety, Form, Equipment, and General Introductory Instruction
- A Necessity for All Beginning Archers
- 2nd Edition Authored by Olympian Ruth Rowe

3810002 $16.99 ea.

+ Ruth Rowe & Robert Romero “Fundamentals Of Compound Target Archery” Book
- Suitable for Newcomers to Seasoned Compound Archers
- Sound Shooting Technique Explained
- Equipment and Tuning Aspects Covered
- Many Photos and Diagrams to Complement the Written Word
- A Must have for All Compound Archers
- Paperback Book: 148 Pages

3810008 $16.99 ea.

+ Steve Ruis “Precision Archery” Book
- Advanced Techniques and Strategies to Help Refine, Prepare for Archery Competitions and Define Your Skills in this 202 Page Paperback Book
- Covers Form and Advanced Technique for Recurve
- Compound and Barebow Shooting
- Also Covers Equipment Selection, Set-Up and Tuning, Relaxation Techniques, Mental Focus Drills, Training for Various Weather Conditions, and Body Conditioning

2580003 $21.95 ea.

+ Archery: . . . by Ruth Rowe DVD
- Instructional DVDs Providing Introductory and Intermediate Level Archery Techniques
- Learn as Champion Ruth Rowe Demonstrates the Fundamentals of Basic Form, Body Position, Equipment and Shooting in “The Basics” DVD
- Refining Your Form DVD Explains the Details and Concepts Necessary for Consistent Performance
- Also Covers the Important Topic of Range Safety
- Available DVDs: “Archery: The Basics” - “Archery: Refining Your Form”

3810004 (DVD Basics) $29.99 ea. 3810005 (DVD Form) $29.99 ea.

+ J. Kidwell “Instinctive Archery Insights” Book
- Valuable Information that Goes Way Beyond Archery
- Recently Revised Edition Including Curing Target Panic
- Explains the Cause and Cure of Target Panic in a Simple and Concise Manner with 100% Testing Success
- 127 Page Paperback Book Contains Powerful and Effective Information That Will Quickly Improve Your Accuracy and Confidence

2630001 $12.99 ea.

+ Technical Bowhunting Book
- Written by Expert Bowhunter Joe Bell, Technical Archery Writer Changes the Way You Think about Shooting a Bow, Choosing Equipment, Setting Up Gear, Making Tough Shots in the Field, and Dealing with Buck Fever and Target Panic
- Includes Interviews and Tips from Some of the Sport’s Greatest Pros, Including Chuck Adams and Randy Ulmer
- Paperback Book: 169 Pages

1010025 $24.99 ea.

+ Larry Wise “Core Archery” Book
- 140 Page Paperback Book Covers Concepts on Core Archery Utilizing Back Tension Archery Form
- Information on Archery Form, Bow Set-Up, and Bow Tuning
- Includes Valuable Information on Target, 3D, and Hunting
- Bow Set-Ups, Tuning, and Shooting Skills
- Includes Tournament Regulations

4330004 $13.99 ea.

+ Bernie Pellerite “Idiot Proof Archery” Book
- Learn How to Shoot Like a Pro Step-By-Step by Master Coach Bernie Pellerite
- Paperback Book Covers Step by Step Shot Sequence
- 337 Pages Covering Target Panic, Back Tension, and Nerves for Recurve and Compound Shooters w/350 Photos and Diagrams

3750001 $29.99 ea.

+ Bernie Pellerite “Idiot Proof Answers” Book
- Master Coach Bernie Pellerite, Follows Up to His Bestseller “Idiot Proof Archery”
- Book is in Question and Answer Format from Competitive Archers and Bowhunters All Over the World
- Questions are a Compilation from 30 Years of Coaching, Shooter’s Schools, Seminars and from the Internet (Archery Tales)
- Soft Cover

3750037 $29.99 ea.

+ J. Park “Mastering Archery” Book
- Steps through each of the Key Aspects of Creating Accuracy, Covering both the Archer’s Technique and Equipment
- 122 Page Paperback Book Covers Both Compound and Recurve Archery
- As a Professional Engineer, James Park Builds on Sound Theory, Testing and Scientific Method in Creating a Reliable and Well-Structured Approach to an Archer Achieving High Levels

4610005 $29.99 ea.

+ J. Park “Mastering Archery Technique Analysis” Book
- Information on How to Critique an Archer’s Form
- Form Analysis from Four Different Viewing Angles
- 51 Page Paperback Book Covers Both Recurve and Compound Training
- Written to Help Archers Take Advantage of Digital Photography and Modern Communications to Better Understand Their Own Technique by Accessing Coaches Located Remotely

4610002 $29.99 ea.

+ James Park “Mastering Bow Tuning” Book
- Step-By-Step Procedures for Adjusting Both Compound and Recurve Bows for Optimum Performance
- Standard Testing Techniques are Covered
- 97 Page Paperback Book Covers Tools and Procedures for Bow Tuning
- Includes Skills like Servicing Strings and Equipment Maintenance

4610001 $29.99 ea.

+ James Park “Mastering Compound Bows” Book
- Overview of the Key Elements of Technique for Shooting a Compound Bow
- 122 Page Paperback Book Covers Equipment Details and Selection
- Also Covers Set-Up Procedures and Bow Tuning
- Helps Develop Form and Improve Performance
- Focused on Compound Bows Being Shot with a Release

4610003 $29.99 ea.

+ Straight Talk from the Pros DVD
- 69-Minute DVD Covers Twelve Pro Archers Discussing Issues of Target Panic, Proper Way to Shoot a Release, How to Arm Steadier, Back Tension and Much More
- Improve Your 3D and Target Archery Skills
- Analyse Form, Bow Set-Up, Grip, and Stance

1560003 $29.99 ea.

+ NIV Holy Bible Realtree® HD Green Camo Edition
- The Words “holy bible” Embossed in Gold on the Cover
- Large, Easy to Read 11-Point Type
- Great for Giving and Sharing with Other Hunters, Fishermen, and Outdoors Enthusiasts

6120002 (Bonded Leather Cover) $49.99 ea. 6120003 (Paperback) $12.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com
+ Core Archery Back Tension: Defined and Demonstrated by Larry Wise DVD
  • Join Larry Wise as he explains Back Tension. What it is and what it is not.
  • Additional focus on proper Full-Draw Position Needed for Back Tension. Matching Bow Draw Length to the Position and Steps of Shooting Form. Needed to put an archer into Full-Draw Position.
  • Approx. 75 min
  7990002 $19.99 ea.

+ Straight Talk from Michael Braden DVD
  • Learn tips from professional archer Michael Braden.
  • Improve your skills in form mechanics and shot sequence.
  • Learn more information about release aids.
  • Includes tips on practice drills, target panic, judging yardage and more.
  1560001 $29.99 ea.

+ The Self-Reliant Bowhunter from Michael Braden 3 Disc DVD Set
  • The Self-Reliant Bowhunter is all about becoming a bow mechanic.
  • 3 DVD (Over 4 hours) Instructional Program aimed at teaching any compound bow shooter how to select, set-up, tune, and maintain their hunting bow.
  • Michael Braden will show you in detail, how to be a total bow mechanic.
  1560005 $39.99 ea.

+ “Shooting Form” DVD Dave Cousins & Liam Grimwood
  • Professional compound archers Liam Grimwood & Dave Cousins.
  • Split the beans on their shooting form.
  • Dave and Liam cover every aspect of shooting form and share the secrets of their success.
  • Run time 90 minutes
  7420002 $39.99 ea.

+ Compound Bow Set-Up DVD by Bowstring Media
  • Professional compound bow shooters Liam Grimwood & Neil Wakefield.
  • Show you how to set-up your compound bow.
  • Taking you from the bow with nothing attached, to ready to shoot, in easy to follow steps.
  • Run time 90 minutes
  7420003 $39.99 ea.

+ Modern Traditional DVD by Dead on Traditional LLC
  • Learn string walking, bare shaft tuning, modern bow set-up, up-hill and down-hill shooting, shooting form and field archery.
  • See these field archery tactics applied to hunting situations.
  • Ty Pethy, FIA World Champion, USA World field team, and bowhunter shares his incredibly accurate system of shooting.
  • Run time 85 minutes
  6080002 $19.99 ea.

+ Lettin’ Loose - A Season with a Longbow DVD
  • Follow a dedicated traditional bowhunter through one season across 5 states as he lets loose on elk, turkey, big horn sheep, antelope, whitetail, mule deer, hogs, javelina, and small game.
  • Watch the arrow fly to its mark again and again as over 30 animals are harvested unguided and under fair chase conditions.
  • 25% of DVD profits will go to charities that help disabled and terminally ill children experience the outdoors.
  • Run time 120 minutes
  6580002 $19.99 ea.

+ Rick Welch Instructional Shooting Vol. I DVD
  • Rick Welch, Winner of over 45 World Championships, shares his Successful Shooting System with you.
  • 20 minutes of Step-by-Step Instruction covering Rick’s way of setting up and shooting traditional bows.
  6370002 $19.99 ea.

+ Rick Welch Instructional Shooting Vol. II DVD
  • This traditional longbow and recurve shooting DVD by Rick Welch will help you shoot better both on the target range and on big and small game.
  • Learn effective practice habits, and the means that will help you maintain control of your shooting form.
  • Run time 78 minutes
  6370003 $19.99 ea.

+ Rick Welch Accuracy Factory Instructional Shooting Vol. 3 DVD
  • Rick Welch winner of over 45 World Championships, shares his successful shooting system with you.
  • Focuses in great detail, upon shot routine.
  • Run time 60 minutes
  6370006 $24.99 ea.

+ Mike Mitten “One with the Wilderness” Traditional Book
  • Join Mike Mitten, co-producer of the primal dreams hunting film on his adventures as he presents the nostalgic feel of the wilderness enriched with full color photographs throughout.
  • Share in his journey toward self-reliance by hunting whitetails, mule deer, elk, moose, caribou, bear, coyotes, hogs, and nilgai.
  • Experience the people and events which inspired the author to the realization that even in solitude, we are never truly alone.
  • Hard cover, 333 pages
  7110002 $37.95 ea.

+ Gettin’ Stick Bow Close DVD
  • Experience hunts as they happen without all the fluff.
  • Steve Sivley and Jim Purcaro capture the true essence and emotion of the hunting experience.
  • Real, honest, and the way it actually happened.
  • Volume I: Nine Hunts - Run time 100 minutes
  • Volume II: Eight Hunts - Run time 101 minutes
  5840001 (Volume I) $14.95 ea.
  5840002 (Volume II) $14.95 ea.
  5840003 (Volume III) $14.95 ea.

+ Bill Langers “Traditional Adventures” DVD’s Volume 1-6
  • Hunt along with traditional bowhunter Bill Langer, and his family and friends in bowhunting adventures for marie moose, florida hogs, connecticut wild turkey, whitetails, and wyoming mule deer.
  • 15 successful bowhunts.
  • Over 60 minutes of action on each DVD.
  • Please specify Volume 1-6.
  6390002 $19.99 ea.
**Books / Training Videos / Hunting Videos**

**“Masters Of The Barebow” DVDs**
- Top Trad Experts Share Methods from Simple Self Bows to Modern Recurves
- Arrow Tuning, String & Face Walking, Instinctive Aiming
- Advanced Archers Rod Jenkins & Larry Teach Drills and Mental Aspects
- Over 100 Minutes on each DVD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>$24.99 ea.</td>
<td>3600002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
<td>3600003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Henry Bodnik Instinctive Shooting Book**
- Henry Bodnik Shares More than 20 Years of Experience and Practice with a Bow and Arrow
- In this book the Physical and Mental Principles are Explained in an Easily Comprehensible Way to Lead Newcomers, Seekers and Advanced Learners onto the Simple Way of Instinctive Archery

- Comprehensive Training Guide for the Beginner by Larry Wise
- Expert Tips for Intermediates Through Professional Level Shooters

|------|-------|------|-------|

**Team Overkill “There Goes the Neighborhood” DVD**
- Filmed Entirely in Maryland, Mostly in the Suburbs of the Nations Capitol
- Some of the Bucks Taken on the Hunts May Not be as Big as the “TV Pros” but this is for Real... No Leases, No Outfitters, No Owned Property... We Gain the Permission with a Handshake
- If the Landowner Wants them Controlled and that Means Shootin em Up...Well...We are Your Guys!!!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7170002</td>
<td>$9.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fred Bear Book Collection**
- The Perfect Gift for the Fred Bear Fan!
- Choose From:
  - I Remember Papa Bear by Dick Latimer (368 pages)
  - Hunt With Fred Bear by Dick Latimer (306 pages)
  - The Adventures of Fred Bear by Charles Knoll (360 pages)
  - Fred Bear: The Biography of an Outdoorsman by Charles Knoll (360 pages)
- Books Sold Individually

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1360142</td>
<td>$34.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The Complete Fred Bear DVD Collection**
- Join Legendary Archer Fred Bear and Fellow Hunters as they Trek across the Globe in Search of Wild Game
- 4 Disc DVD Set
- Over 6 Hours of Timeless Footage
- Includes a Rare Glimpse into the Life and Adventures of Fred Bear

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1360123</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Petersen’s Bowhunting Book “Bowhunting Modern Elk”**
- Adventure’s Editor for Petersen’s Bowhunting Patrick Melvin brings Together Over Two Decades of Guiding and Outfitting Experience
- From Tried and True Strategies to a State-by-State Breakdown of Where the Best Bulls Live, Patrick Shares All of his Hard Earned Secrets and Techniques Used to Harvest Today’s Elk with Archery Equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6690004</td>
<td>$12.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Cascade Archery Bowhunting Reflections DVD**
- Join Well-Known Vintage Archers Fred Anderson, Steve God, and Friend Chris Hill as they Share their Explos and Wisdom in a Pleasant, Rousing and Informative Way
- Keeps You Spellbound with Exquisite Wildlife Action, and a Brilliant Honest Description of Hunting as Practiced by These Well-Seasoned Bowmen
- 9 Successful Archery Hunts
- Run Time 50 Minutes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6900002</td>
<td>$19.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Robin Hood Productions Training DVDs**
- Tips and Training for Every Archer to Master Their Shot
- Each DVD Concentrates on an Important Archery Aspect:
  - A. Personality, Form, and the Shot Sequence
  - B. Professional Form & the Shot Sequence
  - C. Target Panic & Shot Analysis
  - D. Holding Twice as Steady, Shooting Under Pressure
  - E. Judging Yardage, Range Finding Systems, Up & Down Hill Shots
  - F. Facts and Fiction Tuning Tips

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A.)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B.)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C.)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D.)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E.)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F.)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Robinson Video Productions**
- The World’s Largest Publisher of Instructional Archery Videos
- This "Master Coach’s Series" of 5 DVDS Will Improve How You Teach Your Students
- Tips and Training for Every Coach to Master
- Easy to Transfer Instruction for All Archery Instructors
- Each DVD Concentrates on an Important Archery Aspect:
  - I. Mental Keys That Block Target Panic Part 1
  - J. Mental Keys That Block Target Panic Part 2
  - K. Target Panic & A Discipline Called Archery
  - L. 44 Form Flaws
  - M. Professional String Making

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(A. School Disc #1)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(B. School Disc #2)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(C. School Disc #3)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D. School Disc #4)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(E. School Disc #5)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(F. School Disc #6)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(G. Burley Hall)</td>
<td>$24.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(H. Larry Wise)</td>
<td>$24.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I. Coach Disc #1)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(J. Coach Disc #2)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K. Coach Disc #3)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(L. Coach Disc #4)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(M. Coach Disc #5)</td>
<td>$29.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit our website for more information and to purchase these products.
**BOWHUNTING VIDEOS**

**+ Drury Whitetail Madness 14 DVD**
- Follow the Drury Team as they Journal their Season in the Whitetail Woods
- 17 Action Packed Buck Hunts that have an Average Gross Score of Over 151"
- Hunts Include Terry Drury’s 170” IA Stud, Jim Thomas’ IL 180” Monster and Lee Novotny’s Giant 192” Bow Kit in KS!
- Contains 2 1/2 hrs. of Footage Never Seen on TV.

2060081 $13.99 ea.

**+ Primos The TRUTH 19 - Big Bucks DVD**
- This Ain’t Hollywood. It’s The TRUTH 19 Big Bucks
- Join Team Primos as We Cover the Nation Hunting Whitetail Deer
- This Has Been One of Our Best Seasons Ever!
- We Can’t Wait to Share with You the Hits, Misses, Highs, and Lows that Go along with Hunting Big Bucks
- Watch 23 Exciting Hunts
- Run Time 3 Hours

3490105 $9.99 ea.

**+ Primos The TRUTH 8 - Bowhunting DVD**
- Calling them Up Close and Making it Happen is what The TRUTH 8 Bowhunting is all about
- Join Us and You too will Experience Up-Close and Personal hunts for Whitetail and Elk
- If You are a Bowhunter You will Feel the Adrenaline Rush of Non-Stop Bowhunting Action. After all, This Ain’t Hollywood, It’s The TRUTH
- Watch 17 Exciting Hunts
- Run Time 2 Hours

3490106 $9.99 ea.

**+ Drury 100% Wild Fair Chase 11 DVD**
- Learn the Tips and Tactics of the Drury Team in this Action Packed Video
- Not Only Will You Learn How to be a Better Hunter,You will see 14 Big Bucks Hit the Ground Including 4 that Gross over 170!
- David Lindsey is Able to Take the Largest Deer in Drury History, a 236” Mega buck!
- 2 Hours in All of Never Seen Before Footage

2060082 $9.99 ea.

**+ Lone Wolf Whitetail Addictions DVD**
- First Season of Lone Wolf’s “Whitetail Addictions”
- Be there as DelWayne Gibson Arow a 200” Bruiser in Illinois, and Share the Heartbreak when his Brother, Danny, Misses an Opportunity at a Record-Class Ohio Buck
- With over 20 Successful Hunts in All, 19 by Bow, this Video is Sure to Feed Your Addiction
- Run Time 220 Minutes

2970006 $11.99 ea.

**+ Hunters Specialties Primetime Bucks XV DVD**
- The H.S Pro Staff Pursue Deer Across the Country in the Latest Edition of this Series
- Contains 26 Hunts
- Run Time: 3 Hours
- Primetime” Deer Track Window Sticker is Included

2600057 $9.99 ea.

**+ RealTree® Monster Bucks XIX Volume 1 DVD**
- Watch Remarkable Big-Buck Hunting Action with Bows, Muzzleloaders and Rifles in Montana, Texas, Iowa, Illinois, Wyoming, Kansas, Georgia and Alberta as well as a Bonus Feature!
- Bill Jordan Harvest a Huge 181-inch Buck
- David Banton Rattle in a 151 B&C Buck
- Mike McInerny Arow a 155 P&Y Kansas Whitetail
- Marlese Schwarz Tag her Giant 185 B&C Buck
- Michael Waddell Work his Magic with a 150 P&Y Illinois Buck
- You’ll Also See 13 More Exciting Bow and Gun Hunts!
- Run Time: 120 Minutes

3680112 $12.99 ea.

**+ RealTree® Monster Bucks XIX Volume 2 DVD**
- Watch Remarkable Big-Buck Hunting Action with Bows, Muzzleloaders and Rifles
- Ralph Cangiulo Harvest One of the Biggest Mule Deer ever Taken with a Bow, 350-7 P&Y
- Mark Womack Takes a 140 B&C Buck with a Muzzleloader
- Don Kisky Tags a 154 P&Y Iowa Buck
- Gary Clancy Takes on a 150 B&C Milk River Monster
- Run Time: 120 Minutes

3680113 $12.99 ea.

**+ Double D Bowhunting “Cutting Edge” DVD**
- Join World Class Target Archers John Dudley & Darin Cooper as they Storm Across North America in Pursuit of Trophy Big Game
- Features Over Twenty Rock & Roll-paced Bowhunts for Whitetail, Antelope, Bear, Mountain Goat, Mule Deer and Elk
- Learn Several Great Hunting Tips from the Double D Staff including Randy Umer & Bill Winke
- Run Time 2.5 Hours

6790002 $13.99 ea.

**+ Bob Fromme Performance Bowhunting 5 DVD**
- Four Insane Rut Crazy Elk Hunts Including Bob’s Giant Arizona Bull that is Called into Eight Yards
- Watch as Bob and John McClendon Call in and Pass on Five Different Record Book Bulls that will Leave You Shaking your Head
- It’s Been Called One of the Best Elk Hunts on Film
- Run Time 2 Hours

6300002 $11.99 ea.

**+ Nocked and Loaded DVD**
- 100% Bow Action
- Go Behind the Bow Counter with Travis “T-Bone” Turner
- Head into the Field with Some of the Biggest Names in the Woods
- Watch Lee Lakosky Stick an Incredible 172” white Bill Winke and Kyle Wieter Both Bag 166” Brutes
- Run Time 115 Minutes

3680073 $12.99 ea.

800-829-7408
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Name</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Sizes</th>
<th>Colors</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+ Shibuya Chest Guard</td>
<td>Custom Fit System Offers Extra Adjustibility for Personal Fit and Maximum Comfort</td>
<td>Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, X-Large</td>
<td>Available in Black Only</td>
<td>$32.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ AAE Armguard</td>
<td>Designed for the Elite Target Shooter</td>
<td>Available Colors: Red, Blue, Yellow</td>
<td>Specify RH or LH</td>
<td>$9.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ Easton® Large Oval Armguard</td>
<td>Progressive Design Moulded from Durable, Polycarbonate Material</td>
<td>Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue</td>
<td>Specify RH or LH</td>
<td>$11.99 ea.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ARM GUARDS

+ Win&Win A/E Armguard
  • Aluminum Epoxy Material
  • Soft, Flexible, Yet Protective
  • Easily Forms to Contour of Arm
  • Available Colors: Green, Blue, Red
  • 6” Length

+ Cartel Target Style Armguard
  • High Impact Resistant Plastic
  • Stiff, Rigid 6” Length
  • Memory Stretch Band
  • Available Colors: Black, White, Blue

+ Cartel Midas Armguard
  • High Quality Durable Plastic Guard
  • One Size Can Easily be Adjusted to Fit All
  • Available Colors: White, Blue, Red, Yellow
  • 5” Length

+ Cartel Flexible Armguard
  • High-Impact Resistant Plastic
  • Flexible, 6 1/2” Length
  • Memory Stretch Band
  • Available Colors: Black, Blue

+ Cartel CR 505 Epoxy Armguard
  • High-Impact Resistant Plastic
  • Flexible, 6” Length
  • Memory Stretch Band
  • Available Colors: Blue, Red, Silver

+ Sportsman Outdoor Products
  2-Strap Camo Armguard
  • Plastic Internal System Contours around Forearm
  • Elastic Straps for Snug Fit
  • Quick-Release Buckles for Easy Adjustment
  • 7” Length

+ Sportsman Outdoor Products
  3-Strap Camo Armguard
  • Plastic Internal System Contours Around Forearm
  • Soft Backing or Extended Comfort
  • 3 Elastic Straps for Snug Fit
  • Quick-Release Buckles for Easy Adjustment
  • 10” Length

+ Vista Slap Fit Armguard
  • Features a Quiet Fleece Shell with Rolled Spring Steel on the Inside
  • Just Slap It On and It Forms to Your Arm

+ Cartel 301 Hunter Armguard
  • Soft, Flexible, Highly Durable
  • Ribbed with Adjustable Elastic Straps
  • 6 3/4” Length
  • One Size is Easily Adjusted to Fit All
  • Available in Black Only

+ Cartel 201 Hunter XL Armguard
  • 10” Long, Solid Fabric Arm Guard
  • 2 Internal Rib Supports on Top and Bottom
  • Able to Flex Over Elbow
  • Available in Black, Red, Blue

+ Cartel Junior Armguard
  • 6.5” Long, Solid Fabric Arm Guard
  • 2 Internal Rib Supports on Top and Bottom
  • Suitable for Youth Archers
  • Available in Black, Red, Blue

+ Aurora Dynamic Long Armguard
  • Ideal Protection for the Entire Arm
  • Prevents Clothing from Coming in Contact with the String
  • Velvet Lining for Comfort
  • Four Elastic Stretch Bands with Snap Closure
  • Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue
  • 13” Length

+ Aurora Dynamic Standard Armguard
  • Ideal Protection for Every Archer
  • Prevents Clothing from Coming in Contact with the String
  • Velvet Lining for Comfort
  • Two Elastic Stretch Bands with Snap Closure
  • Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue
  • 8” Length

+ Aurora Dynamic Youth Long Armguard
  • Shorter Version of the Long Armguard for Shorter Arms
  • Prevents Clothing from Coming in Contact with the String
  • Velvet Lining for Comfort
  • Two Elastic Stretch Bands with Snap Closure
  • Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue
  • 10” Length

+ Aurora Youth Armguard
  • Ideal for Youth Archers or Smaller Frames
  • Prevents Clothing from Coming in Contact with the String
  • Velvet Lining for Comfort
  • Two Elastic Stretch Bands with Snap Closure
  • Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue
  • 7” Length

+ Aurora Dynamic Vented Armguard
  • Ideal Vented Protection for Every Archer
  • Prevents Clothing from Coming in Contact with the String
  • Velvet Lining for Comfort
  • Two Elastic Stretch Bands with Snap Closure
  • Available Colors: Black, Red, Blue
  • 7” Length

+ Neet N-1 Armguard
  • 6 3/4” X 2 1/4” Vinyl Body
  • Adjustable Elastic Straps with Velcro Fasteners
  • Single Nylon Rod Reinforcement Stave
  • Available Colors: Black, White

+ Neet N-2 Armguard
  • 6 3/4” X 3 1/8” Vinyl Body
  • Adjustable Elastic Straps With Velcro Fasteners
  • Two Nylon Rod Reinforcement Staves
  • Available Colors: Black, White

+ Fivics Superking Armguard
  • Velvet Lining for Comfort
  • Elastic Stretch Bands with Snap Closure
  • Available Sizes: Small (S) - Medium (M) - Large (L)
  • Available in Black Only

+ King 3410 Armguard
  • 6” Length - Perfect for Smaller Archers
  • Two Straps with Velcro Closure
  • Cordura® Construction
  • Leather Backing
  • Single Round Stave
  • Available in Black Only

800-829-7408
+ King 3443 Armguard
• 7” Length
• Three Strap, Quick-Release Closure
• Contur™ and Flat Stave Construction
• Perfect for the Hunter
• Available in Mossy Oak Break-Up® Camo Only
3300093 $12.99 ea.

+ King 3493 Armguard
• 13” Full Arm Length
• Four Strap, Quick-Release Closure
• Contur™ and Flat Stave Construction
• Available in Mossy Oak Break-Up® Camo Only
3300094 $14.99 ea.

+ Outdoor ProStaff Armguard
• Compress and Protect Your Arm while Holding Your Wind Checker and Gunt Tube
• Snug Fit
• Available in Camo Only
7280004 $8.99 ea.

+ Saunders Ventilated Armguard
• 2 1/2” X 5 3/4”, Clean, Compact, Open Design
• Cool and Comfortable, Will Not Cut or Crack
• Lightweight Composite Construction
• Quick-Hook Adjustable Elastic Straps
• Available Colors: Black, White, Green, Blue, Purple, Yellow
3890026 (Black) $8.99 ea.
3890029 (White) $8.99 ea.
3890055 (Color) $8.99 ea.

+ Saunders Diamond Defender™
• Cool, Scent-Free Armguard
• Keeps Clothing Out of the Way
• 4” X 7 1/2” Open Design
• Lightweight and Breathable Plastic Material
• Quick-Hook Adjustable Elastic Straps
• Black Composite Construction
3890040 $11.99 ea.

+ Primos Armguard
• Avoid the Sting of a Bow String While Hunting
• High-Impact Plastic Design Featuring Three Thick and Durable Quick-Hook Straps that Ensures Your Clothing Stays Out of the Way
• Durable, Quiet, and Strong
• Honeycomb Design Allows for Cooling in Warm Weather Hunts
• Available in OD Green Only
• 8” Length
3490007 $11.99 ea.

+ Vista SnugFit Armguard
• Two Plastic Stays Protect Your Arm
• Easy to Use - Just Slip it On (No Hooks or Fastener)
• Fits Over Most Bulky Clothing
• 8” Length
4700055 $11.99 ea.

+ Realtree® EZ Guard Arm & Sleeve Guard
• Ensures Your Clothing Doesn’t Catch Your String
• No Hooks, Straps, or Velcro
• Bulky Shirts and Coats Can’t Interfere with the Bowstring
• Machine-Washable Memory Fabric Material
• Available in Light Brown Only
3680011 $7.99 ea.

+ Neet N-300-V Armguard
• 6 1/2” X 3 5/8”
• Adjustable Elastic Straps with Velcro Fasteners
• Three Nylon Rod Reinforcement Staves
• Available Colors: Black, White
3300047 $9.99 ea.

+ Neet N-SS-310 Armguard
• 6 3/4” Long
• Contur™ Construction, Mossy Oak Break-Up® Camo
• Two 3/4” Elastic Pull Adjust Straps
• “Pull Adjust” Quick Strap Size Adjustment
• Padded String Stave
3300028 $10.99 ea.

+ Neet N-SS-410 Armguard
• 7” Long - Mossy Oak Break-Up® Camo
• Contur™ Construction
• Two 3/4” Elastic Pull Adjust Straps
• “Pull Adjust” Quick Strap Size Adjustment
• Padded String Stave
3300011 $10.99 ea.

+ Neet N-RGS & N-RGL Armguards
• Full Length Guards Great for Hunting and Archers Seeking Full Arm Protection
• Vinyl Construction
• Two 3/4” Elastic Pull Adjust Straps
• Padded String Stave
• Available Colors: Black, White, M.O. Break-Up
• Available Sizes: N-RGS (13”) N-RGL (11 3/4”)
3300039 (RGL 13”) $13.99 ea.
3300034 (RGS 11 1/2”) $12.99 ea.

+ Neet Traditional Armguard
• Traditional Style, Full Grain Leather Armguard
• Boot Lace Hooks with Elastic Cord Lacing
• Available Colors: Burgundy Leather, Honey Brown Suede
• Available Sizes: #5 (7 3/4” X 3 1/4”) #6 (6 3/8” X 7 3/8”)
3300056 (#5) $19.99 ea.
3300006 (#6) $17.99 ea.

+ Vista Small Deluxe Traditional Armguard
• 5” Length
• Heavy Leather Construction
• Rich Leather Design with Pewter Button Closure
• One Size Fits All
4700056 $24.99 ea.

+ Fivics Saker I Tab
• Ergonomic, Adjustable to Control Excessive Force at the Hooking Finger and the Back of the Hand
• Sets Proper Hooking Position by Adjusting the Spacer
• Thumb Supporter Serves as a Jaw Supporter
• More Comfort and Stability with Palm & Finger in Position
• Anodized Aluminum Plate, Adjustable Ledge, Replaceable Faces
• Specially Processed Back Leather Provides Flexibility & Protection
• Genuine Shell Cordovan Ensures High Sliding Effect
• Flexible and Water Proof
• Available Sizes: Small (Gold) Medium (Red) Large (Blue)
• Specify RH or LH
5380002 Tab (w/ Ledge) $49.99 ea.

+ Fivics Saker II Tab
• Anodized Aluminum Plate
• Adjustable Shelf Ledge
• Replaceable Faces and Backing
• Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
• Specify RH or LH
5380017 $49.99 ea.

+ Fivics Saker III Tab
• Anodized Aluminum Plate
• Adjustable Shelf Ledge
• Replaceable Faces and Backing
• Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
• Specify RH or LH
5380053 $49.99 ea.

+ Fivics Neonine Finger Tab Type A
• Anodized Aluminum Plate with Adjustable Shelf Ledge
• Proper Hooking Position by Spacer Adjustment
• Thumb Supporter Suitable as Jaw Platform
• Specially Processed Leather for Finger Protection and Flexibility
• Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large
• Specify RH or LH
5380010 $14.99 ea.

+ E.W. Bateman TC3 Traditional Tab
• 3-Under Stay Put Tab
• Cordovan Face, Suede Back
• Adjustable Elastic Finger Band Provides Consistent Positioning of the Tab
• Available Sizes: Small, Medium, Large, XLarge
• Specify RH or LH
1310005 $10.99 ea.

+ E.W. Bateman TCD Traditional Tab
• Cordovan Split Finger Stay Put Tab
• Cordovan Face, Suede Back
• Adjustable Elastic Finger Band Provides Consistent Positioning of the Tab
• Available Sizes: S, Small, Medium, Large, XLarge
• Specify RH or LH
1310006 $11.99 ea.

www.LancasterArchery.com
## FINGER TABS

### X-Spot Finger Tab
- Maintains correct finger placement and pressure while drawing the bow
- Creates more consistent pressure on the three drawing fingers and hence a cleaner release
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 6820004 (Repl. Face) $14.99 ea.
- 6820006 (Tab w/ Ledge) $5.99 ea.

### X-Spot II Finger Tab
- Maintains correct finger placement and pressure while drawing the bow
- Creates more consistent pressure on the three drawing fingers and hence a cleaner release
- Made of tough leather
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 1150021 (Tab II) $34.99 ea.
- 1150023 (Tab II w/ Ledge) $38.99 ea.

### Angel Tab II
- "Super-Fine" Leather Face w/ quality suede backing
- Strong string grip yet with smooth release
- Available with or without anchor ledge
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 5380043 $8.99 ea.

### Fivics Magic Tab
- Made of leather
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 4770134 $49.99 ea.

### Win&Win/SF Carbon Finger Tab
- Cordovan leather chin tab
- Removable retractor and chin piece
- Carbon plate makes the tab lighter
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 4770135 $44.99 ea.

### Win&Win/SF Elite Finger Tab
- Cordovan leather chin tab
- Removable retractor and chin piece
- Aluminum plate makes the tab lighter
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 4770115 $16.99 ea.

### Win&Win/SF Premium Finger Tab
- Stainless steel plate with superior leather chin tab
- Removable retractor and chin piece
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH

### Win&Win 360 Perfect Finger Tab
- High quality cordovan leather
- Durable, water resistant
- Pliable, protective backing
- Available sizes: Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 4770057 $32.99 ea.

### Bearpaw Calf Hair Finger Tab w/ Separator
- Calf hair allows the string to release exactly and quietly
- Integrated separator made of synthetic material lies between the middle and index finger for the ideal position for your fingers
- Made of cowhide leather with calf hair insert
- Available sizes: X-Small, Small, Medium, Large, X-Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 6140021 $6.99 ea.

### Bearpaw Leather Finger Tab w/ Separator
- High quality leather for a smooth release every time
- Durable, waterproof
- Includes finger separator
- Available sizes: X-Small, Small, Medium, Large, X-Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 1040039 $5.99 ea.

### AAE KSL Gold Brass Finger Tab
- Designed by Coach Ksl Lee
- The ONLY adjustable, ergonomically designed palm plate
- Fully adjustable for a perfect fit
- Grain oriented cordovan face
- Custom elastic for more comfort.
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- 1790119 $61.01 ea.
- 1790121 (Repl. Face) $15.99 ea.

### AAE KSL Aluminum Finger Tab
- Designed by Coach Ksl Lee
- The ONLY adjustable, ergonomically designed palm plate
- Fully adjustable for a perfect fit
- Grain oriented cordovan face
- Custom elastic for more comfort.
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- 1790120 $55.99 ea.

### AAE NASP Student Tab
- Designed for school archery programs
- Single leather face
- Improves scores
- Available in 2 & 3 under
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Available colors: Green, Orange, Pink, Yellow
- 1790115 $5.04 ea.

### AAE Ultra-Lite Finger Tab
- Ideal tab for traditional bowhunters and target archers
- Featuring a lightweight tab plate made of space age material with super leather face and suede backing
- Can be fitted with adjustable ledge and finger spacer (Not included)
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 1790101 $16.99 ea.

### AAE Elite Finger Tab
- Tab used by most top competitors
- Anodized aluminum plate
- Adjustable ledge & finger spacer included
- Replaceable face and backing (sold separately)
- Available tab faces: Cordovan hair super leather
- Available sizes: Small, Medium, Large
- Specify RH or LH
- 1790059 (Tab w/ SL) $26.17 ea.
- 1790058 (Tab w/ Hair) $37.69 ea.
- 1790066 (SL Repl. Face) $5.99 ea.
- 1790065 (Hair Repl. Face) $11.59 ea.
- 1790052 (Rubber Repl. Back) $2.99 ea.

### AAE Adjustable Finger Spacer
- Adjusts in thickness from .400 to .600
- Soft cushion rubber external surface that allows you to shoot comfortably all day long
- Fits AAE’s Elite Tab, Ultra-Lite Tab and KSL Tab

### AAE Elite Finger Spacer
- Fits both Elite and Ultra-Lite tabs
- Black Delrin synthetic
- One-size fits all
- Mounting screws included
- 1790088 $6.99 ea.

### AAE Elite Tab Ledge
- Fits both Elite and Ultra-Lite tabs
- Machined aluminum
- Mounting screws not included
- Specify RH or LH
- 1790051 $8.99 ea.

### Black Mamba Archery Venom Tab
- Trim-to-size feature allows you to perfect a custom fit
- World’s best genuine cordovan leather tab face
- Grain-oriented cordovan for durability & smoothness
- Universal sized, black aluminum tab plate for security
- Includes NNP no-nock pinch ergonomic finger spacer
- Optional, laser-cut stainless steel anchor ledge available
- Specify RH or LH
- One-size, trim to fit
- 7980002 $69.99 ea.
- 7980003 (Repl. Face) $15.95 ea.
- 7980004 (Ledge) $5.95 ea.
+ Wilson Black Widow Tabs
- Stitched, All Leather Tab with Felt Backing
- Lace-Up Finger Loop, Split, or 3 Under
- Available with or without Anchor Pad
- Available Tab Faces: Super Leather
- Available Sizes: X-Small Small Medium Large X-Large
- X-Small Only Available without Anchor

1460005 (Super Leather) $10.99 ea.
1460003 (Hair) $11.99 ea.
1460004 (Super Leather w/ Anchor) $11.99 ea.
1460002 (Hair w/ Anchor) $14.99 ea.
1460001 (Super Leather, 3 Under) $10.99 ea.
1460008 (Hair, 3 Under) $11.99 ea.
(Super Leather w/ Anchor)

+ Cartel Tab
- Cordovan Leather
- Available Sizes: Medium Large
- Specify RH or LH
1760008 $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel Pro-I Tab
- Improved Tab Design
- Leather Face with Metal Plate Backing
- Available Sizes: Medium Large
- Specify RH or LH
1760007 $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel SA-1 Cordovan Tab
- High-Performance Tab Design Enhances the Feel
- Cordovan Leather Face with Metal Plate Backing
- Includes Adjustable Shelf for Precise Tuning
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large
- Specify RH or LH
1760110 $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel Smart Tab
- Anodized Aluminum Plate, Includes Finger Spacer
- Replaceable Cordovan Leather Tab Face
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
- Specify RH or LH
1760034 (Tab) $19.99 ea.

+ Cartel Pro-II Finger Tab
- Basic, Inexpensive Finger Protection
- Great for Entry-Level Archers, Camps, Schools and Introductory Archery Programs
- Single Piece Leather Construction
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large
- Specify RH or LH
1760009 $2.99 ea.

+ NAM Kant Pinch Finger Tab
- Used By Thousands of Archers all Over the World
- Finger Separators Prevents Arrow Pinching
- Calf Hair Face, Calf Skin Back
- Available RH or LH
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
5820002 $7.99 ea.

+ Neet PFT Pinch Free Tab
- Soft Felt Finger Spacer
- Suede Leather Backing
- Super Leather Face
- Available RH or LH
- Available Sizes: X-Small Small Medium Large X-Large
3300008 $7.99 ea.

+ Make-Up Traditional 3-Finger Glove
- High-Performance Goat Skin Design
- German Engineering for the True Traditional Shooter
- Closed End Fingers Protect and Improve Shooting Comfort
- Available in Dark Brown Color Only
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large
5720004 $9.99 ea.

+ Make-Up Leather Shooting Glove
- High-Performance Goat Skin Design
- German Engineering for the True Finger Shooter
- Closed End Fingers Protect and Improve Shooting Comfort
- Available in Light Brown Color Only
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large
5720003 $9.99 ea.

+ American Leather Shooting Glove
- Made from Top Grain Elk Hide with Neoprene on the Knuckles for Ultra Comfort
- Nylon Webbing Overlays Neoprene Inserts on the Finger Stalls to Create the Ultimate Release in a Shooting Glove
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
5550002 $39.99 ea.

+ Allen Micro Glove For Youth/Women
- Premium Rolled-Tip, Closed-End Design
- Saddle Cloth Backing with Velcro® Wrist Strap Closure
- Downsized for Smaller Archers’ Hands
- Available in Small Only
5060006 $7.99 ea.

+ Allen Super Comfort Glove
- Rolled-Tip, Closed-End Design Never Restricts Shooter’s Finger Movement
- Features a Sharp Saddle Cloth Backing and Large Elastic Back to Minimize Finger Fatigue
- Adjustable Velcro® Wrist Strap Closure
- Available Sizes: Medium Large X-Large
6140022 $14.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Black Archery Glove
- Wind and Water Repellent Material to Protect the Hand when it’s Cold
- Finger Tips are Double-Coated with Extremely Hard-Wearing Nylon Allowing You to Release the String Fast and Precisely
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
6140022 $14.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Leather Bow Glove
- Premium Glove for the Shooter That Shoots Directly Over the Hand, Also Protects from Shattered Arrows
- Made to Improve the Feel for the Traditional Shooter
- Soft, Durable Leather for Ultimate Comfort
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large RH (on left bowhand) LH (on right bowhand)
1040041 $13.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Leather Shooting Glove
- Their Best Design in Leather
- Made to Improve the Feel for the True Finger Shooter
- Extremely Soft and Highly Durable Glove
- Available Sizes: XX-Small X-Small Small Medium Large X-Large
1040041 $13.99 ea.

+ Neet FG2N Shooting Glove
- High-Quality Saddle Cloth Material
- Elastic Back Insert for Comfortable Fit
- Hook & Loop Closure with Smooth Leather Tips
- Available Sizes: X-Small Small Medium Large X-Large
3300061 $8.99 ea.

+ Neet T-65 Shooting Glove
- Traditional Single-Seam Glove with Reinforced Finger Tips
- Cordovan Leather with Snap Buckle Wrist Strap
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
3300062 $16.99 ea.

+ King Traditional Leather Glove
- Leather with Elastic Insert
- Velcro® Wrist Fastener
- Tobacco Suede Hand with Leather Tips
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
3530161 $19.99 ea.

+ Dakota Damascus Archery Glove
- Full Grain Deerskin Leather with Reinforced Finger Tips
- Soft, Sensitive, Yet Protective
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
- Right or Left Handed
1930001 $13.99 ea.

+ Allen Micro Glove For Youth/Women
- Premium Rolled-Tip, Closed-End Design
- Saddle Cloth Backing with Velcro® Wrist Strap Closure
- Downsize for Smaller Archers’ Hands
- Available in Small Only
5060006 $7.99 ea.

+ Allen Super Comfort Glove
- Rolled-Tip, Closed-End Design Never Restricts Shooter’s Finger Movement
- Features a Sharp Saddle Cloth Backing and Large Elastic Back to Minimize Finger Fatigue
- Adjustable Velcro® Wrist Strap Closure
- Available Sizes: Medium Large X-Large
6140022 $14.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Black Archery Glove
- Wind and Water Repellent Material to Protect the Hand when it’s Cold
- Finger Tips are Double-Coated with Extremely Hard-Wearing Nylon Allowing You to Release the String Fast and Precisely
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
6140022 $14.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Leather Bow Glove
- Premium Glove for the Shooter That Shoots Directly Over the Hand, Also Protects from Shattered Arrows
- Made to Improve the Feel for the Traditional Shooter
- Soft, Durable Leather for Ultimate Comfort
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large RH (on left bowhand) LH (on right bowhand)
1040041 $13.99 ea.

+ Bearpaw Leather Shooting Glove
- Their Best Design in Leather
- Made to Improve the Feel for the True Finger Shooter
- Extremely Soft and Highly Durable Glove
- Available Sizes: XX-Small X-Small Small Medium Large X-Large
1040041 $13.99 ea.

+ Neet FG2N Shooting Glove
- High-Quality Saddle Cloth Material
- Elastic Back Insert for Comfortable Fit
- Hook & Loop Closure with Smooth Leather Tips
- Available Sizes: X-Small Small Medium Large X-Large
3300061 $8.99 ea.

+ Neet T-65 Shooting Glove
- Traditional Single-Seam Glove with Reinforced Finger Tips
- Cordovan Leather with Snap Buckle Wrist Strap
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
3300062 $16.99 ea.

+ King Traditional Leather Glove
- Leather with Elastic Insert
- Velcro® Wrist Fastener
- Tobacco Suede Hand with Leather Tips
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
3530161 $19.99 ea.

+ Dakota Damascus Archery Glove
- Full Grain Deerskin Leather with Reinforced Finger Tips
- Soft, Sensitive, Yet Protective
- Available Sizes: Small Medium Large X-Large
- Right or Left Handed
1930001 $13.99 ea.